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Chapter 1. Introduction 
There are several types of crime fiction. This thesis is concerned 
with one t,ype only, the detective story. As this term has been used 
rather loosely by publishers, reviewers, critics and librarians, the 
first part of this chapter has been devoted to a discussion of its 
meaning and its relationship with the novel. This is followed by a brief 
history of the genre, within the limits defined. 
Definition. Librarians have made several efforts to devise a 
classification scheme for fiction. Even the most general scheme will 
break down in practice, because a novel may have more than one facet. 
A historical romance may include a mystery: The talisman ring by Georgette 
Heyer(l), an adventure story may have an element of detection: The day 
of the jackal by Frederick ForSyth(2), a detective story may also belong 
to science fiction: The naked sun by I. Asimov(3), and a crime novel may 
have a strong love interest: Gauqy ni~ht by Dorothy L. Sayers(4). 
In the realm of crime fiction there are similar problems. For 
example, The moonstone, Gaudy night and the historical stories of John 
Dickson Garr have all been called detective stories, but they could 
equally well be considered as romances. 
For the purpose of this thesis, therefore, it is necessary to provide 
a working definition of "detective story" and, as far as possible, to 
disentqngle it from the other forms of fiction with which it is often 
confused, and with which it sometimes blends; these include the mystery 
story, the thriller and the crime novel. 
Several critics and historians of the genre have realised that the 
term has been used rather loosely, but only Julian Symons has discussed 
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the rr.e.tter in any great detail. study of the ;;enre 3100dy r.mrder: 
1 ' 'j (5) nove : -2-1.~l'.Y ,'oegins ';;ith 
this s~~te~ce • • • 
11~';;e first ~)roblel!l i'ecing anybody "I',riting about 
cr_Ln:e fiction is to stake out the limits of his 
ti1eCle 11 
. 
Symons decides to call ·che entire genre Il cr:L:::e ::ovel or suspense novel ll , 
encl to exclude only those 'Iorks ,,':.ere ti1e criminal int~rest is of less 
importa,nce than the main t11eme. This is D very bro2d definition, and 
too ',dele for the rurpose of this '.:ork. Symons consiclcrs the various 
( ". \ 
• r>' • + • 0.. 1 'I . b t . t . 'P Id ~r 0 ) o.c.!. lnl "lons sn ru t;S compl eo. y prac l loners SUO!1 as 1,on[;, l'JlOX 
and Dorothy" S~yers (7) • rie concludes ti:at :2ew novels C8n conform to any 
specified set of rules. fmy list of IILest ll oetective novels will 
(8'. (0) 
probr;Oly contain titles such as !ted i1.£rvest ), The~9~'§E_.!E2.el-t~ :;; , 
cnd Strap~'s on a train (10), none of .... ihich is a 11 pure 11 uetective story, 
as ~ill be seen later. Symons believes that all forms ef uetective 
writings 8::~e pert of one whole, IIsol1sstional litcrature tl • 
Despite this vie',iI-'oint, n:sny critics ilOve considerea it j,elpful to 
define the genre, either 'oy inclusion or exclusion. In The 6uilt;y 
. (11)_ 1r , " -1-' t • tt' to..' l' • t VlCDra,'-:,e ",'. 1. .!~ua.en aGrees vl1a QC ec l ve s ory an WnOQill,nl are 
synonymous, ani t:"is is Generally accepted. He w::u Id not include 
11 studie s of Ir;urcie:'ers whose cuil t lS _,no~m 
e. c-: • .0ill:.2.£..2forethouLP!1I 
or thrillers ono.. spy stories 
I!wr~en t11c iclc::1tii'ic[,tion of the cri,r.inal is 
sU20rdinctc to the defc[t O!"' his crimin[ll designsll. 
'I'his latter category is usually consiaerea as being outside the 8co.,e of 
the detective story. 
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n d 1 f .L.h t' 1(12) ,. .-. ::::n her study, Ibe eve or:ment 0 "e detec l vc nove , !:rs. i;'.::... 
Lurch distinguishes bet',ieen the dctecti ve novol and the crime novel, Y;hich 
is abcut 
!I theft, carried out "I,i th c:.uick-rli tte(l dexterity, 
the ro[;ue's clever tricks aeing told to erouse 
the reader Dnd arouse his symp3t?:etic i:1tercst ll • 
(I::is v:ould (61\ inclucle tol'E!s of ?obin Hood, Dick Turpin Dnd Arsenc LUl'in \ I 
Surely the first t':iO c.re tales of Odvc21ture akin to those novels v:i th 
peripheral crime inte~'est only? Arsene Lu:,::in' s e::poli ts ere consiclE!red 
port of the French roman policier tradition. ;,:rs. Eurch olso 
distinguishes cetneen the detective ilovel end the mystery story, ;il1ich 
she detines as a story ,.ith a I:lystery (not r.ecess8Tily .3 crime) cs its 
cent:'al theme. Ti1is r:lystery is solved. by onolyticc.l oeciuction. ./ith 
Ronold Knox, sl1e exclu(les superna.tursl mysteries from the scope of the 
cietective story. 
Towards the end of .d!oody muroer, SYIDons gives a tablulc,r su:nnwry of 
the differences betv,'een the detective story and the psycholoGical cr5.me 
novel. 'Ihe Intter he sugGests is 
"ansed en psycholoGY of characters - rlhat stresses 
nould make A n:;.nt to kill 13 - er on intolerable 
si tue.t:ons thc.t must end in violence". 
This table surns up clorly, concisely end accurately the differences 
betvJeen ti,O forms, the core ef i'ihich is in -<';he a,bovE:: cluotation. 
It can be seen therefore, ti1at critics n:wc becl:. conscioL::.s ~h8t t~1e 
Q.ctecti ve stoFJ does include a ~iide r::mcc of subject mCJtter and ti1at SOlIle 
attctlpt at definition is needful. Simple uefinitions of the genre CBn be 
found in most dictionsries of literary terrr:s and li ters.ry encyclopaedias. 
:bior insts.nce . . . 
- L. -
I'A clet,::;ct:L ve story in its simpL:st form 
propounds 0. l:uzzle Dna ticen the solution (1)') 
to "~hGt puzzle" 
Substitute crime for :&uzzle ana tllis aefini tion is accurate.' In the se [Le 
',;ork, relotE:d types of ~',ri tings on crir:e are definea as follovis 
"In its concentroticn en pu.zzle ana investigation, 
detective fiction ca,n be seen to aiffer m8rkealy 
from other tYP'3S of crime YJrltine; ';;itll '.:hich it 
is sometimes confusea: for instance, the mystery 
story :;;;er sanG, sc;.ch as Tl?-e·;:orr.o,n in wll; te , ',;118re 
tlle cfen~ment is reechea not by investigation, but 
by the na:'.;ural unfolain::; of events; for instance 
again, the thriller i.i th its sub-species the spy 
story, "'ihere rIlOSt of tl:e interest focuses on 
violent action; for i::'lStance, i'in311y, various 
sore or less serious studies of criminal mentality 
like ;.:eyer Levin IS Eossession or Truman Capote I s 
In cola blooa. .- , 
It nOYI r;:;msins to define, f'or the purI~oscs of tilis stuay, each of 
~he terms listea earlier. 
Tile crime novel, cles:!;Jitc I\~rs • l,:urch IS D.ssert~ol'ls, is any ywvel about, 
or containil'lg aiscussion of o· criille. '].'rollope I s ''::'he i;:.ustonce dia~onas(14) 
is an example. 
The pS'ycholo(:ico.l crime novel, as Symons suge;ests, centres upon tf"!e 
r8t.sons for a person's oc"cions in n given situ!~tion. It is tiierefore 
concernea prima,rily \.i th IIwhy" !:ucl r:ot "who". 
(F) 
'£ho:::e \';~1O '.mlk 8';,C.y ,) , Coler:!an shoots at ::"c.y Gnrrett, but G",rrett is 
Cot:1:9811ea to re;:l::nn close to his ',vould-oe ::iller, instcc.a of removint; 
~limsclf from his presence. 
The thriller or oaventurG novel cen '..:e consid,crea Cl"! off-shoot of~he 
picnresque novel such as Don ':~;i:xote (16) or Tcm JOc'les (17). It consists 
of [1. linlwd s.::::ries of t1clventu::es, often in t~,e form of c' CilD.Se. It is 
usually, thoush not exclusively, conc,::;rnell \ii th secret sLents. It ':'s [m 
essentially d.r2.:11Ctic .:ork, ana shc1..:16, culoinate in the overthrow of ~ce 
chief vElain. l:[,u;mond 11mes ~:md Alistair r,13clean are thriller '.vri ters. 
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situGtion, often 'I.i-th him;s of the supernctural. It is the contomporary 
version of' the Gothic novel 2nd closely linked to science fiction. 
The sPy story (Leta-l1s the lives anc..;ork of spies <,nd secret at;en"~s. 
:'::;xc:,mples r2nGe from tLo prosaic The SDy 7:ho csme :n from the ,.COld(18) , to 
the more fantastic goldfin£.££(19). 
study, tells the story of on 8110[00. crime, 8no. ',ce efforts of 8n investi;:,:;a.tor 
to find the true solution. 
Some literary critics ane. meny vlriters of' det-::;ctivt: stories l'.eny that 
this genr3 of fiction has s.ny chim to be c e l1ed tI lit Jrature tl , or to ::'" 
classeo. as lInove1sll. ~hat is the ~efinition of a novel; does it share 
ony com.:-;;on qualities with the detective story? 
to 
Both i~.l~. Scott I s 9urrcnt li t3rarL terms (20), cnd ~::.QE~2..?Ei.2£ 
. . l' I I' t t (21) "f ' . . 1'" '1 " 1 t ~ng:::-ls~l-...~~~I.:£ ,ce ~ne t.:e novo ~n:L all' y Slcill ar ',c;n:s cs 
"[;. fictitious prose n8rr~tive Clecling with hUllon oeinss 
and tileir actions over a period of time, sne. displayinc 
varieties of human chf'.ract(:;r in :ce18tion to life ll 
and 
By these 
tla v:ork of narrative fiction of some 1e:;,gth, nearly 
aLia;ys in ~rose one. besrinz., a close resemblance to 
doily life in [;sycholoa, environm:::nt [Ono. tiJl:e scale ll 
.. co· • .J..... ueIln~vlons, t~:e detecti. vG. story could ',ualify 8S a Ylove1, for 
it is a. fictitious clsrrat:Lve .. rittc..n :Ln ~rose, eLo it does deal vdth human 
beings - but does it b __ ar a close ressmblancE; to daily life'? ':h..:: a.m',.sr 
to this ' .. ill teCO!l!e clearer (~urinG this stUDY. If tiie detective story is 
consid::;red a.s 11 true picture of life, then c :,.tuo.ent of tr;entieth 
century society could reasonably believe 
"tl:.at tl:e most promin·:;nt features ef our culture ',)ere 
L1cfi'icient cnd corrupt ~)O lice forces, a multi tucl.e of 
urbcme 8.no. charming private oetectives, aud a cons'tant 
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series of domestic crir.:es occurrinG pri;:cipolly 
in lsrge country :1cuses and committed 
exclusively by :peOl)le of tbe mo¥t2normless cnd 
respectable outnard appearance"\'::: ) 
nOYieVer, in aD muc~l 8S the cietccti ve story s .. o-,.;s the 2.i ves of people 
affected 0;/ calamitous events, ,,~t mo,Y Ge SO.:,,0. to co,lvey :> true 
psychological picture of a section of life. It ·'::::::es not rei'lect an 
e;y,tire picture of human life, it cen:lot, b·~c2use or" its prescrioed form. 
The Dction usually takes .I.Jlace over D- s.ort ~er.i.od of' time, 8.n0. for most of 
thst tiwe, '"113 cDaracters ere livin::; in abnormal circumst:::nces, under toe 
ti1reat onO. fear of sus~;icion i~nd oeatn. 
picture of t::'lis JJi)rt of hurr.Dn life, and as i'ar as the r::.::so.er c~n judge 
(for how :,,[;ny readers or au-.:.l:ors have aeen c OUGht up in similar 
circumstances?), some "cruth Dnd l'ealism are shmm. 
Bany writers consider the detective story 8S a form of escape 
literature, port of IIpopubrll culture, cnd as such not intended to be fo.rt 
Rayr;lond Chsnciler disaGrees th3t this alone excluc1..es 
the detective story from the :'~G.nlc:3 of tlli terature". 
HI merely s;:;y that all l'eading for pl..:ssure is 
eqca:pe, "\'i~~ether it oe Greek, matLelllatics, c~ strol1omy, (23) 
B.~nedetto Groce, or Tee diary of tl:e forgotten man. 
Surely the purpose of fiction is not merely to educate, instruct or e:11ighten? 
Surely it is also to cntc:::taLi, cne.. this impli.es sorr,e rG!lloval from ev::;ryday 
life, into ",;ilat is f'or us, the un'·c:o.n. L"1 other "Iiords, escaping cnd 
for[;etting life in 5 y;orld of the past, the future, the unfamiliar and the 
unkno'i.rn • If t:.is is [J. fu "ction of the ':'lovel, then the detective story as 
an entcrtciru:l(;nt, is ,;orthy of ti1is classification. 
It should not be forgotten t::at the C.etecti ve storj' be:gan i ts ~ife by 
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and ',iilkie Gollins. hef'errin:::; to the lat",~er two \';ri t._ re, Dorothy 3&:/"rs 
So.;/S 
(24) 
1Igh8s~ viri tc:l'S np:;?roach the subject in the 
spiri t of the novelist: horiever comljlicated 
the problem, "chcy never l::rescnt the story as 
an isolated cpisOCJO existinG solely in virtue 
of its rel[l tion to the mechfmics of O,eduction. 
They are interested in social 1)8ckground, in menners 
and Lorals, in the depiction Gnd int(;;rplay of 
chorncte:,; tneir ',:orks hove a. three dimensional 
extensi on in time 1'. no.. space, tlwy 0 ll, in their 
various ways, off(;r some kind of 'criticism of 
life'" 
It,,[l.s -.. i ti1 these idec,ls in mind that s~:e ~:lan:.1cd to v.ri to 9QE~Y :1iGht 
as n :lovel of m8·nn(;rS ratl:cr than a IIpure ll detective story. 
Moreover, if "che literary antecedents of the cietcctive story are 
considered, it viill be seen tiKlt these include, cs '.;e11 ss the novel, 
clcssic:Jl G:::-eek tragedy, ',i._ich ',';8S the "L.opularll li t",rature of its day. 
Indeed, j.:iss 0oY3rs :L)oints out tilat 01 tho;,<;.h Aristotle's Foetics ',;e:::-e 
about tragedy, he really 
11 (jesired a Good Detective Sto:::-y; and i'~ Has not 
his fault, fOOl' ma..'1, tfwt he lived some -~-\:.enty 
centuries too ea.rly to revel in the Feripi tes of 
Trent's Lest esse, or in 1:~~)D:i.scoveries of ~ 
Hound of the .c[!.skervilles \. ) 11 
'l:h:ugh tnis may al'~ ear far-fetched ~md even facetious, there is some truth 
in it, and,i .n. LuCien compares the t'o'lO forms of literature (11) 
r:;cc.ceful stc.te before :I:UI'der false innocence 
murder revelation of i.JI'esencc of c;uil t 
fnlse clt;.es, secondery il.urder false location of Guilt 
solution locstion of real built 
urrcst of l:;urderer cctharsis 
p;cceful state ofter crrest true innocence 
• 
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The c1e8nsing t::eme is a co:,:!:'.on one: an event takes :;;;laco, cno. this 
action cnd its conse~uences must be removed. The Cr10rus in Greek 
tragec.y coc.:::ents u~;on cction J~8king place on stoL.e cnd ncrrate;s t~~o.t 
In -;;he 6et~ctive story, this role is c,ften 
undert8l~en by the investigator's "stooCel1. 
T:nere ore olso sini18rities oet',';een the o.etect~.ve story and 
31iza-oethal1 rev"m::;e tra;:::;edy. 
( 0<) 
This, as in Tourneur I s Reven~:cr I s t~~a<ecJy ... <.; , 
ends '.:it,h the st3ge Ili1eddgh r;ith corpses, after scenes ef c..;rec.t vio1C:llce. 
Consider Red ~~orvest, i'ihich [,150 ends iiith mn!lY corrses. lEost d.etective 
stories con 'oe seen as :,:oralities, t::e villain:; s .:...vi1 cnd tile investi:,::ntor 
as Good, Good triumphing OV0r ::C:vil. This distinction is not ah.::ys [:0 
c1e[~r cut; sonetimes tt"1e crilninu1, in Temovio~g an un' .. ortiw r e ::'SOl1, octs 
cs on agent of G·od. Similarly, the investicator c[,n become 
'r~"- f" 11 (100') "";..;.,,~ .. er 0 liod. 
a symbol 
and r.Iike Earwuer hos 'oeen cellO. "tLe 
AlthOUGh subject matt!::;r and for'm ore im:.ortsnt e1emerrt.s in a novel, 
st,,{le cen c.a:~e or mar it. The detective stor')' exhibits D ;;d.do ranee of 
styles, fI'cm the conscioLs1y li tE:rcry style of Dorothy 3::-'yers 3nd Chcmdle::r I s 
vivid prose, to the pedestria.n style of Croi.'ts a::d 'che c.srel;:;ss \;ritLnt; 
of Liic~~ey S pillnne • Style does not preclude Greatness in n lle:;ecti ve story. 
Th ' (27) . e cas,:,: J.S an inGenLus, Yjell-',iroucht story, it is of Coreat historic81 
ir::r;ortaYlce, yet tl-,e style is very sti1tecl, 8S if ell tl:e charact<;..;rs ".-,ere 
cliens spes.kinG :inslish. Scmerset l:iauGha:u clenies IIliterar;y" st.;le any 
place in [l. good c.e"cective story 
1I'::'i;.e oest vlri t(;rs of detective stories are tilose I'iho i,;ive 
you the l'~cts cnd the i;,forences to ::,e drann frcm lhe::n 
in reada:)le Bn~lish, but v;i t{}Out cny Grcces of style. 
:0'ine "ritine; is here out of :p1ace..,e do not .. ar~t 3-
purple },Js-ssaco to distrcct us Yir1en v,e l18nker to ::noy; 
the m_aninc of tl18.t bruise on the butL;r's chin" 
It se ens thrct ;,:aucham r;,ay have hit u_ on one secret of Llle detect'Lve story 
style: tha.t at ti:e v."ry least, it should oe lI:"n ref?da':.;le 3ng1ish", a::1d 
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also oe riGht for each character and situation. Tllis style mDY v<ery 
considerably, for it includes the unex~ected image conjured up oy Raymond 
Chnnd.ler 
!lOhe tropic81 orcnid~i smelled as overpO"I'iering as 
boilinli alcohol'under g blanket" 
and tile dialoGues betv;eendimsey and Bunter 
1I;;unter! If 
aYes, my lord. 11 
1I~~er Grace tells :J:e that a res:;:ectable Battersea 
architect ~03-S discovered a dead man in his bath. 11 
IIIndeed, my lord? rI-hat I S very cratifying.1t 
liVery, L:untc;r. 
I wish Eton and 
Heve you found 
Your choice of -;.ords is unerriC1g. 
::3alliol had done as much for me. 
the catalogue?tI 
"Here it is, my lord." 
!lThonks. I am boing to Battersea at once. I i.-ant 
:y-ou to attencl the s ale for me. Don t t 105 e time - I Gon' t 
.... iant to miss tne F'olio Donte • •• Look I've marked the lots 
! rllmt, onC. fut my outside offer against each. Do your 
best for me. I shall- oe back to dLmer. 1I 
liVery bood , rlry lord. 11 
C3o) 
~7,~ich Dre stilted, but cearing the rinc_ of truth nevertheless. l-l very 
tortuous st;yle or one tl1at YiaS tL'1grammatical .-;ould distract from the 
focus of the story - its subject matter. 
To conclude then, it does not appeor that the detective story can 
cyalify as 9art of the Cenus "novel lt • The forma:t of the tv.-o is the s8me, 
lJut the representation of human life i::l. its entirety cannot ce seen in the 
detective story, '"ithout it losin::; its immediacy, "'ihich is so necesst=lry 
to ~-rip the attention of the reader. This ,'iill 8lso -oe seen in the 
folloi.-inG chapters. The limited subject matter lS so r:,uch more 
important that all other feotures of the novel, includin; style and 
characterisntion (especially the latter) are often only [lde_uately 
produced. 
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As Georce Stevcns f'oin~s out 
t1 It is in ".;11e reeuaoility of a detect:!.. ve :,ovel that 
its chsnces for c;urvivsl inhere. linci for re-
reaclabili ty there ~m::; t b3 morc; t:.--,[.lD an inGenious 
f lot , Lore than a uni:"ue [,:urder cevice. 'I'he;re 
have to be cilaract""rs - existinS in a cagnctic 
atruospkl'e. '.i:hese qucli ties ore :erominent in (3') 
eVen the weakest of t::.ce Gonan Doyle sto:ries.t1 -
It is 2.~,erhaps a leck of preoccupc,""ion ',.i til ill the CJualHi..::s w~ich ms-xe 
up , a' novel, ';1 ~ich lsads to !'cviev;ers demoting the cietective story to 
c, ylace apart l'r.::m ',·[,0 novel. (:nis hale .. ens L.'1 some l-ublic Librarbs, 
"I;here detective stories, :::1011, .;ith"E;sterns, !L~sJ:orical novels ::md 
rOBs.nce, ore 3rl'2.n~ ed in their sel;ara.te catesories, end r:hysicolly 
segregated fro!!! L1e "classical!! novel of :2:n~. Lit.). Dorothy Sayers 
(loes not ogree y;i th such segregation, impl;yinS as i -;; aoes thot ti.le tv.'o 
forms ore d:Lstinct and inalienable 
IIPor it is a rni stake (e.nd a very c Oll:.'non one) to 
suppose the.t a mystery /Jetectivi} story cannot 
have the element of gr'eatness. It ce.::not, 
perhaps, claim to '~~e one of the greatest li tersry 
types - though there is a.LiDYs the ereat ccution8ry 
example of ibBlet, set like Cl si::-n-::,ost to SilO';,' hov.' 
blood-and-tl1unc.er way go on ',he road to hlrnassus -
but vdthin the necessary restrictio:'1s of the form, 
it is e.s C2,I)o.':.;le of its o',m yrol:er c;reatne;.s cs 5· 
SO!I!let '\.it~lin the restr:i,ctions 0::" octave and 
s·3stetll 
far 
Here is cle[Jrly stated 0 truth obout the detecti vc story: vlit::.i.n its 
ol'm limits it con be ereat, ~us"c as [) sO:1:r.et c"it~lin its Olin L.mits con 
be great. 
It \',2S S(;3n e,rlicr, tnat 2. definition of "tne. c,etective storyl1 is 
possible, but WilY \,as this form chosen in rrefere~lce to onc of the other 
related co.tecories? 'rhe field of o.dvcnture - mystery - thriller - spy -
psycholoL:icGl criwe sto1ies represents a l8.rge i;ercentoLc of fu'olished 
fiction. It seemeci desirn'ole thE;:' efcre to limit this field, to i>roduce 
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n compoctsr research cruD. Lin~i tctions r~ere !,1[lO e in three woys. 
2. by including only those detective :10vels -"r:;ttsn in t1:e i::nclisi1 
lanGuag8. ;,lthough tl1t; ~'rench y,riters Goborio.u, Leblanc and Leroux 
rl(;re pOl.'uL:r in the yesr:3,)efore trle Scconc1 .. orlel "or, si:)ce then, there 
, 
has been only one reslly importont overseas ',;ritcr, Si:rreno:'1. Like many 
other writers, Sir:;~non dOGS not concentrate solely on the d0tective story. 
His series of L:a.i£;ret stories is ~J8rallGled by a seri::::s ef psycholo.::;ical 
criCle novels. Other Continental ';,ri ters of no"ce incluJe :5'riedrich 
DurrenmAtt ::nd Sjowall 0..: 'iiahloo. 
3. the vDrious sub-divisions of the d.etective story ,';ere isolf;tcd, 
and I'E:;proscmtctive aut~:ors "i.ere CllOGen in each cateGory. This study '"ill 
concentrate :nainly, but not exclusively upon these -,;riters. 
The subdivisions of the (ietectivE: story ore as 1'o110'7s: 
1. the "clcssic lt story: in such stories, the investig:~tor is 
l:ot a member oc.'" ti1e officiol police :force, 81 thouf::h iYl snny ca.s;;';:::., lie ::l8.y 
be connected -.-.ith It, e.g. bllery C!uoen1s father is a fOlice inspector, 
Reg,,;ie Fortune is a police surgeon. Represent8tive authors are Hargery 
A11inghom, L.;J. Bailey, :G.e. Bentley, An;,hony Berkclcy, i:icil0las ,;lake, 
Lgatha, Christie, Conon Doyle, John Dickson Cs.rr/Cort8r 1ickson; ,.lichael 
Gilbert, EIL:;ry (cueen cnd Dorothy Say ~l'S. 
2. the "invertedll story: in this, t~ne criminol is identified at tile 
beijin..'1inG, and tl-:,e int",,'t)st is centred ui-on hO\', tHe investigator brinGS 
the criminal to book. Repl'csentative AuJcnors 2.re R. Ac:stin Free:nan, Roy 
Vickers Dnd i'I'ancis lIes. 
3. 'ehe "hsrd-oo:lsdll :3 tor;[: in trlis, the emphasis is ufon violence 
and corruption -,iliicn is investiG8.ted '::.y a toUgi1 gun-carryirl::; licensed 
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Repl'esentative c,ut;;ors Bre Dashiell Eammett, 
RDymond Chandler, Roc~s Eacdonald and i,iickey SpilLme. 
4. the "police ?roced~.;ct stor;y: in this, the r;;utine police 
investication of a. cri:r,e is S~lo'l,n. It 11as been used both by ,American 
and Britis~l r,rite:.'s to portra.y both ~ood Dnd corrupt police. Represent-
John ball; (Britisil) ireema.n ',;i11s Crofts, J.J. l,:a.rric [.il:.d J' ohn 3ingham. 
5. ".i.'..lkie Collins: t~~e author of "tile first, tile lon,est and the 
best ai' r.lOQe:;:'n Zn,lish cletective r:ovels" sta.nds olone, ::nd c3n"ot 'oe 
classified. 
It is proposed to stu,d;y "cile detective stor:l as illustrated ',)y the ',jork 
of~he a'uove authors, in tile follo'i,inS subject areas:-
l.;ureler 
Justice Dnd retri"oution 
Tile victim 
The criminal 
The investigator 
1\ fina.l chaptar YJTi~l st.Gl Ul) .lche results, ond dra-ri Dny conclusio11S. 
:!i'irst, however, it is necessary to outline the develop:n::ont of' tile 
detective story from its orisins, et the beGinning of tile Victorian era, 
to the present day. 
The begi::nincs of the detective novel have oeen traced back to "~he 
( ~'2;) ('2;' \ (.,~) Bible (Eel and the dracon ).,1 , SUS8n::1& and tLe elders A,)) Virgil )) , 
Vol'~8ire (36), the Gothic novel, and ~,ii11iam Goo.win (37) but as j'ulian 
Synons C'lOtes 
ltt;,ose 1,;ho scarcil for !,:c-agments of detection in the 
Bible '~nd Eerodotus 2re looking only for puzzles. 
The puzzle is vital to the detective story in itself, 
and its IJlcce in crirr.e li ter'}ture c;enerally is 
com~;aratively siIi211 11 
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. 0. .- .Pt . " t 0. t" .. " f 1 (38)"-1 t . "1 ~'"o';!ar neycra.l. 11&.S l)Oln e eu In ,,'.uru.er or i) easure 'v 13 un 1;1 
an efficient 2.no. respected police force ',ias established, it Vias 
ilU~Jossible to ~.ri te a work i'ihich sUfporteo. the forces of 19';; and order. 
Liost traclitional crilT.e stories emphasize the romantic criminol hero -
Robin ;iood, Did: Turpin - not tae officia.l law enforcers, not the Sheriffs 
of l~ottinG;-.am. This theme still persists, CDel Can be seen torloy in tne 
stories about Tom RiPley(?~! and The Saint (40). 
r.r::.e pre-history of the detective story is interesting (~md can be 
used to bolster" tLe CD-se for the (:etective novel), but the modern story 
(Ll) 
Has created ~)y the publication in 1841 of rIhe l1!Urdel'S in the rue Morgue' • 
This snort story contained the germs of most f0atures of the detective 
story. 
1. the eccent:dc upper class an:ateur investigator Dupin, .. ith his 
nocturnal w3nce1'ings 2.no. llerillit-like existence: e.G. Eolmes, Vrll1ce, f)nd 
"imsey. 
3. tnc "c.se of d.eductive 10Cic by Jehe investi~;ator: lioliLcs, 
e.g. '.Ll1e "'ur? -r 0-" Ra .... I' 1 Yd(42) _ :.. Clt.;; .I. ~ gvr ~,03:ro • 
5. the looked r'Jom mys tcr;y: e.g. 
Poe ".;8S ;;.Titin[; before t11e cst3blishrncnt of a. cetective force in En~.land 
or of a properly organised police force in l~m:rice.. He roas influenced by 
'T" (1~.) ," h " 18"'8 the Eemoires of \ 1QOCq' ,~UOl1S eO. 2n i.. These r'elate the true 
story of Jche criminal turned detective, I':ho rose to be the 11ead of ".;he 
" t' jure e. r:i:his m~y well account for his stories "0(;1;-:.;:: set in France, evon 
. (62) 
thouijh ODe .. as based en a. contemporDFJ New York ';:1JTO.el' case • 
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'I'hrouGIlout ;::.is =ife, Dickens ';;as interested in the "Iork of the police 
~nd 1'",£:1 li1'e crime. He ~"rote 0 series 
?olice in £-.is maGazine 11: usehold YT ords. 
of orticles cn'~he Letropo1i tan 
Oliver List(45) portrnys the lives 
of criminals, but Bleak House (46) is his first novel ' .. ith a. true detective 
element in it, eVen though this merely i'orms a sub i~lot. :iiis cn1y attempt 
to';;rite a full length d~tcctive story, '1'he mystery of l'.d'"in Drood(47), Vias 
left unfinished G,t his death, cnd thus :poses an even grenter mystery :nd 
one that can never be solved. 
,fiLlcie Collins '/u?s 8 close friend of Dickens, Gnd this fact, together 
. ith his reading of The Hewp:ate calendar(48), probably influenced his choice 
of themes for The ',ioms,n in v.ilite (9) (1860) and The moonstone(49) (1863). 
'I'he former is prop.;rly a my::;tery story, but '.;he latter takes its :f;lsce as 
tlee first treat I:n..;.lisIl detective story. This "'fas based to some extent 
on "che rc;al life murd~I' case invol vine; C ens "cC.l1l;e Kent. TriO interesting 
fe.cts ab::-ut 'Fhe !'lloonstone are its narra"~ive form, and that it is about a 
theft, not n murder. 
Lfter Dickens Dnd Collins, there was a cap in the composition of' 
uetective stories botl1 in :2ritain and Americn, r;11i1e in 3J"ronce, GabcriGu 
and Du Boiscobey ';;ere I'lriting romen ljoliciers. The next imi.:ortant author 
nas l-..nna Katherine Green, the first '.'iomen ~tiri ter of note, Dnd frobably the 
first to n,:::ply the adjective IIdetective ll "CO this form of fiction, as she 
Coo) ~id in her book XYZ, a Qctective story) ,first publish8d in 1883. 
The year 1837,.11 tnessed the :publicat~on of Con:.:n Doyle' s 1~ study in 
E.9.?rl!:!(51), and the sdvent of the Qetective story profer. D,:yle 
continued ti'1e themes of the eccentric ema.teur investigator, who \iorl{ed by 
deduction, and his stoose. Holmes' deductions seem more s~eotacular than 
",;h05e of DUI:in. Like Collins, Doyle's stories Here not exclu.sively abcut 
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r.lUrcL;r, but includ;.;d theft, s:;yinC and blackmail. 
In the early yea,rs ef J~:,is century R. Ims tin :Fre~man, like Doyle, a 
doctor, created the first scientific investiGator, Dector Thornciyke, ~,na. Glso 
t£le "inverted!! story. 'filis i~)nor'cd j,l'istotle' s dictum that a 'I;ork required 
a be~,inninb a laiCl,cile and [:n end, in that order. It iJegan ' .. i th t:~e crl:.;e, 
and the iCicntificntion of the cri!l1inal, cnd tDis ':;os then investigated by 
'I'l;,ornc,yke, who scientifically tl'[.p~ed tile criminal. he too usuo,lly had 
a stooGe, often Jervis. Fra~:cis lIes and Roy Vickcrs elsollrote this 
type of story. 
The closing years of the }'irst "Iorld .if!r sav. the rapid srmlti1 of tile 
detective story, and tl:e start of r:be.t b3.s been callC;d liThe Golden aGe 
of the detective story1f. This is a difficult perioci to define exactly, cut 
Can 'Oe said to cover t~le inter .. :or years to t::e commencement of the Second 
'"orld .;o.r in 1939. 
The first imi.ortant writer o:i:' tilis L)eriod ~iaS L.C. Bentley, cl1iefly 
remem'Oered for one ·I.or!c, 'I'rent's last case(5 2), 1913. 
the first detective story in i','~~ich the rr.yth of the omniscient investigator 
i'W.S disproved. Trent is obligc:d in hear his solution refuted L:nd is moved 
to o.ecla,re that he i10S investiGated liis tllost caseI!. In 1920, Freer:wn 
,.ills Crofts started to ';[ri te 6.etecti ve stories Wilich del:ended u,)on the 
breakinc down of a s.:emingly watertight alibi, riDich often involved the use 
of railYla.y timetables. His mos t famous novel is Tile cask(27), 1920, an 
excellent t:xample of a well l)lrm .. ned alibi, end patient detective i'iork 
by the police. 
,A..:.:atil3. Christie t s lon£, '"ri ti.nC career orened in 1920, ',d th the pUblicntion I 
of :£l!e :nys~::;rious aff'air G.t Styles (53) • Since then, the exploits of 
1-'oirot, Hiss ; .. arl;le, To:nmy Bnd Tuppence have become £nm';n -::0 a Yiide fublic 
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in many lends. "imthony .:e:'keley"/";:'rancis Iles", tl'.O fGrts of the S:::::,8 
writer, produced both stro.ichtfon:ard detect::.. ve stories, :rriol Dnd error (54) 
8S well as insenious inverted ones, .56for,-::: the fac/
55 ) • ~IartSery 
i1.11ingham followed the example of Dorothy Ssyers when she I:"Code her 
aetective, Albert CSlllpicn, a memoer of the Britisi1 aristocracy, c,liJeit 
ths.t ne never learn !lis real name and title. "iHcllOlaS 310ke
tl (C. Day Lewis) 
nam. d nis investiGator lligel Strs.nge"ays, and made :lim a .i.J1'octising 
private detective. Yet :,:!Uother '\'iri tor luciin", be:lind a pseclQOnym is 
Eis first 
( r; e) 
, - t' J-.L ~ . .... t I 1 ~. .?:.... i'..L. d J' . 1 b 
'.!Cr.:, Dca n 8e \, \,ne ,::;:e SlCten - S OUglD;;; ,G8 \'ur~ onn l~pp e y, 11 
of tne police force, thus celying the main "crend of investiE;8.tor during 
',fois book, together ,,':Hh hamlet, revenfe! (57) o.n,l Lament this ;;;erioci. 
for a mak~r(58) &re hi.s masterpieces. l~gaio 1.1:::.rsh, still 'iiri ting to0.ay, 
as are Innes s.nd Christie, also makes her investigator, Roderick J,lleyn 
a ;;'olicemcn. 
Dorothy S,-yers St8Clds s.part from such ',iri ters. 
seen, she ~'IOS Do critic of the [ocnre, Dnd atteml~ted to ~'iri te novels i.llich 
concc!:.trocted upon stjle :::.nd ci1orac Jc8risstion os ',fell a.s subject. Lord 
ieter .iimsey is the super-eccentric omateur investiGator, ",;ho ',.crkcd,:i th tv:o 
stooges, Far:-:er Hnd Junt8r. Lord ~'c;Jccr slso eIllbar::ed upon a love o.ff8.5 .. r 
' .. :ich led eventually to me.rrioGc: tilis ii2.S [l n0~J v.Jn"cure for tile cl(;~ecti ve 
story. 
In ALleric[!, S. S. Von j)ice, tried to outdo tile :3:!:'i tiS"i in the 
eccentricity of his investi~ator, ~hilo Vence. Ls a result, Vance 
becomes un'oelievnble onO. insufferable. 
11 l-:lilo Vence 
Heeds a kick in the rance" 
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'rI:e .AnGlo-.i.~nerican writer J olm Dickson Ca.rr/Co.rtcn' Dickson, cO!n;!l.:mceo. [lis 
lont; 'I'.ri tins career in 1930. his first investica.tor, 3encolin, ',[8S ]"re,lch, 
cnd '"o,s cjuickly su;erseded by Dr. Gideon j!'ell cnd Sir lienry j.:errivale, 
cor:-uonly referred to as E.L. GDrr is the locked-rooiD. story ex::,ert, "..;he 
vGrieties of -allich J:1e :..;xpcuncled .in '.rhe hollo'll m:;n (4-.3) • Recently, Corr 
LDs j)loced ~ds stories in an historical settin:.:,. Other conte!n1'0r3ry 
'~'Iri ters, not3bly Peter Lovesey, ha.ve continued t~ds trend. 
'i'he "hard-boiled'! SCllool, y,:::ich "'ias less interested in ~~ure c.etection 
than in violence, 'o'.'8S i'ounded oy Black ;.18sk \'.-rit(;rs, es::.,ecially D[ls~li(;ll 
nammett, .. ith tl:e publication in 1929 of Hed l:a.rvcst. His exnm.f.:le v;os 
follo',·;eo. cy Ibymond CDondler, and Ross :.:cc:oD<',ld C~ i.~ickey Spillane. 
Since tile end of J~he Second .. 8rld ... or, -;:;":e most im_ ortant chanCe in 
the Ciet<3ctivE; story has been its clcse ties .dth the psyciloloCLoal novel. 
In many cases the t',iO blend to i)(;co!uC t::e psyc;:oloCic:::.l crir::e story. Cl' 
t:w v.ri ters in this genre, ijatricia ~:iGllSllii tl1 is 
example, Strar!ers on a train (10), ~;~s mede into 
the ruos'.; celebrated, for 
[l. successful film • 
.Jc.lian Symons is notO:Jle in that nis first novels v;cre orthodox detective 
stories, but ~lis later '.Iorks are :psychological detective novels. Liost 
wri tors continue to ::.::,rccluce the ty~e of story lillich f:Lrst bro"J.c;~nt tlicm to 
r:erformeCi by "Lnt!10ny i3<:::rkeley llft!::?rancis lIes". S;:;vcrnl ':. ri ters :lc:ve 
written t~le occasional :"di.l.'i'erent" story, e.g • .A~2..th2.. Christie:'s :.ndless 
.~ 4 O'ht( 60) 
~~ . Other t:l.fes of detective story still continue to 'oe wr:Ltten, 
~1l1d in SO!;;C of t"ese, tile official police fo rces are seen to Dc olJen to 
cl:argcs of bullying cnd corruption. "ith the liota.:)le excei:Jtion of 
l~ichacl Giluert, few :r...ew liri te:::'s of outstanding IT.erit have a~~y0ereCi since 
1939. L:.:ny of the younger writers tc;nd to ' .. ark outside the field of tl;.e 
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"pure " detective story. :For eXDm,ple, Dick i:'l'o,ncis' books ore thrillers, 
not detective stories. They ore l~o,' .. cver usuDlly :;."evieweu. under the generic 
hending, together ,dth spy stories, mysteries, etc. j,Qout the only ','iriters 
, 
-,:hcse -"ork 2.lc.i)ears "':;0 merit a full length revie7{ are Sir:lenon, ~'otricia High-
smith cnd Ross l.:acclonald. 
No,: tha.t a definition of "Cietcctive novel" ha.s been .:.resented, Dnd an 
historical su:'vey of the [,enre outlined, the remainder of this thesis -I';ill 
discuss im.'::ortant themes and a.ttempt to discover the extent to I'/oich the 
cletective novel reflects a icture of life. 
_C.,;;;h;,;:;9 •. p;.,;t:.;;e..;;r~2;.,;.:..-..-,;.l,.;,.;: u;;,.,rd.:. r 
The principal subject of the ctetective novel is murder, althouGh 
there arc exceptions to this TIhich ~ill be m~ntioned lat9r. One of 
so popular 8. su"ojcc"';;. It ,':ill also consio.er some of the :,:ethoc1s used 
to cOlHlTJi t murder, ano. the reasons wlly murder is COIl!::;i ttecL. 
:t is proJo,bly true that :nost read.ers ",',ould. e:~pect 0. c;etective 
novel to GC about a Elurder or r.mrders, even if other crimes 7,"ere rresent 
in the plot. In fact, lI'detective ll and lIr;mrder l1 novel could ',7cll se 
useo. as synonyms. 
Honever, several :..n8!:iOUS oetecti vc novels are not ['bout ",urder. 
Poe c110se fl1ur(ler as ti:1e subject for his first t\~~~o stories, but l:is 
third, Tl-,e i:urlo;ned letter(63), is abcut the theft of 3 docum~nt. 
'i'his in no ",sy detracts i'rom the tension of the story. T. '3. :::.liot 
calleo. The moonstone 
tithe first ano. l.-rentest of ~~nLl'csh ~ etecti ve 
novels 11 (64) 
Yet, althouch a murder does occur, that of Godfrey i;cel".;hite cy the 
tLlree Ino.ians, the interest of the plot is centred on the theft of' 
the diar.lOnd. Dorothy I. Saycrs ,,;rote Gc:udy ni{:ht as a. "strai:ht il 
novel, Fno. its !:lain interest is in ",;;he emercins relationsni:p '~etrieen 
Lord Peter Gnd I-iarriet. 
oeetinc 8GaL:., is a serics of minor cut vicious :practic;,:,l jokes at 
Shrewsbury Gollc2,e, Oxford. These culminate in a muro.erous atta.ck 
on Harriet. 
E'!o..rly every oth",r detective ,.ovel of note is G bout ElUro.er. 
Horiever, detective novels 'Ii:,ich a1);. ear to be nbout r;:urc1er sometinles 
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ccntnin violent c.eaths, ',',-hich upon scrutiny turn out to -Je either 8.ccident&l 
. (65) 
c'eath or suicide. 1'or ex:or:rple, in Clouds of T;1.tness ,8 suspected 
murder turns out to be suicide, 9no. the death y;hich ;,~r. Fottel'm8ck is 
t ..... 1(66) .. f t "-'-' sO c· 981ns ~o con.::eo , 1.5 1n 8C aCC1.o.eLI.<tlL. In novels such as 
tl-:ese, the expectation is th.:1t r.:urc.e~' n:::s tcke-:l plrce, c.nc. the:cefore 
they HlCy be consi;':ered as muro.er novels. 
Tl!e above re::lcrks a:9ply to the full length detective novel, but 
m~my detective short stories are not sbout !t.uro.er. The tales obout 
( "7' Rsffles, by_~ •.• Hornune 0 ), ore usually abcut petty crimes, (petty 
only '.'/hen c o!l:lJored Yii th murder), such as tieft. Of the 56 Sherlock 
Eolmes short stories, 28 ere obeu"c Lurc1er, 8.nd 8 othe~'s con"Alin accidental 
deaths or suicides. The rer:jainc~er include Cases abcut non-indictable 
crimes, such as A case of identity(68), or cnses in .,,;hich no crime 
occurs, The blanched soldier (69), as well [l s tl-left, blackmail, 
etc. Yet the four lon::.: novels are all abcut murder. This may be 
because of the limitations im~-osed by the short story i'orm, i'lhere 
little cherncterisatLon or Getailed plots CnD be S>OI-m. ;,_urder 
novels vii th tIwir important subj ect mctter re C}l ire more c.etc ils than 
can be fitted into the space of a short story. 
',;e can therefore reS·vate the main .r;re-occupation Dnd subject 
matter of the detective Lovel as t:"wt of alleged or suspected r.:urder, 
,-,hich r:ill incluce both =urder stories and exceptions such 8S those 
noted earlier. 
:s'ro:n the hiCh rate of murders and mass ~;~urders ,'.-hich occur in 
cletective novels, n future ntudent of t,';entieth century culture miGht 
well bel:i_eve "C!lat this YiaS [l reflection of true l'_fe crin:e. Trlis is 
not :::orne out by the 1974 annual Criminal statistics C70). In 1974, 
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in Encland cnd \'o1es, a total of 1,963,360 offences ".-{ere recorcled by 
the police. Of these 63,781 Yiere of violence 8cninst the person, cnd 
600 ';;ere r:omicide, i. e. !Ilurc1e}, , mcns18u~hter ~md infa:1 ticic.e. L'1 foct, 
only three other classes of crime contained fewer offences, tl-,ese i"iere 
sexusl offences, robbery cnd "other". The tiYO lGrGest c8te-sories 
v,ere burClary and theft. Or r,ut in ~mother form, out of 600 Cf.ses 
recorded by the police as homicide in 1974, 535 have been comrleted 
8S such, "ih:~ ch means th~t there 1';as 1 homicice victim rer r.lillion of 
the population of j:;n:~land ond "des. Tllis total of 535 iEclucles 114 
victims of murder, but excL::des 65 Cf'.SOS no 10nCer recorded as :lomicide 
Le. found to be self-defence, accidc:nt or lesser offences. The number 
of murde:::-'s in rc;al life tnorefore, is considerably less than in 
detective novels, another instcnce of lack of reality. 
One question to be a.ns";;ered is y;~,y !i.urde:' has becoce the l:lost 
po::;ulGr subject for detective novels. If lie agree tha.t most readers 
enjoy detective ::.ovels because t:,ey are a form of escapism, then 
"the_mystery is a masquerade ••• bEl \,i11ich y;e c~m forget the reel 
world of uncertainty and disorcler" (71) 
This surely is not true ,oec:'use the world of the detective novel is 
ini tia.lly a. v,o rld of uncertainty and disorder. A murder necessarily 
disorc1e:c's ti'le world in which it happens 2nd cr::;,ates cleDGer f'or the 
occupants. The escape is not froI:l uncertainty Dnd disorder into 
certainty and order, but into a r:orld of uncertainty 2nd disor6er, like 
the real world. Unlike t:'.is ',-:orld, the chaos of the fictional ':;orlo. 
is resolved rihen tr.e murder has been investigated 2nd the criminol 
discovered. It is elso an esccL,e into El Ylorld of frmtasy whose 
circumstr.:nces 8re so comrletely different from the orcUnary ,.-orId in 
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which ffiost people live. Robbery is not on UIlcor.::JJon occurrnnce, but 
fe-.': ... eople ;:::.:'e aCC2.uainted ,-,ith ",urcCo;r ir:. any for:n, ezeept as D jurywon 
or ';,orao.n. 'I'he detective novel cay ,>8 a form of escD.~ist literature, 
out surely the re0der cxrects to ce told of -,.orlds, places ond eve'its 
',-.doh he e8n~10t ho.;. e to encounter hL,self? 
~\~urcier s~-,ories 2re t .... erefore novels of :"enta.sy bec2use t..:~ey .present 
o situation (i. e. r.:urder) in v,-hich "';;he ree:der ~-lill r[Jrely find hi!'lself, 
'.;hile et the S[l!:1e tirr.e ignorin,:; the rest of J:-"u:-:18n existence. This is 
one reDson ,-;hy :~eteoti ve novels are concerned ',12. th rr.urder. 
Detective novels olso cresent a Horld in i'i~eich, unlike this, the 
. -
guil"!;y are sh;ays o.iscovered 
Hone adv;'ntac;e of the detective story is 
that unlike real life, gUll t could 131-,,; 8-ys t)e 
definitely fixed" (72) 
;, society is upset by a. violent death but is restored to its original 
situeticn by the seGrcl,inc out 2nd findin....; of the Guilty. 
problem is solved neatly 8no. life contir:.ues as it o.id ;:efore -'.:;i1e u~:set. 
Until the !;assinc; of the Homicide ~\et in 1957(73) snd the l.:urder 
(l,bolition of the Death Penalty) Act in 1965(74), murder ones a cDIJital 
criwe in Grent Britain. Reducin:; the sentence to life imf'risonment, 
vlhieh may be as little os eiCht y(;nrs, hr:s "~aken 8.ywy Guy ceterrent. 
It ilDS 31so lee. to senteneinz; anoma.lies, since o"';;her criminels, such 
8S spies Dnd tj-,e Great 'I'r[Jin roi.:bers, he-ve De en .si ven much loncer 
specific terms of imprisonment. It is nO'.'i~ui te usuel for 0- JUGee in 
n :ilurder case to recor.El1snd a minimUl'l1 term of inr:;risonment. 
~:ihen murder carried Ti::.th it the hi~hest rend ty administereci by 
lay:, tJ:-lere -r;as more 8t st8~ce for the ffiurClerer to lose. I..n~'etecti ve 
stories murderers were often -foreel: into further COVe:-'-Ul-'S to cO~'lceDl 
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the initid cri2e. This rarely h!'~I)_ -..:11S in renl life. . .. ven the murcle:'s 
of !:lOSS killers sre selClom c6:ITcili ttccl for t< s reGson. =.2 ch l;:illing 
of Christle(75) 'iUJS quite sep.~.rate, -•. ith the i;ossible exception of l1is 
nif'e, ','ihom he mny nave killeu bec8use si,e beC8r:10 suspicious. of his 
.L. • ...&.. • OCvlVlvles. Thus 
!l cD,pital cri2B eLves us all sdversr,ry VI(W is 
ploying for his life, and ... ;ho consec;uently 
furnistes t['~e ~;est subject for draL[.tic 
treatmc:..nt ll (76) 
:·:urclc:r is s. !aore c::ci";:;ing crb:.e, havL-'g more to do "." it;, huwm relotion-
ships then others ~.;uc11 ES complic~ted cOIDI)f.ny Iraud, 'r,·,;hicn elso rel:.,l.uires 
It lends itself ~~rticularly ~ell to .l-' vne 
creation of B drc:::s.tic :'n(l eorn" licsJced l)lot, ~'i~:ich is :::11 imort[mt in 
'Ihere is [rent il1ter'est in obsel'vinc; men pushed 
to the lir:Ji t of their eno.urcnce 2nd:.;r;:::akinG u!1cer tee str&in., 
eS!:Jeci811y as murc.~r is stiJ 1 reG.c:rdecl as t;,e :r,ost heinous of' immr,n 
crimes. ~wen ';iith the a'oolition of capitd pu;.""ishffient, ";:;he inter'est 
is still DoS strone, ~,nd muroer, unlike most cri,[;es, still :nokes 
headlines in Jche I-ress. 
i)sycholoz:;ists and psychoanalysts hGve turned t;1eir attention 
to the c.etecti ve novel cnd f"i8-ve produced seve~'al theories. 30th 
1.lorie 30nap8rte (77) Dnd Gcroldine Peo.erson-lcra§/78) believe L18t the 
murder is re:;.lly a symtolic representation of parente.l intercrurse, 
or '.,hat they term lithe prim81 scene". In her psychological analysis 
of The rr;urd",rs in the Ri.!e Lorgue, Bonaparte ceys 
1I.4S tne recder will r:.lreGdy have guessed, the 
murder of Mrr:e TJ 'Espanaye by a ferocious ope 
is the e liui valent, for the unconscious, 
imbued ,;i th sexueli ty, of 8 representstion 
of ti1e sexual act. FurtC:.8rmore, the severed 
heod of the 010. v:om~m is a csstration symbol, 
8. reference to the then,e of feme.le c3stn,tion 
'.,:hich forms the sub~ect of one of the 
i'antasie;; :Lost frequently ;;)et -;;ith in mole 
cnHeren. ?!ot content then, y,i th 
penetrDtii1G tne body of ;.~rl~e L'~sl-anaye 
\'ii th:'ile phallic razor, the oranG-outanG 
in Foe's tsle scolr;s ner ::md cuts off her 
head" 
C0rteinly, th<:::ughts G:."" .. d i6eas on this theme i.OJld never occur to 
the reader, 8":'ld it is more than doubtful ;,hetl::er 8.:'1y writer hed the 
di~htest idea of this in ~nind durin:; the composition of his '.;ork. 
One :llUst respect the integrity of such a vieY;, even if one regcrds 
it as iml)18usible vihen appJ.ied to the whole r8uge of tb.e oetecti ve 
novel. In the C8se of Foe, a r..eurotic drunksra., such onalysis ,nay 
well be accurate. 
1,s Foe :-,os hrgely c:el:endent upon alcohol, sO ililkie Collins 
corr.e to rely upon laua.~mu:l\, ond it is his experienc;es "dlat Dre related 
oy Ezr8 Jennincs in The moonstone. Charles Rycroft (79) [;:1alyses 
this novel GS cleal:i.nc Yii th the trleme of repressec!. sexuality. The 
moonstone symbolises Rachel' s in~-:ocence or vir:;ini ty, ,'{hich Franklin 
Blake covets but canrot obtain. Eis theft of tIle di8mond is llis 
fulf*illinG oil this subconscious l'.~is~1. This novel, publishd. b 1868, 
during the age of Victorian mora.lity, cb es not iilow 131G£e to have n 
sexual relations:J.ip '\',i th Rcchel, nor r;:c.ke her the object of his fantDsies, 
for he loves her, snd she hl?s beCO!lle his idealised ·.~om8n. 
n;ust wait till cfter merriage. hOi'ieVer, Rycroft i'urthe:::- stc:'ces 
11 one of t;le l,itfells of psychoanalytic inter:~retations 
of li terDry -;.orks is the follacy of attributing to 
fictional characters unconscious motivations [lnd 
conflicts, v;hich can in fact only legi tL:otely be 
Dttributecl to their creators" 
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:r;e also soys t,l8t ti:ere is 110thint..; :positive in Collins' life to beor 
out the io.e~s I-le hus ;ut for;;aro.. This analysis see2S more re8sonable 
than that or :~ona9crte' s, but it is only one cllslysis D9~:lied to or.e 
~,ovel, and nei tl:er indi vio_uel analysis should be spplied ~enerally. 
The:;:e is however, a tl:::rd "nd more ~enerally DC :e}?tnble 
psychologiCGl reason Yihy murder :12S become "~he mo.in theme of tae 
detective novel. This is -::he theory of repressed a~Gression 
"for the fact is t~at t"e t;leme of murder - !Jil in 
itself, it should not be for80tten, an aJ?~eal to 
the instincts of agcression ",hich slum-oer Hi ti;in 
us, but n!'lich ore so repressed by alr civilization 
tha.t v:e C8i1l~0'C allo'" them free i.'lay excopt in 
fiction or in the chase!1 (77) 
.At some ti:r,e, Illost ~::eoi-'le i1ave expressed a -.iish to kill [nother rerSO::1. 
":;:': ve rJ one 's a ffiurderer at h·:,ort. The :person \';ho 
ha.s never felt a l)a~sionate hankeri?lC to kill sorr.e 
one is wi thcut emotions. lmd do :/-ou think it's 
ethics or ti:eology thet stays the 9.veroGe l)erSon 
from homicide? Deer no! It's lack of courobe -
t:-;e feor of beinL fOl nel out, or ::aunted, or 
cursed rli th remorse • • • : 'ctions dec18re., 3r 
BU.inst one another on the slichtest rJrovocntion, 
so ti:e.i' can, ',.:Lth im:punity, vEmt t;-,;.:::ir lust for 
slauGhter. 11 (80) 
The &ct of murd(;r is morally and socially ';ironG; moveover, :mrder 
Yiill eXf;ct a hi,_h ~en3l ty from ro ciety. Therefore society at lcr~e 
refrains from consciously exerd.sinC; ti1::'s i:lsti~ct. It is still rresent, 
ana because ~~eople [ire murderers at h", p.rt, tiley try to reI 'A:: se tlleir 
[;..gsression by readinG about 8Cts of violence as t:-:ey 2.re sl:ol';=: in 
detect~~ ve 110V0Is. 
It is easier to state that the chief subject of t~e detective novel 
is murd(:r, 'viX1l1 to rms'"er the Question II :i':ly murder?" '1'11e finsr:er to 
this l.stter q-..:<estion mey be sUEima.rised as follm'!s:-
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1. a. r.1Urder story is a fOrii] of escnpist literature clescrioi:l[ 
~~ si .!~u8.tion "'"vhich "the reoder r;ill never experience. 
SOG:::'ety r:ill exact ;;.:unishr;;ent ono.. in a murder story, the:~uil'cy pe~::,son 
is 2.lwnys identified. 
clespi te indi vidu81 psycholoGical theories, ti:le n1,sin ::;SYC110-
read.ers re:pressed d'c::si::--cs of viole:-:.ce cnd murder, -;,i':.ich is lL:.keci to 
the f~c:r of i"iDa.t mDy ha_~"cn if the crime is discovered. 
OGe l,=roblem rn,sced by y,ri ters of cletecti ve novels is ,';hether tlley 
con viri te of )reviously ll.'1triecl murder met:c.ods or not. If they do, 
-,iill --ehey su;~~est met;wds to potential kElers? This may occcunt for 
tile fect that er.xly c.e~~ective novels ';;ere often unspecific about the 
actuDl ccuse of dea.th, merely citinc an un..1mo",YD poL~on. L'1 real life, 
murderers frel1uently use the first weapon to hend - kitchen knife, 
po~er - in fiction, methods are of~en more sophisticated. 
Imother problem faced by the killer is how to dispose of his 
victim's body. He may choose insteod to make his crime apI~ear to be 
the outcome of na.turel causes. This ccr. tra:p the unviary, especially 
if he forgets that a victim 1';ho is dead before ilis body is ~ut into 
riater, r;ill hove no trcce of \',oter ~"n his lUD[s, thus provinG 11:'s 
death Y;3 s not due to dror;ninc;. 
:Cri tisl1 official crimina.l statistics reco~.·nise seven different 
murdCl' methods, cnd ti-18Se;",ill 'ce used to discuss fictional r.mrrJ.er 
met~:ods. The first :nethod listed is the sharp i"strulllont, often 
thou;-:;ht to "ce the ';;ear;on of the foreiGner. In 1974, cut of a total 
of 114 murders in Bne;l['nd and ",,'ales, 43 ";,'ere ceused by sharp ins tru:!lCnt s • 
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This usuglly takes the forr.l of stobbi:'1C, often 7:ith a dOGCer • It 
is the lacl,:: of uniformity of the stab ,-;::tLYlds on the iJody of Ratchett in 
I:urcler on the Orient :";;xpres~ (81) i'ihich starts Poirot thinkin::; tbnt there 
may be more th:m one killer. The actual ',;ounds themselves way ,_ive 
clues to the identity of the killer: -';;he force used may indic8-te his 
or her sex, the direction of' the wound the left or right handedness, 
the size of tl,e ,;.'Und 'illDY indicate the eX8'~t YiCapon used. To illustrste 
this, Poirot and n. do::; tor dis eus 3 the -;.-ountls on Ratchett' s body: 
BRoVl mapy wounds are tllere exactly?" 
11 I make it ti-:el ve. One or tno sre so sliGht 
as to be practically scratches. On the 
other twnd, at least three 'would be capoble 
of causing death • • • You see these two 
Yiounds - here onO. here - he pointed. They 
are deep, e" Cll cut rrmst h8,ve severed blood-
vessels - Dnd :ret - the edses do ~:.ot ;,~ape. 
They h[we !lot bled as one r~cu ld have 
expected. " 
ttrriw,t ti:e man 718S n.lreGdy dead - some li t-'cle 
time dead - .,-;hen they were ciel i.. vered. 3ut 
thnt is surely absurd ••• Ycu see'this 
wound here - Ul'lC'ier the riGht arm - neor tile 
right shculder. Take this pencil of mine. Could 
you G.eliver such a bloYl?" 
Poirot poised his hand. 
lIPr~cis~ffient", he said. "I sec. ',.'i th the right 
hDnd it is cxceedinGly difficult 31most 
iml)ossible. One i70uld hove to strike backhanded 
as it i'iere. But if the blow ':,ere struck ~.;i trl the 
left hand _It 
1I:C;xactly E. :'oirot. That blm.., V12.S c.lr.::ost 
certainly struck with the left hsnd. tI 
IIS0 that cur raurderer is left-handed'? Fo , it is 
more Clifficul t tn3n ti'wt, is it not?tl 
---- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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".;':'s y'u say, L • .:::oirot. Some of these blons ore just 
as obviously right-honded." 
He ore back at t...-;o ~eople a.:.: a in. " 
The handle of 8. sharp instrU!.T.ent, as ,;;ell 8S other y,eapons, mcy ca.rry 
fin8erprints, "lLich CDn le::d to the i·ientification of the killer. It 
is surprising tilnt fictional criminals still neglect to ,",-eC.r ::~lovcs. 
It is quite possible for a person to 'ce stabbed r:nd to remain unD\",are 
of the fact for some time • Tina j..rcyle, in Ordeal by innocence (82) , 
..-ias able to nalk outside the house in w;'lich she had oeen stabbed oefore 
she collapsed. Th:i,S fact may allow the killer to divert at":ention 
from himself, since ~:is victim may be found in sor;:e place ;7t.ere he can 
prove he 1185 never been because of nn nlibi. 
b cut throat is a pr:rticularly messy kind of crime, especially if 
the victim is a hnemoj}hiliac, os '.lOS Paul Alexis in Have his cDrcase(83). 
This 18d to the actual time of llis murder beine; put much later thnn it 
really Vle.s, for the blood seen by Harriet Vane Vias still '7et. '2.:his 
sugtested that the killinc r,'as recent. .L cut throat is one step 
removed. from decapitation, Wilich is \ihat haprens to the victims in 
. (S' ) 
The :L, yptian cross mystery. Lj-. This is to lTevent identification of 
the bodies, and to turn attention from ti1e real rr.urc'Lerer, v;ho ",;as tl:us 
presu..rned c1end. A typic<llly .snerican viea:;on, the ice-pick, is used l'y 
Ra;Y11lond Ch(mdLr in The little slster(85), it 'oein,:: t£!e modus operandi 
of one p:.rticular ganG. If the crininal does not 1)ick up ~~he nearest 
';.eoron to hand, he often uses a \"[eapon · .. iiti1 vjl'lich he is f'Drniliar. 
Pdrick Ca.irns, n hnrpoonist, use~ tha.t weapon r;ith ... ;hich to kill 
Captain Peter Garey in Black Pete/8.§) by Conan Doyle. 
Thus 
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It is important for the medical details of c. killinG to be 
described nccurately, ano. it is interest::'ng to note that doctors are 
£lmong some of the most prominent cietective novel -;iriters, e.S. Conan 
Doyle, R. Austin 2:·reelI;an. The reader 1:'2s to assu.rne that such CI.etails 
are accurate, since, unlike the investie,:;ator, he C81'::.nOt ce expected to 
have specialised knoYiledc;e. 
The sec ond murder methoG. is tl~e blunt instrument, so beloved of 
detective writers, thet it h8.s become rroverbial. In 1974, it 
accounted for 21 out of lll~ murders. Possibly the commonest blun-: 
instrument used is the household poker, lying ne:or ot hand. Just es 
the shsrp instrument, so too may the b1u..."1t give clues to the identity 
of its user. ffingerprints are a.;ain a danger. Ju1ian ?reke in 
"h ,,?(30 ) 1Aft no 'co; ...... '·erI·rl· ·c ...... 
.1 ose ooo,y. ,~ ..1. """"", J • .ID, but he comrai tted other errors, 
Dlc1udinG 8 bed not slept in properly. 
Although only indirectly responsible for Victor D;.;an's dea.th, the 
t 1"- , t b T 11' . '" 0. .. 0 t . ( 87) 0. ,. t ca. apu v S110 y a ooys In LlUr <er n:us v ao.ver lse ,couse rum 0 
fall and break his neck. His neglect in removing the evidence of his 
practisins led Lord =et0r to suspect his 50.ilt. Felix Leidner, an 
arche.eo10gis t, used one of his fino.s, [: stone quern, with wllich to kill 
his ';:ife(88). i.ny h·c·ces of blood 7iOuld be unlikely to be noticed and 
it would remain hidden Dmong the otheY' discoveries. 
One of the more ine;enicus methods of usinG a blunt instrument.-,'a.s 
that of Fral"J<: Crutchley in Busman' s hone;z~ (89) ; }, heav.f cactus pot 
'ias linked, by menns of a pulley, to the lid of a ;'iireless, sO that .. :hen 
tl:e lid ,\;as opened, the pot descended upon the 11eoG. of the victim. 
However, t:le fact tha.t the pot had to be raisecl ,'lC;her thon HOS :lOrms.l 
Dnd thus Love a different vievl of the room from outside, leo. to 
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Crutchley's arrest. 
The cnGle cnd fosition of 0 blow may indiC[3.te whether or not the 
user y;as left or riGht 11anded. ?Ieville Strange in Tor13rds zero (90) 
YiaS aware of th:i,s, ond, since he was a tennis plo.yer used d,s wea:.~on 
(a brass knob on a ten."'1is racquet handle) back-ho,ndedly to throw 
suspicion on his left-hflnded ex--,:ife. In this he is no-:; \";holly 
successful 
tlShe In.s struck you see ,:n the right temple -
but Yihoevsr did it must'~8ve stood on the riGht 
hend side of the bed.- there's no room on the left, tl-le 
angle from the '.VDll is too smnll. tI 
Leach pricked up his enr. 
tlLeft ht:mded?" he l.ueried. 
tlyou ':.on't :;et !ile to commit myself on that feint,tI 
scid Lazenby. "Fer too many sna.::;s. I'll soy, 
if :/ou like, thnt the easiest expb.notion is 
that the murderer ';,-s left-hDnded - but there 
are other ,',ays of accounti:J5 for it. Suprose , 
for instance, tl'le old lady rwd turned her head 
slightly to the left just as t!1e m~m hit. Or 
l-;e Eiay have previously moved the bed out, stood 
on the left of it and a.fter"icrds moved the 
bed back. It 
This illustrates tilat :Dor one attack, there !:lay be more than one 
explanation, and that =~eville' s elaborC'.te plan sho1';5 siGns of fa.iline:; 
right from the outset. 
The actual condition of a wound rnay indica.te that an aPl')arent 
suicio,e is really murder. Osccr 3rodski is 'oelieved to 11ave killed 
himself undel' a train, cut ;;;hen Thorndyke examined the body, he 
observed 
"You :lotieed the small senll) wcund above t~,e left 
temple? It ';,8.S a glnncin::.; wound, snd miGht easily have 
been mode by the en.:::ine. 3ut - the wo ___ :nd hod bled; 
nnd it Dad bled 1'or an appreciable time. There 
-,.e~'e triO streams of blooo. from it, cnd in both the 
blood ,ias firmly clotted c:md pGl'tially dried. 3ut 
the !il8n had oeen de~)i toted; c,nd this -,'lOund if 
inflictecJ by the engi:1e, must i;[.ve been made after 
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the decapitation, since it ',';&S on the side most clistnnt 
from the engine 8S it approached. iToH 2 
dece-pi tated 11[;00.. does not bleed. Therefore this 
I;ound r;cs inflicted before the decnpitation. 1I (91) 
T11is !:18y be compared "i th the victim of dro\';ning '.iho nes no tI'[;ces of 
It acein shorls how o.ifficul t it is for the murderer 
to disguise ,-,is crime successfully. 
The tilird menns of Durd:.:r, hittinc or kicking, [lp~~c,:rs to be 8S 
unfopulcr in real life 3S in ccetective fiction. It is assumed llere 
thect :uanual hitting is meant, not tile batterinG to death ';-;ith n v;eapon. 
In 1974, only 9 out of Ill+- murd~rs 'sere by this n:eti10d. In :J:"~ct, 
such Cases o.re often sordid .'1::0.. l)etty. L'1 19.1;7 i:o.ydn :;';;vnns (juarrelled 
rli th an old -,;o[.1an, ond in his rage kicked her .~ 0 dent:l. 
L '010':1 moy be :'in indirect CaUse of mansleughter. If tile v::"cti::J 
is knocked a.Oi'tn, and in fallinG hits his heDd on Dno~her object, which 
kills 11i:r:, then manslsuGhtcr and not murder 118S been committed. 'I'his 
in both I,~r. Potterme-ck's oversi,-ht(66) cnd Five red 
herrin,-s (92) • In t::ach case murdeJ' turns oc;.t to oe 2ccicLentel deatil. 
,:hen Sei';[.rd, possioly usil1g a skill learned os an Imerican ;.:arine, oroke Lowell 
r,:i tchell' s neck, it '.las unintentionnl, but his sl<bsequent 2-tte::lpt to 
:Z'eke a suicide l'iaS unsuccessful 
IIDe[!th nos listed as insta::-ltnneous and c~:;used 
bye-broken neck. '.::'h8t was 'oorne out by 
the foct thnt there ',,2S ;w ;'iater in the 
lunGS." 
It is !]roDable that in real life IJOst crimes cl' this kinrl occur 
in fi2:11ts bet'.ieen t'.:o persons, or during gnns fiGhts. This y.'ould not 
a:;p::pl so much to the reader, since such crimes are often simrJle, [lnll 
the plot of 8 cletec ~:i ve ~.-:ovel should te so contrived os to make 
identification of t;cc criminal clifI'icul t. r,:oreovcr Gang i'iarfare, 
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especially in America.; tends to ce fouCht Yii til Cuns r9t~(jer t:,an with 
fists. The 'fiCht bet~':een trio individuals i'iould hc.vc to be i'oirly long 
rnd vicious if de3t~ :cs to result, unless, as noted csrli~r, it resulted 
GateGory four Lcluclcs dC8.ths by strangulation or asrhy:;:btion. 
These 8-re often the result of e.rgument between mon ana. noman: this can 
. 'm' , (27) De seen In ~De casK. In 1971 .. , this cateGory wos the third r:iost 
populGr, accountinG for 20 out of 114 murd.ers. 
l; s vli th other murder raetllOds, t:--,is too can leave clues pointing 
to the murderer. For instance, menusl stran[ulction !:lcy leave livic. 
mar>::s on the skin, onto -;7hich on~"y the hand of the killer ".",ill fit, ::-,3 
i';ell as other disf'iGurer;;ents 
I'Once she had cle::;rly been beautiful, but nori 
tl:e face v;as terribly bb.ck [;nd sHollen. The 
dr.rk eyes ·,.ere o.gen and Frotrudin~;, and held 
an expression of deadly horror and feel'. The 
lips \,;e,'e c3.r~~rn.l bnck s1;.o·\':ing the \l!li te, even 
teeth. j,na beloH, on the throot '::ere triO 
d.iscoloured bruises, si(~"e by side, round IJarks 
close to the windpipe, thumb .9rints of the 
a.nimal who had sc:.ueezed out that life '.,ith 
relentless anO. merciless hGnds. 11 
If however, some form of ligature is used, t>is mey olso leave 
clues, either because it is the property of the killer, or because of 
the unj it is fastened. For instance, certain knots &re peculiDr to 
the seafarinG profession. If the liGature belongs to ti"le victim, ti1is 
, .. ill remove one source of (longer w:l:~ch the murderer must f8ce, Le. 
having the murder ,leapon trcced back to him • 
.1~lthou5h The moonstone is primarily [1 bout the t,-:"eft of the je~vel, 
Godfrey!\ beL.hi te is smotherel: "oy the Indians. 
second metll0d in this category. D th ' t' 't (94) , 1 e2. 1n ce? 1Vl y lS an unuSUa 
o.etective novel sL"1ce it is set in a ljrisoner-of-vicr cernp in Itely. 
Coutoules, a 13ri tish a""ent is sr::othered, and ~lis body is ut into an 
escD.pe tt:.miel, ;;he1'e 0. roof' i\ 11 is f,~ked. The fact tl-:at tjs cleoth 
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is not accidental is noticed firstlJ because of 2. mork on the neck, Dnd 
secondly, 'oecause his fil1::;crnails ha-ve 811 been :r;:ulled oi'f. 
fellor: ~,risoncr is trDp~ ed by a 1'21-11 he realises 
"Even if you did have your hflnds free you couldn' t l~ull 
,Your D8ils off - not in s:::md. It's a rretty touChly 
rootecl eroYlth, a. no.il. Y':m miGht bruise the tirs 
of your fingcrs or even scra:r;:e them ra';,/. :Sut j"OU 
riouldn't pull Cl nail 01'1'." 
ShootinG, the fifth catecory, is, both in rea.l life ,-nd fiction, 
more popular in kr.e1'ica th[,n Britcin. In tne United Stotes in 1972, 
" - 6r::' out of 15,0.32 cnses of lLurder, 10,379 or 65. /;; ';;e1'e shootings, by 
far and away t>.e l[Orgest catecory. (95) In the same ;;rc;or, in En.leno. 
and "aLs, out of 149 cases of murder, 16 or lC.6;~ " .. ere shootinGS (96) • 
. C,lll-"l'ican detective novels, esr;ecinlly those of the hard boiled 
school, IJrolifernte r.-i th ;::ang shootings. The killers :w[.rly ahl[,Ys 
use 9istols or revolvers. Guns [' re ffiore reocUly Dvailable in _o':,.ffierica. 
than in this country; one re8son for the Greater use of firearms. 
l1oreovcr, llfficricon IJolice, unlike the ;3ritish, are ormed; this 
encouroges the Grimin81 to use 0 Cun • For Yi~olesdle ffiass shootincs, 
Dnsiciell ::alllmett' s Red hArvest is a good eX8mple, DS all the ;:;ancsters 
runninG tf"le torm of Pel'sonville are SllOt de"d by the end of the novel. 
l~S ,;i th other ';;eapons, fin.3erpr~nts left on gems cen leod directly 
to the conviction of the killer. They con also le20 to the killer's 
dov:nfall should he try to fake 8. sGicide by pla.cin::; the fin;;GI's of 
his victim on the cun. This is seen clearly in the foll0'.7inG extract:-
"'Hlm" s3ic. JaPl). Il ulle t enterecl the head from 
behind tte left e8r." 
"I:'x2ctly", s~:id the doctor. "CJ-mrly imi)Ossible 
~'or him to have fired it himself. He'd bwe had 
to twist his hand ri:::;ht rOll.'1d his he8.d. It 
couldn't have been done." 
"Yet you frond the p.:stol clas~ed in his hand", 
he s:;id. 
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"But it "(;2sn I s clasped in his hend", he sn.u, 
"it I'WS inside t;:.e [12nd, but tr~e fin...;ers ;'1eren It 
closed over it". 
"Fut there of tcr'.';nrds" , so.id J8P:', "ti1E".t'S cL::;or 
enoueh". I 
The solution of this shootin:.; is not murder diSGuised os suicide, but 
vice versa. The direction of D bullet, cnd the yresence or e.bsence 
of pO'.'lder burns on the skin, 'will both indic3te from nh[1.t engle or 
from what distance the G"Un Vias fired. It is olso 'possible to identify 
a bullet fired ',~y a l)Crticu19r [un from its peculi8r and distinctive 
ID8rkincs • Fire[:.rras certific8.tes often a.ssist in the tro.cinc of a. gun IS 
OViDer. 
The 13ritish tend to use shot .::.,uns [mu rifles almost c·s l:i1uch as 
pistols onO. revolvers. 
tried to kill Holri1es y;ith o.n oir :.:;un, one instance of ano-'.:;hcr type of 
firen.rm. In this country, ~:uns turn up in unex~~ected )laces: a.n 
Oxford Collece (56), a. country Vico.r8e;e (99) • ":,henever a. bullet v;ound 
is described., tIle rea.dcr 11asto flssume thflt [1.11 the dets.i1s ere 
medically correct m1d tha.t a. }?1?.rticu1ar Cun '\';Oulcl inflict tilat 
l(orticular Hound. 
The sixth cate.sory, explosions, is new, introduced into tIle 
officia.l sta.tistics only in 1974C 70) • This is to cover the various 
terrorist bombin~~s n:lich hnve become more, frequent of late, as is stated 
in the notes to the Te.ble 
"'1i1e offences s~~O'.m in the follo\7in::; table 
:JS by explosion include a number of 
incidents ','Ihere terrorism v:as involve 0.11 • 
They nre :::ot often found in detective novels, 1'rob8'01y because they 
are thoue,:ht to be the tool of lTofessiona1 criminals or ol1:;rcI1ists. 
One example of a bombin.::; is in Gideon IS m9Tch (101), vihere l.btthew 
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Smith tries to kill the ;;'rench President. 
political: a hatred of the French for their execution of his son has 
been utilised by French extremists for their own ends. 
The seventh and final ca.tecory is entitled simlily "other". For 
the l)urpoSe of this thesis, this y.ill be su'ooivideo. into tr;o, 
IIpoi80n" I".nd Hother" methods. 
In c2rly.~etoctive :10vels, writers .. ere often reluctant to 
slJecify an individual poison, in case pote:1tial kilL.rs 'i;ere oJerte'd:·· 
Jol1.."lnic J..ys'~Drth in 3efore the fact(55) 1)urDosed to kill his wife '.:ith 
- -------- . . 
a poison r-;vca.led to l1im in confidence by a detective novelist. Its 
n8me is never revealed. ~:OYl hOVleVel', poisons are necrly al.;ays 
specified. 
It shoulo. ;.;e noticeci tho.t po:.son is used much less nO'l'1 thon in pre 
';.orld ':lar 11 novels. This also a lies to real life cr~mcs. One 
reason :lwy be that if a s:fecific poison is used, it is essential thot 
the ~riter s~suld Cive accurate information as to how it ~i~S o~tained. 
~,':[1ny poisons cc.n 0111y be I~urc11e,sed. Dji" signine D. l)oisc:ns rc:;gister, nnc_ 
providinG reasons for such a purchase. l.s these re,t;ulntions Ol'e non 
strictly enforced, it is becominc more difficult to obtain poison and 
this has led to a decrease in poisonings. Some poisons are rer:c3.ily 
available either es part of other :prelJora.tions, or because a person 118S 
occess to thera in his I';cirk. A second reason for the ciiminution in 
poisoninG cases i2":y be the_t tne effects of poison are ofte:'1 extre:::ely 
unpL:f'sant, not to s"y revoltinc, I.md conscCluently autIlOrs are reluctant 
to relate them. Cert~;inly, now in fiction ano. in 1'eol life, poison 
is out of fashion. 
The Group of people i'il1O can ::.ost easily obtain roisons is the 
medical .i)rofession, tncugh this often ~uts them under suspicion Gt oncc~ 
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Tllis is cert8inly true in red life - Cripre:1, Palmer, Lsmso:l, etc. 
Dr. 3ickleiGh, riho YiGS based upon the reol life I;oisoner, l,rmstrong 
(not a doctor), first in troduced :Jis '.;ife to morphia, ensured ~ler 
addiction and finally Gave i:er . n overdose, t:::,ust~.nc t11ct it r;ould be 
accounted suicide (102) • In Sad CY1)resS (103), iJurse lior-kins poisoned 
herself and ller v'ctirn with a mor~hine derivative, but imrr.edictely 
injected ~"erself -d th the ~mtidote. He:' victim died, but she reObvered. 
':,hen Dr. quimper decided to poison all the male Crackenthorpes, lie chose 
orsenic, possibly because the symptoms are similor to those of a Gastric 
(104-) 
upset • Food and drin1--: or medicine are the most usual media for 
If the killer can ~)rove tl1at several reople 
includin.~ himself tcok the poison but only one died, this msy divert 
suspicion. 
Since the medical lJrofess:Lons (incluclinC dentists) Cnn most essily 
have access to poisons, they ma.y Yiell be ;)llspected because of .J.' • 1,,11lS. 
i;rsenic has alreDdy been mentioned as a useful poison because of its 
symptoms, which m8.y result in a deatil certifica,te statinc natural causes, 
in i;hich c:Jse murder -,';ill not be susr;ectecl • In the earlier ::;ort of 
.Jchis century, arsenic could. te obtained. by soakinG fly ra~:eJ."s, (l?lorence 
1.iaybrick allegedly obtoined the poison in this i"iOY), or as l;art of a-
beauty i,reparation. It is used ay 110rman Vau::;han in Stron,; -poison (105) , 
a novel hcving certoin simile.rities -,.i th the L:o.ycrick cc se, in tha.t both 
Vau::;han and Maybrick '.:ere srsenic eaters. Voug:18n built up his 
resistcmce to o.rsenic c:::'nclually, lli'ltil fina,lly, he v:as able to shore 
a poisoned omelette ' .. ith his victim, and remain unhermed. For a 
medical opinion on this, Dr. J. Yu~~in says 
"Solid arsenic U'S203) unlike soluble crsenic 
compounds, produces riell-msrked tolerance if 
taken in small doses over a lonG period. It 
DL)l,t,crs that the tolerance (Lord Peter IS 
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11 immuni tyll) is due to t;le l' DCt til~t the living 
cells of the intestine becorr;e raore resistent 
and conse(~uently less srsenic is absorbed. I tllink 
therefore that it ~ould be (uite ~ossible on these 
lines to eliminntc one IS frier.'a by s,~,arinG an 
arsenic omelette '.ii th him" (106) 
StrycJ:-J!1ine moy I)e obtained from at le~:st tuo sources, prescribed 
medicine (~nd rat poison. TIe.t :;oison is the source used by ?elix Lone 
in The benst 
..... _, (107) 
mu.s~ • Any d:;Dt:l from this cennot be disguised 
as nr:tural, for the victim Goes i,"to convulsions and dies in asony. 
i,~edicines contain .;;oisons other strychnine. .Aristides Leonicles I 
eye drOl)S of eserine ore l1armless -,;hen used for that ~url:ose, but -.i:len 
, , t" ... 0. .co' I' t' ··~~t~l(lO~) D' 't 1" 11 lnJCC eo. lns .. ec Ch lnsu In, ney prove .I." '" • l(:l a 1.5 In sme, 
doses is ilc,rmless, but an overdose viill kill anyone iii th a y;e2k ne8rt, 
such as General Fentiman(109). 
O-:l1er poisons \.-h~;ch ore quite readily available include Ijotassiurn 
cyanide, Ylllich unlike some other poisons is .:;articularly fast acti:-:s 
I1There was a rause - tIlen George snO-yed for-.vard 
and slumped down in his chair, !1:Ls ha.nds rlslnS 
frenziedly to his neck, his face turninG ;::urple 
as he fOUGht for brcr.th. 
"It took him a minute 2nd a 11alf to die. 11 (llO) 
This is a disad-.cntc.Gc to the intending poisoner, since it usuclly raeens 
til:,:,.t he has to "::le on "che sce:-:e at the ti:ne of' the killinG· 
Phosphorus is also .;.Tesent in scme r~t poisons, [nd ;":os '.:sed by 
Ers. :,:errif'ield to kill her employer. :-:eroin fine. cocaine are readily 
availoble to the add.ict Dnd can be bought for money b.y others. ~\ 
chemist cc.n tlmanufacture" several poisons, includinc coniine or taxine, 
both 0 l' r;hich are used ~:y f'C;atha Christie ,(~·t~ (.tJAded as a dis.renser in 
,.orld '" ~ir I, and t.l,erefore -::ould have direct :moy;ledcc of r;oisons. 
lilthoutjh aclruinistration of c. s\':ift-actin:.: l)oison can cast suspicion 
on all _:ersons neor [et hond, t:le substituted tablet or the strychnine 
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precipi to-ted in !2edicine cay: alloy; tl!e murl:8rer to be far ewoy when the 
victim dies. ~;:edicbe which ta.stes nasty Yiill usuolly be accel~te.d 
Vii thout deBur. Tho,iL:h poison is often considered a ';:oman IS ,ieapo::, 
in fiction at least, it is as often used "cy we:'1. It does iwve 
dis8cLvllnJcagesj especirllly in that the Becns of ootninint: or &c.rninistering 
it ma.y ler.ve clues to tt1e iCientity of the kill·:-;r. 
The final section of murder met;,ods includes a hetero.::;eneous 
selection. l:nimals as killers have been used since the Rue l.:orj;ue, 
thouLh in that csse, murCier '\';as unintentional. Dr. Grimcsl~y Roylott 
used i:is sr;c.mp adcler deliberately to kill in The sreckled b&nd~113) 
but is killed c,j liis "petIt in return. Lrt 1935, Ro'oert James used 
rp.ttles:1akes to kill his I.-ife, but exaspersted sy the sloy;-octin:.; 
po~,son, drowned her as ';,ell. 
One of -:he most famous murder methods used by Dorothy L. S~'1Yers 
"";las . U J- 1" th(114) T'" 1 " . . J-' ".L ln nna"ura a"eD- • {US lnvo vea. lnJcCl.lnG alr J_n"o an 
artery, v.hich would cause dea.th, leaving no tr8ce of th,: met;o.od employed. 
:.:edical opinion is doubtful whether in f.9ct tds ";:ould ccmse death, out 
for the purposes of the cletective novel, it is an excellent device, 
requirins no more than a. hypodermic syrinse 2nd a li ttle r~edic81 knoVl-
lede,e. 
It is quite usual i'or a victim to be '{nocked unconscious ond then 
to be pbced in 3 ~~as oven or a ",as-filled room. In The movinf finger(115) , 
1,;1'. SymDin~~ton tries to kill l,:eeon by f::kinG her suicicle in a Gas oven. 
This is an easy \lay 0 f tr;yiDg to conceal murde::.' as s ,;ici<ie, 3S it is 
often usecl in suicide a -'c-;;empts. If traces of the initial bloy;, or 
sedative e.r8 found, tllis \"iill sugsest ;;-,urder. Sydney ji'ox I s plan for 
the a.ccidental (ieath of his mother throu~h asphyxio 8S the result of a 
fire i,e:1.t Dst1'o:i '\,>3re Sir "=erne.rd Spils~Jury found t:>:8ces of' strnncule.tion. 
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Supernaturnl leGends have been utilised in the ho.!.~e th2t the victh1 
';;illoe scored L:to d:J-il}C' This ha).:/med to Sir Chorles :::[',sk:;rville 
in The hcund of the 13ask::.rvilles (116) • The victim must be susceptible 
to such ide3s, or in a ·,.eokenecl condition for such ;3 plan to Hork 
successfully. 
Another of commi t'UnC murder is \'ihat could be called the 
"frome-up". L~ this, one ffiurder is committed y;ith the sole intention 
of obtaininG the conviction onO. execution of another person. 
thouCh this may see!:!, it has h['.).ened in foct. In 1937, j,rti:1Ur Perry 
bea.t ~:is Yiife to oeath and i'sked evidence against a neichcour, Ulysses 
Palm. Falm was able to l'Jrove an alibi, 
was electrocuted. Thus lTeville Stran~.e 
and after t,,:o trials, Ferry 
in Toy;ards zero (90) intended 
to cause the execution of his former Yiife 'i"ihen he killed Camillo 
Tressillian, havinG left clues nhich see;r,ed to l)oint to her cuil t. 
Similcrly, the conspirators who killed Sir John ::ac:ill intendeo_ Lds 
SO:1, ::13lco1::1, to ce convicted(117). This .. as to enable one of them, 
Vincent I.:a.::,ill, to inherit Sir John IS r::one;;" '.7hich they viould then share. 
To formulEtte such a plot, the criminal must be very clever, and this 
can be {lis undoing. Because he tries (lard to fasten suspicion onto his 
victim, 8nd because !-_e Triust ha.ve a. COr.ll)lete alibi for the exa.ct tine of 
the killinG, these may direct the investiga.tor I s Gaze toward ~lim. 
rimi tl~en do factur,l and fictional murder metL:ods compare? Those 
:;wst favoured b.; r.ovelists 8re shootinc, poison, stran£;ulo.tion onO. 
stabbinc· In reality, the :wst popular C8ans are the shDrp 8nd blunt 
irLstrll..l;lent, strangulation 2nd shootin<.. The main difference cetneen 
the triO seer.1S to be the prominence of poison in fiction. Could this 
be because in real life, S01J10 Ceses of' poison cnn '~:e passeCl. off as 
ne.tural death Dnd. are therefore unsusr::ected ar..d ll..'1reGorded? Each 
method brings its oym dangers to the killer. His main thouGht must 
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be to avoid finGerprints or any connection with the "weapon". The ViDY 
in nhich he uses or obtains this' cun also lead to his discovery: the 
direction and force of a blow or stab ;-:ound, the direction and distance 
of a shot, the source of a :poison, all these csn lC8ve clues to tl1e 
id.enti ty of the murderer. 
Until 1972, Crirr:inal statistics listed nine different reasons for 
cO!!ll"!li ttil1[:; r"urder, but this table 118 s bCC:1 comL)letely left out of 
succeedinc figures. llov:ever, tiese ',iill form the basis for Lis 
section of the cha:pter(.96 ) • For t~1is furpose, the csteGories ',;'ill 
be reduced b.; omitting "other", "motiveless ll and "not knov;n!!, (a. 
detective novel '.:i th no l:lotive \ioulc. lack one of its essential i'eatures), 
nnd brou::;ht Ul) to a totcll of ei:;:ht 'oy ado,ins 11 socio/poli ticsl!! snd 
0feartf. To tl1e r.:otives of TDGe ond ~~u[lrrel "aill be added tll8.t of 
hatred, a~1d to tha:t of feud, Cane '.;arfare. 
The emotions of raGe and guarrel acccunted for 33 out of 94 ~.:urc1crs 
in 1972. They ore to be fOi.~;:.d in ;nos t l~eo:ple, anrl often produce 
uncomplicated crimes, since trley sre frcc,uently ~!ur-of-the-r;':Oment 
actions Yihich L~cve no time for prod-.;.cing alibis, but often J;}any clues 
to the killer. Sometimes he is still on the scene when l\ut':nori ty 
orrives. Because of such simplicity, these criffies arc not '.';holly sui t-
able for detective "1ovels. If tIle ,'iho and V .. ilY Dre too obvious from 
the start, then the criminal \iill be c;:uicl:ly identified ~md t;1e plot 
complete. If clues point i~mediately to a suspect lackinG an alibi 
but "i th a r:loti ve, ne v:ill rapidly be brou,:.ht to justice. 
Hatred cen l;roducc (lui te a (lifferent kind of r::urc1er. Tile emotion 
cen be dormant for yecrs, or it mGY become en obsess:l.on, maGnified out 
of all proportion. T:nis mey lcao to a complicateo. pIon :'or the 
removal of the object of hntred. For many yeors Dr. 3icklei.:;h had 
endured ;~is y;ife, overbe:,rin::.., ugly nnd unpleasant, and umdlline; to 
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grcnt him s divorce. ",'hen he thouGht himself in love ',;i Ll one who 
',';ould :-:.ot marry a divorc~, even thou.:;h his -;;ife no';: a£reed, his hatred 
d:ove ~lim, as brms tronG, to lmrder (102) • 
On the other hand, hatred Can erupt quickly c.nd come to 3· h:::oo.. 
(108' 
sudo.enly. Jose:p ine, in Crooked house ) is tir/;orted by her , 
e;ranafsther in her (luest to be s bsllerine, 311<2 so she substituted his 
eye drops for his insulin injection, .iith fatal results. 
natives of raGe ancl quarrel ',7ill often be found in police procedural 
novels, ',"ihich deal Hith several cases at once, e.G. 
(110\ 
the Gideon series /); 
In tirl.s type of story, the chief interest is in the Y.-ay the police prove 
(or otherdse) the Guilt of a. suspect. l~vidence, such as bloodstains, 
is scientifically examined before an o.rrest is made or a. suspect DrOUGht 
to trial. 
The r::otive of hD-tred cen sometimes be ea.sier to hio.e thon _ rage 
j, trivial sli[ht may :::;ro''': into a ~~assion out of a.ll 
proportion to its importance. J3ecouse of the triviality of the sliGht, 
it InO.y not be considered sufficiently iltportant to be a reason for 
murder. '"hen other motives o.re discussed, it r;ill Qe seen thct often 
more than one is present. Thus it is hatred revengo ~ jealousy 
y[hich compel Julian Freke to kill Reuben Levy(.30 ) • 
Out of 94 murders in 1972, 14 ~;ere coml:li tted because of reven;:.;e 
and jealousy, the second catebory to be discussed. This emotion, in 
its simplest form, may "::le envy of a:;.o"ther's posse:osion, or je"alollsy of 
8. rival's success at i.ork. "ilen rilurder is tne result, the ~1:Otives are 
often rr.ore complicated. In The hollow mnn (43), Karoly Eorvath shot 
his brother and ',:2S shot b~J hila, bec2use during [), [,rison escarc, in 
"\'ihich coffins ',7ere userl, he left llis two brothers enclosed in ti1eir 
coffins, Yihile h3 alone maoe 11is escape. Jefferson Eoc:e is driven to 
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reven.:.,e ;linself on the 1,;orrJons ,7no deprived hiLl of his love and ';,ere 
resl;onsible for her (teath, bec8use of' the reli[ious intoleronce he 
~nco' n+c>·,-.ed(51 ) t:.. ...... v ...... ~ • 
Love Dnd friendGhip ['re often contributory factors to tIle revenGe 
2nd jeolousy motives. I.:iX:e lIsDL.;r sriore to 8.ven....;e the death of J BCY.: 
-,:illiaI!ls, ~;ho had once s2-ved [lis life, [~nd this he c2rried out, eV0n 
to the extent of shcotinS '1~S ~~~~c(e(120) 1..... .L -I-'-"J.~ t;; • '"l~en Reuben Levy 
married, his disa:::'.i,ointed riv~d, ':;ulion Fre~-::e, cl.ecided to kill him, 
·;.hieh he did, :2any y'Csrs late/50). 
Felix L8ne, in The beost ",ust die (107), took over the role of the 
police ,;hen 11e hunted do-;m 1:Jno. killed the m~mc'es:Donsible for the death 
of nis only son in a hit and run occicient. One 0:' the i;:OSt i'nrr.ous cases 
of revenGe in cetecti vc fiction is shown in :,:urcler on the Orient e~:r:ress. 
There, t',';el ve pec.'sons "execute" the i::sticator of a kidno~;pinG in -.-iDich 
the child victim riBS killed. Th:: kic1."1o,L.er hod escaped :;is :~unisr.Jllent 
because of his financia.l fovier. 
Jea.lousy ond !'CV:3DCC, tree one often leadinc to the other, are 
botD iI!lI)Orta.nt :l10tives for factual l!lUrder: ;,:adeleine S:::ith cnd Ruth 
~llis both l:illed 10ve::'5 .-rho turneo 
in fictional murder a,lso. In both cases, love or..d friendship ore close 
subsiC!.i8ry f.lOtives 2nd it is often hard to sepsrate one fwtive froD the 
others. 
Tins j,:'roblel:l (of sepoTa.tini.., one ;notive from ~noJ~hc,;r) con of'fect the r 
nU:lloers in the ti,h'd c oteCory, sexual fi:oti ve s. T!lCre ,.:ere 11 murders 
in this section in 1972. One novel w~r1ich coule: be pIeced in ei thor 
this coteGorJ or the previous one, is r;'he cask. (27) Rooul 30irnc 
strnncled ~:is ',fife oecf~use of her alleged Dssoci2-tion y;ith ~nothc~r man. 
, '1 ."'-' t ., ,.,' G d· G' d' t' (121) , ], Slm~ [\r cC.se ~s ... no 0.1. Dr~e Tree:1',;OO ~n -~ eon s ,'frO. n , HflO 
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stTc:ncled .,is mistress \';hen S11(; preferred l"er husb2Y1cl. 
If hOi'lever, "~:~is ca.te-.,;ory is restricted solely to sex murders such 
as those of Christie or Eeat~l, then detccti vc fiction is c~ui te barren 
kil1incs, e.t;. ~ieat~1, Jack -'.;11e RipJ;!er, .sre often too horrific even I'or 
teneral l:iublication. Detecti vc ~iri ters n re [<lso reluctcnt to 110rrify 
their l'eadors, '.;hen their chief rurl,ose is to entertain theD. 
In Giaeon's riY£E,(122), Jonathan Zones kidna)_cd a little Girl ond 
;-;os forced to smother her to prevent her esc8.pe, but this is not .l~ruly 
One of the fe'i'l ~:0vels -,-;hich clods in wy detail ;,;i th 
such :;.uroeTs is The killer, bj' C l' ""1 (123) o J.n .,J. son • Ti.-lis relf.tes the 
life of the LLUrc1ei'er froE; his birth~ -'.;0 his iIUI)risor..ment, not for the 
four sex ffiuroers, but for the accidental killinc of 8 n12Y1 durin.:; [\ 
burGlary. rr11is msn is killec1 oJ onother sex murderer ' .. l1ile confined 
in Rampton. 
The 19 murders comfeji tted for theft or gein i:1 1972, :;resume bly 
include those csrriecl cut elurinc roi)':Jeries os '::ell :-:s t:iOGe \;;:ose sole 
moti ve YiaS '- 21'in. One kind of murc?,CT for gc.in, 'Ilny result in :he ('oath 
of 8 .::erso.n ',;;1OSC !1ioney or llro .cccrty ·io'Ould. then be inhcri tecl "0:)' the killer. 
So when 1;:2ry ,:hi ttaker killed her J'unt, who diecl inte s tf,te, i t ',','~jS to 
inherit her :-::oncy befOTe a. nen 1 Id ' '1 't -'-" ( lJ1t-) a'a "I,'OU prOl1J.L)J. "ras • S=-r:.ilcrly, 
Johnnie ,Lys,::arth in 3efor~ the ~,poison6d his r;ii'e to ;3ain l".er Doney. 
l.;urc!er may also be committed , ;~ot just to remove one rerson from 
';,{lOll ~che Id':..ler y;ill inhe:ri t (3irect, but to :prevent c. ~.erson inheri tine, 
so that the killer then aecoDes ~eir. 
Vsuchon killed Fhilip Boyes so that he hi:nself ','iGuld inl1eri t y;ilat l~art 
of his aunt's money "~hs.t he hao not embezzled. 
ccrC2se, is killed to :;Tcvcnt >is marriGce to ::rs. ''-:eldon end his 
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eventuol inheritance of her mO!J.ey. Tlkre is olso 8 hint thct ;.-:::'~. '"eldon 
herselfcould hove been the next victim. Dr. C:..;.imrer has to emb8rj~ upon 
mass ;r,ureter so thl1t he con marry :D!11 .. '112 er:-. cl:::ent. orpe, and inherit the 
_,,~ '1 .co + (lOL:-) 
.l "DJ.. Y .l or "une • 
The victim is often killecl simply for the money or 
In In the hea.t. of' ~he nifjht (124), Lnntoli is killed for ti:.e c[!.sn in 
pockets ' .. 'hich the :::.urd,..:;rer n.:::eo.ec, 3S he t:10ught, for an o.oortion. 
:[lis 
Possession of the dioffionds corried by Oscar -~rodski .78S the reoson for 
::is ~;:urder by Silas Hickler (91) • This sort of crL:e has nOi'l become 
j~no';.n as "mug;inG" cnd coes not ol';:o.,Ys result in murder. 
One of the r;:ost notorious killers for cain -.. 115 ,,' .. lliDm Fc>lm.r, '0',110 
poisoned eny relo..ti ve or friend from '"hom lie could ilo:)e to :':';Din 
financial benefit. Insurin;.; 3 l:cl'S en I S life Dnel then killing them is 
(~uite a cor:,:;.on :r,otive, thOUGh fe;; ore cs collous o·s Jose:.h Guay, ,;:10 
blc;; up a- pbrfj ldllinG 23 I'eople, incluel :ng .:J..S y,il'e, sO thnt he coulel 
clcim the insurf'l1Ce r:!oncy. 
he p18nned to kill her (55) • 
J ohnnie Lys:.:.;orth insured his ',-;ifs before 
Finally, there is tile Lmrd<2.r com:d -tied cs the r esul t of on cr.rlier 
theft. 
(12~) 
The criwe at the heart of Tl].e ",:ey some peol_,le die ?, ..-ms Joe 
Tnrantine's theft of the ;,(;roin [l.'1d the sub secuent a-tterr,pts of his 
fellon crimina-ls and ",:ife to obtGin possession of the dru::~s. The 
ceter!l1ination of Irving Krutch to ~nin the entL."e houl from an ea.rlier 
bDnk robbery led hin to kill ['ny .rerson ",":LlD stood in !-!is (126) ':;8Y • 
Gc,in ond theft ore stron~ motives for killinc;. 1.'1 lr.ost CDSeS, 
this cen roint directly to the killer, for he is usue.lly in urGent need 
of money, and this is h8rd to concec.l. If the rGotive is :pure GreeC~, cs 
in !he :;;ysterious nffoir et Styles, this is ensier to disc;uise, since 
the killer mDY not aprea-r to need the money. It y,ras creed i"lllich 
motivated Seddon to kill l;;is s Borr07; for her r.:e 8Cre sUPl,ly of money. 
- .1.;.) -
Feuds 8re po};-ularly believed to be the prop::.;rty of secret societies, 
of forei.:;ners rather than the 3ritish, end indeed statistics ap~ecr to 
reinforce this, IJecause in 1972 only one murder was 5iven t;1is !11otive. 
Gnnsland killin~s, pr.rticularly in l\!;lerica, are often the result of 
feuding tivals, s'.rivin[; for :-c.astery over the other. In Red :larvest, 
the Conti.'1ental Op is Dble to plny 0 n such rivalries cnd so rid 
Fe!sonville of all cancsters. I~l. the fina.l Sun oGttle, the three 
le2ders, ;,.a:. the ',:,'l:is::er, rete the ]'iml. [.nd Lew YDrd are all ldlled. 
In mh 1 ' l' c. tt(127).1.' l' t' 1 " 1 ~., 1 J., e g ass r:ey, a so oy _,amrr,e , ,,11e po l lce rlva ry 0:;:' 1~3U 
1:advi.:; a!l.d Shad 0 'Rory resul:'s in tile death of thE: la.tL::r, cnd the loss 
to the former of fianc~e, friend Dnd sUPl:,orters. The l~u Klux KInn killers 
a.re seen to exact t~leir ven.:,;eance in The five orcnC'e pins 'cy Conen Doyle(128) , 
but are killed intheir turn. 
~he ronteneerian blood feud betneen the Tvars a.:1G. the Y,xosacs is 
used by lmdrey; Van (Tvar) in The :Si':yptian Cross myste:cy(8l;.), as the 
motive for the dea"ehs of ._is ti';O brothers, and the sUy!:.:osed dea.th of 
himself. His re8,1 Dotive is to avenge himself' on one brother for stenlil1[; 
his rioman, Dnd on the other for refusing him money. 
The sixth cateGory, thet of murcier committed 'o:hile escnpinc or 
resisting arrest, accounted for 2 rr:urde~::s in 1972, 8.nd for not l:lnny ~ore 
in detective fiction. One of the most fcmous cases in real life, was 
that of Cro.ig and :Bentley, ';,hen one policeman, ';;ho ;;;i th oth2rs tried to 
arrest the~Ll, was fotally shot. In fiction, it is more USUGl for the 
cril:1ino.l to kill, not Cl10ther person, but hir:lself, 8nd thus avoid arrest. 
:0xar.lples of t,Jis il",clude Silas ~{ickler in The C[lse of Oscar Brodski, Dnd 
?;ileen -;'7ade in Th,e; lO!l.fj .:::oodbye (129) • 
Tile first cR_te.;ory not in Crimincl stcctistics, but used ilere, is 
the ~;olitic0.1 or sociD.l n:otive. Tilese do not forD a larGe croup, 
mninly 'oec~:use t!~e ;olitic8l raotive is more usually found in thrillers 
or spy stories. Gideon's mGrch is nbout the security mccsures for the 
visit of Heeds of sta.te to Bri tain, ~ViO of ribom become the targets of 
political ossessins. 
The socinl motive sprinGs from the desire to rid the -;-,orld of"' an 
undesirable ::;erso;l, not for personel reasons, but because the victim is 
causine; misery ond hsrdship to others. "hen informed tha.t he must soon 
die, TodhtL"'1ter, in Trial and error(54), determined to kill one rer,lly 
undesirable person. He chose Jean ITcr-iiood, snd y;ent to nis death in 
the belief tbJ.t he lwd killed her, ...-.'hen, in reality, she · ... as o.lre&dy 
murdered .. 7nen he shot her. This motive is 1.ll1Comrwn, ",nd in real life 
is often transformed into -vile mercy killin~, such as that of SiCiney 
Paul, '\;110 in 1938 killed his .. ,ife, becr:use :.:e \:03 in clebt, Dnd sfr.aid 
tnat she i';ould suffer. 
The final r.lOtive to be consitle:red is that of Durder to l)revent 
disclosure, usu811y oi' something thBt ha!?.;. ened in the IX:st, .-;hich miCht 
destroy the ;::resent and the future. red .c,tt,;ood in The emperor's snuff 
E.£::£(130) , killed Sir l::(3.urice L[l.y;·es to prevent his reve:;linc l\ttricod' s 
convict :p:.st, snd tillS .:as the reason ",hy Er. Pottermo.ck concealed LaVlson' s 
body. .. e had b18cl:ms.lled Pot~:ermack Jecause of this; Dr. Shepherd 
Vif'S also a ble.ckmaile:'. His victi:J committed suicide, but left a letter 
na::linc the bleckIl19iler, so that Shepherd .. :ns iml~elled to !;,urder t!'le 
r ecil)ie,1t, Ro,:"er Ackroyd (.' 2) • '/;'hen Shr:;i tana, in CDrds on the table (131) , 
invited four murderers to dinner, he YiG S ~dlled by one, to j!revent 
disclosure of th2 fact. 
I'esr of bein:.; reve81eo as a. cri:r:inal is only one type of feGr tha.t 
c8n result in r::urdcr. I D 
' ,(132)..." 
n oncers In :f.OUrnlng , ')QUlre {.ercer YWS 
thi.'eatencd by his wife from r;hor;! he had been seporated :Cor many yenrs, 
ond in an a.tter:lpt to prevent ~~e:c spceking out, ccusec1 ller deat;l by 8ccident. 
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She beca.r.:e n. vie tiLl of status lY~~lph3~icus. 
his adoptive mothe::.' and l1er cha.rl.?3y lest tl:ey ciiscovered that 11is reol 
rr.other 112d not been 8- ballerina, Jut a suspected lliurderess (133) • .4:ny 
secret, v/l1ose revelat'~on is thyeatened can becolilc a possible reason for 
I.1urde~' • 
£ieer of expos ,,:-re is a very s tron5 motl VG, e.nd may ycsul t in one 
crime beinG comrdtted to ::ic:e onother. 'I'l1Us Donold ;,:errett, ,.hose 
presence in Encl['nd ,IOS un~mov:n, ~:illed his mothe}'-in-loy,' becuuse she 
Sa'.7 :_ilil in ''-che house i':l-:ere :--:.e had just killed ~~is ',','ifc. So did Geor.:.-e 
r:acKay kill a ro1iceman ...-.'ho confronted him durinG a burGlary. 'I'his 
may ,elso be included in the escapinG or resistinG arrest cete~,ory. 
Peer also con result in ViCtir.ls of other non-ca.pi tal crir.-,es beil-:s 
murdered to prevent identification, e.G. kidn81) victims, victirr,s of 
sexusl attacks. 
The fina.l ca.teGory of !notive, is those cases ri:"ich do not fall 
eosily into eny of the eic.:ht other [roups. In The burninc court (134) , 
for instance, one of the motives is closely liilked to ·::itchcrcft. 
Ususlly, most motives C8:1 be fitted into the above Groups. 
l:ost reol life murde~'s ore co:nrJi tted tLlrou_h :..otives of :sreed., lust 
end je alousJ, ond certci,1lj'" ev·:m thou.:::h sore th2n 0 ne motive mo;)' be 
present, fictional murd.::rs 1'01101': tD.~S r:attern. In n.:arly 011, there 
is 8. lin~: betr:een victi::l 3.na, killer : it is difficult :e'or rDse, hntred 
cnd jeo.lousy to rem[dn lL'1discovered; it is ~lc,rd to obscu:r'e the 
iii:::inence of bankruptcy. Motives y·jhich ill2Y conceal the link betvieen 
victiEl ['nd killer nre sex crimes, ,md fesr, since tl-:e ~~erson r;-:.ost n-;:,le 
to yeved the lin~-: is the victiIa. 
Findly in this chapter, it only rem[llDS to consid=:r those novels 
in y:hich murder is not murder. I.'Y1 Clouds of ",'fitness (65), Dennis 
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C Cl.thc~rt' s suicioc; o.tteoyt is thouGht to be ;;;.urder, ;;nei the Duke of' 
Denvcr, ~:hose [~otive ~'!C'S c' Clunrrel over Cathcort's suitability to morry 
his sister, is tried for his murOer. Si:nilcrly in ::;:i ve red herrin: ;S (92) , 
a fo.ll over a cliff, is no"'.:; Eurd::.r , 'out occieiental death durin,::; 9 fiGht, 
Dl:.d tre person responsiole is found .::;uilty of mnns18u~hter only. In 
real life, cases SUCil DS '"S!!lS (io :1oJ~ oL.iJYs reach the Gour"cs, si!1ce the 
Offiot:nt of' tiE1e and money involved is too Grest for 8 case to be broclGht 
without concrete evidence. 
To conclude, despite one or ty;O famous eX2mples, tl:.e r:rincipal suoject 
of the detective novel is murder. This hos ol-;inys ;;een consiue-ed the 
most horrible of humon cri:nes, for '.ihich capital punishment nDS of'ten 
bee:1 decreed. This lends the subject extn' dr8i.ta, l'or the killer dices 
with his orill life. l.~urder stories describe si tua.tions in i1:,ich fe;-i 
rcsders ,,-;2.11 ever find tllerJlsel ves, 2nd so 9rovides escapism. 
-, J.:Jven 
thouGh psycholoGists try to prove that murder re,Presents the pri,ao.l scene 
of l)o,rental inte:r-course, the main psycholoCicr:l reason for the popularity 
of murder stories, is tn:;-,-t they brinG into the 0gen the ,<,ish to kill and 
so form an outlet for aesressi ve desires. 
Criminols, coth in fact and fiction, hD-ve chosen mony r;ays in Yihich 
to kill their victims. ::::ach sethod brinGS 'd th it the danGer of le:win-3 
clues, ;-;hich may point to tl1e killer, os msy his !l!otive, ';;'lich ususlly 
sprinGS from one of the prim'.]!':,- emotions. StG,tistics or crirne sho\; 
that there is SOI-;)e re12tionship oet-.-.een f!1ctual 2nd fictional murder. 
t:ethods onO. Inoti ves ore much th,; some, even tno,-:gh the ~rofortions vory, 
Dnd the incidence of r;;.urder is much less in real life. In this respect, 
therefore, fact 8:10. fiction sre mo!'e closely reloted than Llic;ht 8.t 
first ap_cr:r. 
Chanter 3. Justice tmd retribution. __ "'-' __ c..::... _______ ' ---
This chapter i.ill consider the problem of justice and retribution 
as it is seen in the detective novel. This is outwardly the story of 
good van(~uishinc evil, yet often the criminal remains unpunisheQ by 
L"1 an atte!!lpt to clcrify this o.l)~arent anomaly, tr:o L1G8nincs 
of the ·.-;ord "justice" ~;ill be considered, cnd. the v2rious types of 
endin,:;s in the detective ;:ovel discussed to see V:;10t ." ....... p ::;;unlsnrnen v, l.l. 
any, is meted cut to the crisinal. J.. brief ment:~on of the function of 
the jury in the ('etecti ve novel nill conclude this section. 
In t~1e :)recedinc chapter i J.:; \':o.s noted thot unlike real life, in the 
detecti ve novel, the cri!:linal is ol';;oys i(:entified. 
eXf'~ct that he r;ould :)e lecclly punished by society, and receive its 
justice. :;Yicolson de::;cribes tlc.e sitl.1.ation thot he beLLeves to e:dst 
in the oetect:i.ve novel tims: 
":::t is l)loos~mt, in t!"lis epoch of crGelty, to 
6bserve Justice, ~ith her calm, slov: feet, 
};ui'suinC the on-::eccdc21t crimincl, to find thct 
virtue is in the end triumph2nt, ond that vice, 
after Elany mis1.J.nderstondincs snd mucl1 fumblin:;, 
receives tile final retribution. 11 (135) 
In its siml::lest form, the detective novel is a talc of [;COC. ['nd 
~::nc1 evil 2nd ·,.Ton.:.; PQ"'0ished by society. This does not [:1";!o;,/s !18I'_ en. 
7o~ l":1~+~~ce, l"n ~C'l l~t~le nl".:~ .... ,prs(136), ~r~e "l"ll~- com·-iLted SUl"cl"a.'e 
_ :.. _ ~ v'-'"". _ • _ _. _ ,,1". t;.c , :;,-" . . . , 
and thus eV8Qed justice. 
Eost 1'eoders 1'e,.;oro. the cl.etect:Lve novel as 8· !;.oral :;:"ors of 
liter8ture, because the culprit is Cl"riOYS founa. \:hy then is 1;.e not 
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ch;o.ys ~u...'1ishcd by the LeYl, or -"by dOes 11e not receive Justice? :iTo,,', 
J:lstice c&n rne::n one of "';',;0 thinGs, ei:t;her the a.":Jstrcct qun.li ty of 
justice, Yihich is 0. sense of ri:::;htness, or it ma.y refer to the 0~~3r8.tion 
of t11e Lt17r. Th3se t";.'O defini:'ions do not brine about the S3r:lC ending. 
The 12 . ...-' CL e. le[;2l justice) m3.y :.:;rescribe the de2~.:;h of on individual 
for a mercy killint, '\'ihen moral or poetic justice, the abstraction, ",;ould 
forgive snd even syml)a.thj se. 
,hich Justice t~1en c£'n bc seen to OIJerc}te in the detective r:ovel? 
If the basis 0::. ... the c:.etective ,-;,ovel is the unveiling of, l"otiler t;l2ll the 
IJunishin., of th:::, Cri!:lir12l, ',iby is ti1:Ls?:hen n;uro..cr ';/2.S lJUnisho..ble by 
execution, it creeted 311 ethicol probler!i for some peol.lc. Hm. could 
homicide - Illurclel' cnd Jcherefore unlaYiful, OC punished by exccut::'on -
murder but elso le::;3l? If this had ~;roved 0. problem for ony wri tcr , it 
could clri8Ys be avoided by 0. confession, :;,ot folloried by nrrest or trial. 
Lnother lJroblem con(~el"nin[; capital punishment, is the don(:.,er of executinG 
an in~ocent 1,;erson, cnd the im10cent person is a slrone theme thrOUGhout 
the e.etect~L ve~ovel. Re:-l life justice has on severol occ~'sions rut 
to deo.th Dn innocent lJcrson, or one nhoso Guilt hed not '~een :)roved 
conclusively, for eX81T!,)le, Evo.ns, Bentley Dnd l)Ossibly :r~a.nr[l.tty. 
HOYlcver, such moral lroblems a.l)~car in 1'0['.1 Efe rather then the detective 
nov·::;l, i'or y;ri:'ers -,;,'.th !::oro.l objections ·,.;ould J;,ro''ocl'Jly :,ot choose this 
medium in ·.Jhicil "co ';;ri te. 
' .. ha.t justice "'.;hon does the cr'cr:lin9.l reci.'ive [,t ti1e e~d of Jche 
cletect.:.. ve :lovel,? There seem to be five distinct ena.incs. Firstly, 
there 8re those CDses ~ihl.ch concluG.e ·;.i th the arrest of the <liminal, 
(Le. the person responsible for the criL'.e). In G' , I ' (101) lQeOn s morcn , a 
police rrocedurol, :..cric Little, a murd::.rer, is arrested Dnd charged -. .'ith 
this crime, Be:'lny IClein is charged ~';i th passing forged notes, and the 
tr;o 'iould-be assassins C.re both captured, yet none of these is seen to 
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be broucnt to triol, eVen thouCh so;ne of the arrests ',';e1'e mc:de durin~ 
the cOr:1i;~ission of. the crime. --. ..... ..l.~ .. .. '.) \.J • In this type of (}etecti vc 
nOV01 , J~he main interest is in the ·,.ori;: of the police in their ~ob of 
lo.~;i enfcrceDr,:;nt. Cnce the crimin8.1 i1DS oee11 8.rrestccl, t11c rli~,in tns1: 
of the 901ioe is over. 
to re1~te .. {hat the rer'.cler 81r8co.;;;- ~:no\ls, cncl there is little interest 
in heorin:::; a repetition of oor1ier eV0nts. 
2rtistic re' son. ::: ot only hes the \iri ter s elected one si tuotion, 'cut 
,.i thin "C11nt si tuction h2S decided to inclucLe only those fcotures w!lich 
constitute [n ~"rtistic '.11101e. Th::;re is no rason for continuinc 0. 
detective novel after the edmission of .:,ui1t, :'or the detection is 
finished ':;i th this event. . Once t!le reader is convinced ef a rerson' s 
Guilt, the novel is cOffiplete. 
'1:h.o1'e is a siwilcr si tuotion to Gicleon' s :r.arch in L"1 the hc;st of 
the nirht(124), thouCh the crilJ.inn1 is not csu[;ht in the act, DnG. the 
!":'18.in ...t. .L..n ln~ereSL> Oi the story is <1i videO. betl;ecn 'i7(1Oc:unili t, ,md t~1e re1ntion-
ship betl;een SOr.l -.:oOd. ,::no. Vir::;il rH'J::s. '1:he r:;lr:ss 1~e'y-(127) does not 
contain::: true c1etective, but the man -;;no 8ssumed t:,is role, Hed 
::C:eaurr:ont, forced t:~e crimin2.l, Senator nenry, to fcce his res~:onsibilities, 
nnd the !Jo1ice arrest .d_m. There is no need to fo11o~ his :rocress 
furtL1Gr, t:eco,use t~;,e re1~.t~ onsllip of :7eo., Paul :.:odvi; cnd J [':-:.et Lenry 
is fer more iD~ortant. 
In ·.:rlOse~0c1.L.·?(30) ~'nd Csrds on the table (131), ",he crisir:ds 
are both orrec,ted 8.f'ter con:.."'essinG their crimes, ~:u-':; once :-,:or8, tIley 
o~e not b~ou~ht to trial. -.. i thout concrete :proof, courts are relucte:lt 
to accept uncorro~)or8ted eviclence. 
been tricked into ::: coni'es sion, tl:ere ,liOY -i;e~l be no 
dther e.irect eviclcnce or proof ',.ith -ulli.ch to convict. A confession 
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jury -;;ill oe directed to convict ':;i t::01J.t suostantisl Gvio.e:1ce .s.:;;oinst 
the ['.ccused, ~nd one point 0.," the (letect~" vc ::ovel is the~. the cri:ninDl, 
~';hen fin::lly uiscovel'ed, ',iill ce Guilty. 'l.'o hnve l:i!!1 acc:ultted by c. 
jury, for h,ck of evide)lCe, -;iculd ru:;_n this, the ex!~ected result 0:;:" 
the o.etective ,10vel. 
1;~ot11cr rcs~cn why crrested crilTlinals are I~ot brOU£,;Ilt to trinl, is 
the lock of ::no,;ledce on tte cuthor's !:nrt of LGsl forms Dnd .:.;rocc(lures, 
-,11ich ccmlcl I2cr a ::ove1. 1 ;oreover, trials ere for t::e !:lost :)C'rt 
e:-:tremely borinG Dnd tedio'ds, e::,wept to 3ccuseu. A [ro16n~ed trial 
scene could ~18l t ti1e i'lo-:; of the novel, snd :lim'cr the re[!cJer 1 s :jrime 
object - i';hodunni t. 
This is one ree son -,dlY there c:re fe\'! triol scenes in de-:ecti ve 
::ovels. ",,11en 8 tr::.81 clOGS take l)bce, it is often off-stc£;e j cut 
there ore rc8Sons r:11y trial scenes co occur. }7irstly, -..:he11ever 0 
susI:ect .!.S ::ut on trial, the recder usuc.lly h-,s 8 ::?retty Good idee"'. that 
he or she is innocent. Thus, the [;;.ttln[; of on i:1:':ocent rerson into 
tile dock is an injustice -\";hi.ch the investi.:;e:tor iJust rectii';)'. :::Cor 
inst2.nce, in :3 ,'}o. c·."·'rr.>~s(lC!3) ,] \..j '-..#..1 , 3linor Ccrl~sle's tricl forms the 
fraDG"liork the book, int;;rsI;ersed ',.ith its cntccedents, Dnd the efforts 
of Poirot to cL::'Or _,er. 
Sc;condlJ" , 
procressed 2S far os n verdict C::;lJiltyof course), Oche detective He's set 
In stron(' .l;oison (lC5), 
Ihrrict V [me's re-trial elate is set, end so Lord Feter is y;orkhlS ac:dnst 
ti:r.e, just ss I-,e did durinG the trial of his brother in Clouds of ',iitness 
This "dds @ore tension to ~he ~lot. 
Thirdly, end t:;is is seen mainly in l,mcric'~n novels, trisl scenes 
are useo. to SilO';: the investicEtor 8ctually a.t · .. :ori;: in co~t. 
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seen eSl'eciolly in ti1e i';orks of 3r1e Stou1ey Gar<L.'1er (137) • 
:;!e:rt of the i';riter onO. ti1e f::;ct ti:lct they hir./er the nction ::.9y ac(~ount 
for their 003ence. ~=m';ever, t:_:eir .!;-;resence ~i yes the investicator a 
chn,cc to c::l-:J.bit his skill, to -crevent tl:e conviction of the oc::;used, 
to ~lrevent the e:cecution of tl1e -,.Tol1C1y convictc<i, or to :;rovicle a Glimpse 
of detection in court. 
The sec ol1d ro'.;.) ef en<iin: s cOcl'cains t:~ose in ri;'lich arrest is 
fo110',-;ed by triB,l, cnd in some c[lses, conviction onO. e:-;e:cution. This 
[~roup c ['n :':e di vio_ec. further into five sections. s:'he i'our cons:pirc..tors 
in Sir John ~.:2-;:ill's lost j ourn3Z.(1l7) , 8.re all convicted, onO. triO of 
then, Teer and J03S, [lre hnnced. This all hc~~ens '~off-sta~elt, out 
in 13usm~m I s ~"onyemoon (89), the resder is sem',n the aGony of t110 trial, 
conviction onO. ap~x;c.l of Frcnk Crutc:lley, -;;hic11 l:e~ r1y drove Lord Peter 
to c ~ervous ~reckdo~n. In both these c[,ses, cdec~uc.te lToof, ns ,,-;e1l 
os conres;; i.ons, i-;ere £·urnis::eC., so -'.;hnt ::'0 dou'ot of the riGhtness of 
Jchese cO::lvictions CDn be produced. 
?!le second sub-section ce.n ce illustra.tcu ,y:;- -'cb) C8se of Oi,en 
~~i tzstephcn in Ti1e Dein cu~ (138) • lie is l)ortblly destroyed "0y the 
bomo destined by l1im for other victiDs, cnd al thou,h convict3d of murB.er, 
-.-iO S 0 ;)Viously insE'.ne. lie ~.8S released from )rison ofter [; s.ort tiue, 
in the 'oelief thst i1e wos too crinlled -'co ldll [l~;cln. 
Convicted killers releosec. i'rom ~)rison fire fo110';:e(1 in the :,ext 
~roup 'L)y crLlinals convicted of 0 crime L:ss than :::urder. 2'or exo.mp1e, 
i:'crtuson Yie's arr·.;sted and tried for the Emrder of h-:'s i'ellow-crtist, 
CcmIlbell (92) • ~"oi-;ever, the trial ':Jrou;ht out the full detsi1s of the 
cose, cnd he ',:cs l'in2.lly convic:eo_ of :nonG1cu~htcr, the true verd~:.ct. 
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Su~ect~on four contoins ti~ose CDSes in -."i~':.ich the crimin:::l or 
crimil,ols h3ve bee:: brcucht to triol, jut -,,-here is • .... .J.... LO lnUlco .. lon 
of tLe outcorr:c. 
the :;:"ote 0:[' La.urence Reddi:1G [md 1,rme Frotheroe is :::evcr rev_~olcd; one 
is forced to conclude that folloninc t~1eir cOTli'essions, they -"ere fotL.'1d 
Guilty. 
The fi:lal group in t;-,is section includes those CJ1Crocters, '1;ho, 
01 thOUG!l not .:..u-Ll ty, ore broucht to tr~cl, onc_ in some ccses convictec1. 
l:icha.el Si1Jley flas tried for the n,:urder of {-,is e::-sc~lool friend 
rro,';set, lorcely oeco.use of' the lies he Fortun8.tely, he 
. wos i'cund not .:.uil ty, tIn'cu:)l Inck of evia_ence, cs ',;ere iishton ,",nd 
Luti ta ::c;:e11, in The f::lUrt!l side of' the 
chcra.cters se:1tencec_ to ccsth for cr::":::es t:1CY diel not corrc:it, -:,ere 
l:yra: Corbett in The , J.(134) ~'D -:;' 11 '-' , :"~l-' bur:lJ..ng cour.. , ,.na r. -,-,lC':': elLn In l'.C" lce 
.co -lo' • h-'- (102) aJ. ore "llong~ • lIoo'iever, both these characters 11D.cl Lc;urdered others 
f;.:-:d so tile s:::ntence carried out on the3 in not entirely u:ljustified. 
?inolly, in Gideon' s r;rD,th (121), Geoffrey =~nt';;histle is convicted for 
the rlurder of his r:if'c, nc tudly committed by her lover, out in [! lotcr 
novel, Gill.eo:!.' s r::en (141), he is released, the true killer identified 
and a confession obtained. 
The third Grou::? of' cndin:.;s contains those in ',;hich the cri:dnc.l, 
of his O.in volition, kills i1imself, rather ti,aD face ~lO:: sible trial ond 
~unishf;lent. Such c:' ses includ.e -::~![It of He.vil£:no., I,ho, i:l DCF.th et the 
, (56) President's lodgln.; ,shot l1imseli',cnd thD.t of' Stephen Protheroe, 
(142) 
;-:110 threr: hir:.self unCer D train • This section olso includes 
Justice -;ic-:lde~;.rave, ',71-::'0 sl:ot llicself ofter the murder of nine ot;-ers, 
';nom "che Le"1 l-:.ad not ::unished for their crimes (136) • l' further esse 
is that oi' Eo.ith de ZI3vilcmd, riDo, fato.lly ill, killed herself, Dnd the 
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rcnl1:iller, her Greet neice, Josep:Li.rlc.(108) 
The f'ourth section elso , " -lnC_cu~'es suicides, but in tDis [;rou~,i;:G, 
they 8re nllo,;;ec to kill thcmselvc3. ~ • 1 0 (42/', '~o-'~r "c,~rovC' ~1.. r r....:; ... ~ -~ J .. :' , 
Poirot ~;OVe Dr. 8nepherd the choice of s',:.icide or ex::.:'osurc, ["~(l. he 
chose the fOl'rIlCr. Xiccl StrDnge-.-iDYs [CVG :Feliz Lene t:w ol,portunity 
of esca.:pc, even thouGh both of' them kney; th[tt he woda cde as a 
It (107) resu • It is neorly aL.-ays the non-official investi<;otor '.-,ho 
Si ves the oPlortuni ty of excapo, often to s~;.ve family a.nd friends fro;-" 
the snomc of :iindinS out thc trut:,. In o.oinS this, he o:iten hos to 
suppress evio.e:1ce, as in l,:urder cn ti"e Orient express (81), cnd 
Er. Potte 'mack' s oversight(66), though in the latt..::!', the dea.th is 
oC cidental. 
The fjf th' and final catecor'J contoins csses in 'ahich the crin:inal 
dies or is killed before thc L8"\; c::m intcrverle. Once ;~ik(; Hc.m;.-,er hod 
ic~entifiec1 ChDrlottel:8nnin:..; 3S the l~erson responsible :['01' the o.ect11 
or the friend ~';~cO two. ence srlved ',',is life, te hed :.""0 hesi totion in shootin::; 
, " (120) l1,;r • Intent u~on silencinG once [c.d for all 11is brother, K2.roly 
. , d'" 0(43) 
"C,:e iioun , n3 Uleo. • l'ei tC"}.er of the tylO 1186 to face the Lc-,;: -coth 
rece:L ve retribution. The crimin31 :.::;:Y Q.ie :'rolil n[l.tu:osl cr:uses, or 
DS the result ef an accide~1t. In c:: lomity to~-;n (143), Eora died. audne 
childbirth, cut ,[ill Thody, mordly res.:.;onsible for the accidentnl 
deGth of Deocon, is killed QurinC 11 nooe. emert;enc/ l44) • 
;_11 t11ese endlnGs occur in uetective novels, and it ;;,ust be ;-;oticeo.. 
th~,t in rel.s.ti vely fC\i cc.scs is tile crimin~"l seen to receive l:u..."1is~-x:ent 
from the Ia-,:. EOI','ever, tlio:ce ore £'0;",' cs ses in '; .. iCIl "~hc Cuil ty co not 
rec~ive Dny ;:unishrr.ent. I:C' they appec r to eccope scot-free, they hr..vG 
tOG", 61' tne cuil t 01' t;heir crime as lon~~ os they live. If they erc 
killed or ki'_l th8msclves, they .,ove indeed rec6ived retribution. 
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cri:-:-,in3.1s receive t:ie "bstrcct :mali t.)T of Justice, even if t:lis is 
c. • 
not 3.1.. a.ys ~us ticc in its Legal f'orm. DGtective stories sre t~:eref'~re, 
said, (c.ncl this sums up cor.:,;le"~ely '.',-hat t;cis chapter ~18.S tried to scy): 
IIDetecti ve fiction 11:;.s tl1(~ advo:1ta.:;e over 8.11 
othe:L' bin0.s in that, in this kind only, virtue 
(J.IYt~a·:ls tri1;.mpl13. Tll:::;re B·re c..etective :-_ovels 
thD.t do l':ot aha;ys end in the vindic2tion oi' the 
18r:. But they do vindicatel:lOr81s - ".;:1ere 
is none I kno-;,- in Ylllich the c cuse of ,,:oroli ty 
is not, in tre long rtL.'1, vin0.icctcd. In the 
cietective novel the res.cler is sustaineCL 
throuchout ay a sure 2nd certnin expecta.tion 
of the triumfh of the morc.l order. 11 (11.!-5) 
Onc L:U"t ment~on t!J.ose novels in the 1W1'e feneral field of 
detective fiction, in -.-:;-,.ich not only (:oes tee crirJinol _0 Cleot-free, 
but he o::"ten rrofi ts from the results of 11is rJisc:eeds. r."p n· "'-L'le ,) c,ln ... 
(1.0) (alias 8imon Templor)' en..;aces in constont battles -,;i th the police, 
but is seldom arrested; TIipley, thouch troubled b~. his conscience, lives 
in lu:mry in J'rnl1ce on .J..' It f - . . (39) ... 11e resu s 0 11=.S crJ_mes • These i;o-,;ever, 
L1 ., 
vnesa.s, onO. :::re 
Jnent;oned mel'ely to cOI!l':'Jletc trle :}icture. 
'I'he one -"ay in r;~,ich the Gc:::..:;r~l ,;::ubLc c;~n :::'cclly effect the course 
of justice, is by their prese~ce on the jury. Yet os .,-cs seen eLrlicr, 
[) ;,:e;'son put on trial in 8. (~etecti ve ~lOvel is inv3rif';.oly innocent. 
i:ven so, the actuol y;ork of a jury is r~rely sllO,'m, o_es:;:i tc its bcin,; 
the nc;Grest the :ublic usu::lly ccmes to ocin.:,. involved in r.:.urDer. 
One :Ccmous ccovel i;hich tells its story from the jury's vieWfoint, 
is ~{r.:',in:on~ ?ostgr.te's Verdict of t-.-;elve (146) In this, cocn , mcmocr 
of the jury is intl'oc1uced in turn; one of these hDs ki-_led in the pest, 
[;nel their c1elibera-:ions cnd verdict ore 1'ec01:0.eo .• It -.;os chiefly o.ue 
J.. .J..h b J..' f 'ro Cl' • S.J.. .. (105) "t"T . J.. vO v e 0 s ... lno.cy 0 !;.lS S _lmpnon In vrong pOlson ,·en" .:lOrrle ... 
Vane's jury :'si1eo. "co c::;ree, enc. Lcrcl Peter -,,re S [i ven the chnnce to 
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f'iml nCi7 evidence '7;,ich,;ould cle::: r her. h~ ~ith trial scenes, the 
',-;ri tcr hos "che correct ITocedures follo,,;ed .L.' • "ne Jury. The 
c.iminution in "'.ension }!rovided ;)~r trial sce:::es [1l,p15_es in D lesser 
c1ecree to jury deliberations: yet Verdict 01' t,-;elve -,,'25 0 s.ccessf'ul 
attempt, IJe,'hrcrs uetoilinG 8 si twtion '"hieh could only be used s 1"e':; 
times. 
The m:;1in conclus:;'on ;;0 be dr[~',.n is tr1ct .Justice, in its .::;uise 
of ?oetic justice, does excct l'etribution from the ::,.:uil:y, even 
Yihen its conterp:;rt, LeG3-l justice, relc.ains u,,'1sotisf:1ed. 1\ rain or 
poL,:, is tilot ~uries ploy::: very slJ&ll ::;:'1'-: in the clot of '~he detective 
::.ovel. Good tl'iuIDljhs over evil. 
The victir.l. 
Tile fi...;ure 0:2 ti:e victi:n in the (ie-'.::ectj_ve novel, is, in cOEl:)sr=-son 
Often o_e::::o. befo:ce the ::>tart of the novel, he ie; nevertrleless 
iEl~orta.nt, for upon him {-"inges the e::1tire rIot. This ci10jter uill 
firstly define the me8ninc of the -;,ord lIvictim", "nd then o_iscuss 
cenersl before consiaerin~ srecific 
victir:lS • 
In the detective l_ovel, the v~_ctim is usu811y thou~ht· to oe that 
person whose dco.tll is soucht by the n:ura.e-:'cr. However, d.urine the course 
of 8 murde invcstiGGt~0:1, ,my ~Grson un0er suspicion -liill indirectly 
oeccme [; victim of the criminol. ':1'hus, in 
of the Senior Common Room 1::: uno. her relDtionship v;ith the others 
coloured by the tllOuc;ht that one 01 tilem could -oc tile l'rcctic~!l joker, 
and u.,.~der t.._.::.s suspicion, rel:tiol1s_:i~s OeCBlJle Very st:::,'oined. Tile 
persen ii~,ose uee.th is souGht by the muro.e:'cr ti10y not necessarLly :ce the 
person i-ihem he kills, 6S 1123 :::lready been see" in Tc-::ords zero (SO). 
the ~Lurderer, -'.:;he corpse: the person ,,-:110 spcrks off tile iJlot 
i'nte; 
villO once s8id that the Illost t~ ~picol c118.re.cter 
in ti',entieth-century fiction is the corpse. If 
L'1 D successful Cetective ';cvel, the v:i.cti!:l !!:U3t be '"or-'1,tyef his 
8., person s",'.i te,1;le Obviously .L' • v11lS 
the v:~ctin is seen to be ~n unpleGsar:t ierson. I~ most c~ses, the 
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victim 11::;s 8 "::;'107;" (',;;1ich need :-~ot 'oc c, :::'oult) [;nd so Ilosksll to be killi.;a.. 
Tske for ex:;m~~:le, :'or::kes, in :?usffi!,:n's hone,yrwon(89), a Greed.)', 
miserly [.no. not cl tOGether hOi1est man, ':;hose [.ct~,ons forced ::'rcnk 
Crutchley into ,,',urcler. J,lternBtively, the victim [l:OY be [l. 
'::hen he is killerl. Tilis is seen ffiClst cle:::.rly in the ,:~:rd-boiled 
~mericcn novels. He msy ';)8 an outsider in tl;.e com:"ul1i ty in 'ahich 
he is killed, e .C. 3C!:::,oh j'lctcher, '::oth [J. nym:;,:;hoDcn':'cc snc1 [; lesbian, 
and 
IIonev'2r, t;,e victim may 81so be [1 quite :Dlee,sont :person, e. :::;. 
Lowell ;,:itchel1 in L2St seen ';;eorinf?(93) • This D8kes the action 
of t11e crir:linal raore horrcndou_s, f.nd such en attitude is norrncJl. 
In this situa.tion, the criminal r,'ill se toe !wre unusuGl ;oncl 
unplc8scl1t chcracter. 
Very little cri tic:;l attent~~on h,'s '::e6n iven to ~~l"e ;'icure 
of ";;he victiLl. The chGrocters of the criminal 8l1l1 tile inVestiGator 
are rr.ore interestinG :~nd im~:ortDnt. Yet \.i thout the corpse, there 
could be no story, snd ,,.-j,th eoch story must be 2 n:otive, ·'.nd t: ',s must 
be connected ',:;i t11 .... vne victim • nost cri tics believe tl13.t the 
victim should be both unplccsant and :.resented unsympotheticdl;y. 
choracterisotion 
11" .,..,,, (-in ~ '",+p t' Co cot -,1 '-". r V "-r~t'" O-Ou;:,. _1- ~~ 0."" v~c lVv u or.! / l",S ",DJ S.)'!!l~J'-' DJ 
for the victim. ::,ither [-L8 hO's 'ceen killed 
before t~e book storts, or is killed so SOOD 
Dfte:' tflOt, since you leno"l little [- :lout i,im, 
;;TO.i. c~n t2:<e :-:0 ,~nterest in ;:i~ll on his Oi'iD 
account, his ~eoth ~enns no wor~ to you thcn 
a chicken's . • • i emus t, by his own crif,ce s , 
follies, 'ono. ter::.per, brut3li ty, {;.VClrice or 
n;'wt not, ll~'ve m?de !1imself so 0 bjectiona ,;)le 
that his ciccth ... ~crturbs ;you '.Jut little." (28) 
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Yet surely, one l:t:";int of the detective novel is ti18t in orCler to be 
ScrlJrised [,no. l)lecsecl"ne:'l the cri:::im,l is crrest(;d, "'che victiB s!lOulo. 
be n symp8thetic ..... crso:'l? In Lis nrticle ':he Qctective s"tSlEX-2E2 
historic81 ;?ource (22) ~ P.;ycLe10tte ex~:res,:es 0. view simiLr to thr~t of 
Gcor:,e G:.. .. ella mentions sev~ra1 of the victim cf'tc[ori~s 
113eccuse only un1ike3b1e cnorocters are mao.e 
to sui'fer 1~".::rm,9n(';ntly in cOlLedy, p:dns ~n'E: taken 
to make the victL!l ".orthy of his fDte. Fe 
'ilUSt De cn exce;ltionclly rr,urd(:I'oble mono This 
l~revents recr~t and :::lso insures thF.t 311 
cheracters hove sufficient Boti ve • • • L 
fre c;uent victi!J , J~ileref'ore, is the ne .... ot .. !. ve 
fot,ler or Llother"ho opfoses a !u?rriage, l:l"kcs 
on un~ air i";il1, or rf:;fuscs to oct his or 11er 
age, [,11 cctions yu:: .. ch c::..use distress to the 
youn£ ••• i,nother f'ovourite victim is t!le 
ineligible I:l8.tc, r~·i.-!ose irafE;Dd.i_:1C Ii1o..rrince to 
"'che o.ecent yOu.!:::; sir1 would interfere;. i th 
her i:.aturo1 preiere;:ce for the eliGible :,roune 
!ne::l. Since he is younC, tciis v; Cti!;l is 
burdened ""i th 3n even more slcecific sin: 
unc1er ".is o":;trc:ctive exterior he conce[>ls 
tile fersona1i ty of c bounder, [I rotter :"ncl El 
coo. • • • The victim r:18y be :;ui1 ty of 
e:q]oi tine the ri tue.1 of' his socieJ~y, l~osing 
[lS n ccnt1emr,n, Gut hirling El derk, unaccel_te.b1e 
secret • • • :2ec['use :~e may h~_ve risen from 
humble bcr:;innin[s J.;o achieve the doctor's hieh 
st2tuS, the rrofession.~;l :nan - Ge:eral1y t?le 
only man ~.ho ;,orks for c.. li vin!; - is ," lso c.. 
potential victim. On the rare occ8sions 
the. t [1 ~"OUDg ';,'omai: is r:lUrc.e: 'ell, sce is [lh.-DYS 
revc~21ed as c secret s::'nY'"er uncl,s2,' ~-. respcctGo1e 
i'8cace • • • (If :::::e is not cn cl1u1t'3ress, sl::ce 
viil1 t~t1en lie an actress, "'lever 8 very cesirable 
t ·" . .., 1· h l·t J- ) OCCUI10 lon Ior 8· r;omsn In .c:,nC lS _ l erG "ure • 
O::e oth'.':r dr"minc troi t is [0 :;'atal :n-:"~·r"c1is:mess. 
ForeiCners Lad dDn-..:el'OUs lives in detective 
novels, ODd men othc;rnise exemp1ery die for :te:ce1y 
etlmic reasons • • • Virtucl1y 011 victims, t:le., 
suf~er t~eir violent exru1sion becouse of some 
orecch of the ;;..nnritten social or ethicd cocJe 
DesF'-tc the 1istin::; of t,; ,;;'cs of .l.:otcntio1 victi!:,s, it is h::-ro. to 8~ree 
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dOUI)t: sorr.c vic-'cii":ls cUe ·cLtnout h::vL1~ token [.ny sction et 811. 
Th . .re lS one very erect ;roblcIil -;:hich t:c.e -:.'riter 118S to f~·ct: ',i!lt:m 
:['ormul::;tin:.:; the ch::r[.ctcr of victim, r,ho ;;;ust die n ~"r t~,e strrt 
of' the novel, 2.0 -t;DOt its creDt3~' r~rt h slJent in :;:'in(1in~ out the killer. 
In oth:> r,ords, there is l10t a 6rG~t (]ecl of sC9pe for aet8iled 
chcractcrisation. Often tne victim is dea0_ -,;l:en the novel or;ens, 
[.:1.0. is tilc:'efore only oescl'ibed by 
"'ob'" Fn"l'll'c, lrc,'"- 'o"rneJ1l7) 
other peo~,le. T1'1is b~.p.;.ens il: Sir 
l.i ':'.1..1. .. ·.(. .. i' _ .... .:::~~ u. J. at. • The don;el' is t:'lcref'ore, -'~hat "che 
yictim becomes a stoc;,;: c:-:rdbo2rcl ficure. T:ns does not o,11'loys 
T1"le victi!;1 ,',hose dcOtrl set off t~e 618'ts describeo. in ;:u:'d(:;r 
on ~ he Orient e2~E'ess(81), Doisy lrmstrong, is very much the 
convent~Lonal Good ono_ s'.7eet little sir1. 
concerr.ed -,.ith the effect her deoth :1[>(1 on "che Armstront; householc, 
this :'~8tters Ettle. 
In t:le S[:!"l)le :)f l10vels covere(cj" this thesis, feYier -.·~.ctL.s ere 
f'emele ".;han E!8.le. Sor.:e fen121e victili1S :;1'e ccupletely innocent, SL:.ch 
8S ~rs. bscher, killed only bec~use of 
residence 'ooth beLen ',i:~th . .';~150) 81'.c -'.,' 8. S old enrlpoor, sl1d 
Cescribed solely Dy her niece. "'nnette ~~oirnc QCCC;Le 0. victilil 0:'11y 
beC8use her llus'Jo.nd believed her to oe sexually involveCl::i th cno"tl::::r 
mon. She too is seen mainly through the eyes of ~:er ,;::;lc.tonic lover 
end never seel;, 
('-'7' 
olive ~). Ge~sldinc pierce ~as abduct_d end killed 
, (1?-2) 
amount of snre','!Ol1.eSS • 
Oth'cr .1 good" vict~~:{;S :levert .ele s lc8ve sor::e c:.6rscteristic, !}ot 
necessarily El. cl1nrecter trait, I'ii·!ich 1 eds to their beLlS killed. 
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('0\ 
not for Ol1y ch,'r[lcter (Jei'ect G ). 1ind8 AysL8rth is nlso killed for 
that r~~son(55). 30th these victims receive C:cteileo. choractcrisations: 
a (~uite unusucl situation. ~5cths Da~son, Dcein~,ut not sunile, 
oied ~;ccL:use i:er continued existence l,ut Lnry;',hitt8ker' s inheri tsn::;e 
In hc).'self, s11e r:8S :-ot an un:;.:ler:sent _erson, end 
her ~j.:ler is seen to ~e c2110us and c81culBtin~. bstl~·, the fo.mily 
Fermie in Crooked house (108) , killed because she lms':! one of her 
charGes too ~ell, She is not described in ony detail other than as 
8. conventionn1 =Tonnie ficure. 
l',s c[.n be secre f'rom triBse .{lor'" ..I. c .• 
dive 2l1d female crn be sufficient to brine about one's de at;;.. ""Ce 
discerned. Eo one pc.rtict;.lor tY:ge of "good" ,",affirm is crst for the 
role of v:i.ctim. 
:·:e.ny ~'loraen ~"iho cecoce victins do so :~ec rUse of tileir re12.tionship 
ni th enothc,' L,an, not lisua'ly a hUsl)[:nd. 
cood and res~ect3ble on the surfoce, such es Lowell 1~tch911, in 
kst seen "!::eDri!1':~ 'ihose i'8ther 1;8S un';;illinc to oelieve that she 
coulCl possihly be )reen8nt, even though that is t:r~e reason for her 
On the other hanc.l, these ':iomen ['.ay e fla . .::;rnntly immoral, 
, -, l' - ''l'h 1 d' - (129) ..... " . +. suen 3S ~:;; Vc8 LCYl:.10X In ,;;'_;,:' ;.;,;:':::....=o;,;n:,;.(;';;...' ...... <,;;;o.;;,o..;;;,;.J.:.,., .. re,;;;. ,,'LO 'Jecr.';ne c. Vle vlD 
throuGh another 1,'omQl1' S j-ec1ousy, rmd little SyLll,C8thy is felt at her 
fote. 
One Cen sJ'mI;othise to some extent .-dth Dr. Eiekleich ';\he" he 
l,lcnncd to kill his overbeorinG, UGly cn.ci unplec.ssnt ',;ife JuIio, ','iho!!! 
',;e see in Detion 
"Oh, there you. 8re:, EQ;mnd.. 
you. tI 
"Yes, my dear'?" 
I've ,cen Y10ntine 
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IIThey're a ~~all sho:·t. 
into the sooseoerry-tushes oGain. 
?lc[Jse GO Dnd find it at o1:ce." She 
sIJO~:e ~,.i th core tho," her usual .i)eremlltoriness, 
2Yld 11;:;r loud, ,,:rntinG voice could ~10t 
113ve :;:'oiled to reach every cor. The men 
looked wost uncomi'ort2,'ole. :':'3cn of them 
had voluntsered to loo~< :['or the '0811, 
and 211 h"o. been told it .. os their host's 
tasl·:, [:nd IUS only. The SE,ce thOu)1t,.as 
obvious :'-0',; on all their i'ace s: I:;:' m 
hanGed if I'd sp,ccl-: to a QO::; like "chat t • 
Dr. Bickleic:h felt ds ,'"ife t stone anc. 
i'lhat 18Y behind it, ,:md ;1e felt his 
guests' re[:ction ".;0 it. (102) 
He believed she stood in the ~\;[1y of a hn:p:;;y marria::,.e, and so she 
beca,;)e D vic"~im. ?'osem9TY EDiCht '"es brash, nosey Dno. n 
blackmailer \· .. ho gl'cotly upset her husband's o.lle.::;eo. in-lc .. :s rlhen she 
visited them. (1.4-3) She too i'iCS killc;d beceuse of enother r;or:wn' s 
jealousy. Iove which l,;t:;r turned to hatred led Stepnen Protn-:;roe 
to cut t!le thr08.t of his (' e!cd son's lwther, r:ho ~:as D p6rm18T 
(H.2 'I 
noveli3t, not nholly honest about her last. 'J 
Very rarely (1.o-:.:s a· woman victim -oecome so because of lmst criminal 
activities. ~-:xceptions to this Can be fOGnd in Ten little Y1irrers (136) , 
where each fewnle victim is at least mora.lly responsible for the deo.th 
They rsn;:',e in a.Ge and :personDli ty from the 
puritDnico.l :0mily Brent to t!le pl';;2ssnt Vera C18ythorne. 
ITa ceneralisc.tions C8n be ffi2 .. de about 'WOlTlen victims. 
they are yOl.~nL rather thon 010, end often ';,e81 thy. So,;:etimes tl:ey 
ho.ve enGaged in some illicit relotionshi9. It is interestinc to 
comll2;re t:le detDiLo. C:1<::r2cteris:;tion of Linda Jyscarth in Before the 
loct(55), Yihich is ncr1'8ted solely from her vi':;','ipoint 2nd l)rC;sents a 
GrmlinG picture, Ylith th~,t of ;,:1's. i:scher, 'I'lhose chrracter h8S be:en 
reduced to c. fe~;; l' (150) ....... lnes • The reason for tilis is probably ':.,uite 
simple. In the forcer, the cilief intc;:est of this sCDi-invertcd 
story is in Lindo.' s Cro'i:inC O',iareness of ner hus ~;:md as a mur(ierer, 
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,-,hereos in 'I'he F3C r:mrdcrs, c:ll the int2rest is O:.-;DY :Crom t;:e vic"dos, 
end centrecl ul;on the DPl)Hrently ffiani2.c8,1 killer, Gnd his hu.nting do~·;n. 
The eoph8sis of a story therefore hos some lLarin.:; ui:0n "'che ,)rominence 
Yihich is Dc,;orCiecl to n victim. 
;';Dle vic tims CAn be divided into five crour's. i?irstl;y, those 
persons ilho becoTiie victi:-ns becouse of their )rofession, the,t is, 
meTii'cers of the 19w (:;nforcement 3eencies. VictiTiis r~n:e from 
Sup(:rintendent - ell, 8 series chnrocter, nncl nssistont to G_', de on , 
~';ho YiCS 2ccic3entolly l:illed 8S he tried to I'revent a bomo exploding 
omon,:: sI.'ectc.tors (101), to the bent k~e:r'ic[;n, Serzeant Corcy, killcd 
8S 1:e ' .. ['s sbout to ciscover the ide!;,tity of the ax-killer (131) • 
One 1mo','is 8, lot .sb0ut 3e11, ~ut little about Corey, other thon thGt 
he took money for icnorinE; cr:: p games on 11is bCEt. 
investicator con rorely bE:cooe the lmrderer':3 victim, for ',-,no i,ill tncn 
solve the cr'.me? Conon Doyle -. .-os uneble to k2ep Eoliiles [;S 8 victira 
for lone, ond one of the fe';; seri;::,s detectives to be "killed off" 
m:s Ficho10s I'reclinG's Vpn cl.:r Yolk. 
'.,.hen & policeman is ElUrdcred [:Del 3 L3rge measure of resentment 8~0inst 
J1is killer, ::cnd til;:;ref'ore police victi:J1S :--:.eed only be caric::tures. 
The second group canto.ins victims ·~';ho Ere l:illed t;',-;c~-'use theJr:'" e·re 
un ~'l (: Cl S ::3.l1t • The Colle.:;e Fresident, UID2:!le l)Y , '.:S,S universe-lly disliked, 
'i,ords, 
( '-6' 
tins flew ~;os res~~'onsible :::or l1is death ~.). SiGsbce 
tlaIlel",rson 'oeee'me 2- ch::mce ;:1Ul'Qt):;" victim, ',;nen t.he ,(,_ncle of ~lis ill-
trec:ted Y;if'c seized the oj.J.;:crtuni ty ". , +- ',' (32) ,,0 Sf100" u:un • 3ric Scott-
De-vies, '\l[' S not o~'lly 11 cad cut ::: Iso " nomc'Diser, cnd his 
unpl:ossntl'l8ss ',laS 8lnply srl0 .. m in The SeCO!1el s::ot (152) ,bei'ore i1is 
i,ll these victims ore men of 
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.c> ' 
,TO.l.eSSlor.. 
The thi:rd croLl:; inc1ucies victims '\71:0 ere kill eO. occouse of some 
~:ct:Lon of thE;irs in the pest: t~lis 0 ction ',;on be c~ui tc in:"-occnt cnd 
the victim m~y be ~,Losrnt or unpL [;S2nt. 
~,:tua;y in scs!'let (5 1 \;ere :d ~lcd ;;ec.?use their reliGion -:.ould !'lot 
3.110'.7 them to let one of -:hcir :'~itn merry outside: it. Their victim 
is forced into cn unlovinG marricce, -,;hich led to h",r death, onO. the 
The :rich J enish final1cier, 
Reuben Levy, is deod at ti:e start o:f' ' . .'hose bo~?(30) L ,,000. Dnd 
devot::;u f'omily rJlcn, ti:is, his me-rrio.::;e, r:os the sole reason i'or 11is 
Tcm Tvor ono Stel)nen Tvor beccu:e victil:lS beccuse of [lctions 
to"crds t - 0. b .,. 0. (84) Cl ' 'lr ro'cner, .-ID rew. One brother stoIc his -;;omo,n 
onO. the other refused llim rr.oney. DO ch victims ore \;eal thjl Clnd of a 
hi...;n standinG in their community, but one action led to c,heir deaths. 
The lori,.est Grou) of victims is those 'I'iho oecor;le so bec<:msc they 
h:-,ve r.:oney or ' .• ill inherit some. They :noy becone victir:, -oy chence, 
(1?1 " lEw ~:3-l1toli, t"e ~,:usic conductor, in In the heot of the ni,ht ~-:-). 
Ec ,','e.s killed solely IJ c~:use he r:ed ;Loney uJ"on him: he -.,cs in the 
i;ron~ _ lace ot ttc ,-.ronG ti,;;e. Similarly, Oscer Brodski hOE,encd 
to "olk 'DSt ~lickler' s hou:oe cnd be recot;nisecl by hi::1 2S [" dior:lOnd 
mercDant: sn eVent cnclinf. r.i th his dect::, the deDth of a hitherto 
blameless (91) pc;rson • 1, victim is usually killed either bec8use 
he hns rr.oney or bccGuse he 17ill eventuDll:,r inherit :;~one;y- needed by 
the next heir. Prc.n::din Clcrke ki:'..led his orot::er Ccrmicha.el 
because he needecl :r.oney(150 ): his brotl1cr' s ~. ersol1Glity -,';[1S 
. 1 t n' 't' 1 G 1 "" t' (l~)S:') "" J' ,. '11(117) lrre eV8n. ~\el ner 1e, enera j,' en lm!ln nor ,~lr onn "ac;l..- , 
vic-tin:s alike, are seen olive. i,ll th2t is l:no;'::n [~)out them hns to 
be reloyc;d throu.::,:h the or;inions of othe:rs. 
J olm -,iDS a bit ti.:;ht-fistcd -::i th ~.oney, D f2ct • cssibly relote6. to 
I 
I 
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General Fentioon is seen 2S ~ Do~e ncutrnl fi~ure, 8 
convent:Lonel old soldier. ~)[ul .. De:ds (83), clies Golclsc[cic1t, become 
20ul is seen 8S 2. cre5ulous clrcc:mer o:1cl ... 0.l!lS 
Once :;10 re , 
tile :l:'"lact er:-.erses tllat 'Xh2.t 0. victiL'l is, C.oes or hs s, is ofte11 l~:ore 
im~ort8nt tho:1. ony other ~.ersonali ty defect. 
?in2,ll:y-, that ;::roup of male victims .... i;:O 'oc;cof!le so :;ec8use of J.;:'~eir 
connections ;;i th or semoershi;.:' of the crili1i:'lal fr2ternity. ~11c most 
obvious e:X~ll:1:ples ore the GDn;:;la.nd murclers se811 in t:le novels of 
E~]rr.:,:ett, Ciwndler D:'1cl l.:acDonalcl. For illst8nce, in "ehe latter's 
'1'he ".;ay some peo'JIe clie(125 ), 011 the victims ore olso lH'ofessiono.l 
crL~i~;.als, in ~ursui t of a loocl 0:' heroi.'1. 
these csn[;s~crs given distinGuishinG ch[:racteristics. 
very flomboyont nO!T:eS 
"There ,·ins tLe Dis-::md-Dot i~id, ',';ho hacl crushecl 
out of Leavenriort21 only ti;O l::ontl1s before; Sheeny :i-Ioln:es; 
Snohor:J.ish 8hi toy, supposocl to hcve die cl 2. Llero 
in ~'·once in 1919; L •. t;. Slim, from 'Cenver, 
sockless [.nd L:nrcE:r,;earle3s as usual, -"i th a 
thou;;[llld-clol18,r ~Jill sey,ea in C:::CL1 S!lOulJer of 
his coat; Sl)icler Girrucci 'iearin:.:.: c steel-mesh 
vest une.el' 11'_S s>:i .. rt ~r.cl c. scer fror:l cro',',n to 
chin -"here his bro-';;her hed corved him ;, ~[:rs c£o j 
010 .. lete 13est, once 8. congressm~m ••• It (153) 
but usu211.)T c=-)~/:or Ol11y DS i\:nctioncries. Those l1ho ,:re in 8?:'!y 
,;oy C",istin[}J..ished ncn:::;e f:com ti10SC ;';;:0 ~:re (-J.escribed ::,,;yml;8,thct~c3llj", 
such EiS Husty nOSen in 'I.'~le oi;: sleCTJ(29), to the homosexuol Joe1 
C8iro in 'i'ne :,:01 -'cese l .... slcon 
"l.:r • Joel C<.iro ·";I::S D smoll-1::lOned, dark Elan of 
medium heiGht. lib hair .. :;os blsck onu. sl'.'.ooth 
cnu. very Glossy. Eis ['cctures ... :ere lev3Ylt::"nc. 
l, scye,re-cut ruby, its sides pc:ralleled by f'our 
basuette c1isr:1oncls, [;lcomecl 8~~'oinst the deep Green 
of hi s cre V[,t. :1i3 blacl: co Cl t, cut t:'Cht to 
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norro,-; si10ulc1ers, fl.'lred a little over sli:.;htly 
plum:) hips. His trousers £,:i:tted,.:s round 
lees Dore ~)~u~ly tl1Cl1. 1"1'35 ti.:e current fasllio11. 
The uppers of his .... oJccnt-leother shoes '"ere 
h:~do.en by farm spots. ne helo. D black Clerby 
hot in a. chamois-cloved h[lnc. cnd C::;IDC tO~-ii:rds 
Sl?'D(le -,;ith 3:10rt, :dncinc;, bobbin:.::; ste.;..s. 
Tlle frogrm:ce oJ."> c11YJre come ,ii th him. If (154) 
Des~.ite this a~)~e2rDnce, C:iro r.-os reo-ured-to shoot "lihen necess:rJ. 
In Red hsrvest(8), the first victim, Dono.ld '.:Ulsson is killecl, not 
becouse 11e ':,os e criminal, Dut bec8use, as 8- reforLl:in~ journalist, he 
Vias ~:re::)&red_ to USE: ti1is - osition to drive from Personville tne G8ncs 
~ho controlled it. In the scme ',;ey, the fcrnily 'Hen, Sir t:eurice 
L8 ... ;es, (130), oecsme a victim not bec8use J:~e -\;8S c criminul, but becouse 
he recognised tl18t Hed i;tty;ood -" 8S ar:. ex-convict. 
In th:;'s cate:::;ory are victims ,-.-hose crimina.l DC ~_i vi tics l.lDve 
remo.ined unr;unisheo., but upon nho!J rri vate venceonce ~:.nd been to!:CE. 
Once ,,;ore, "~his is an eX8mple of triO cateGories L.er, .. ;inc. 
Glost fOIDCUS ex[~rJples of "~his cen be fouEd in ':'Cen little ni -'''el'S (136) 
> -
(°1) 
and lilurd",r 0 n the Orient express Li ,both by .l,.:.:athn Christie. In 
these cases, the victims [1re surely liorthy of their fate, especially 
the lat-~cr victim. 
It is not easy to <irc', , eny firm conclusions aoout the fi::;ure of 
the VlCtll~l. Ee is l!lo:::'e often male thDn femo.le onO. r:Lch n,Jcher tium 
peor, but c:.n CO!11e frol:J any ~;rofession ::no. '.Je of ~my ece. lIe c.:;n be 
unl'le8s~mt thd the killer I s action seelJS entirely justified. 
thouCh :_c is 0::tei1 u.eod ~·.'hen the nOVel o:)ens, his character is reve8led 
throuc.:h the eyes of others. 
thisis often cll -:h8t is needful, ss [lore of the a.t~el1t::"on ':fill then 
Qe focussed upon tr"le kiHer ond his capture. 
If the 8nalocy of G-reek tr8ceay is continued, t:::e victim nil 1 
al.Leor skin to the socrif'iciol victim of onthro;.:olo,_:Y, ',.-hose 6ec.th i'-8-S 
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necessa.r~:/ to cleDJ1se • .1. socle"y. This inc'eed is often y,hat hap.:.sns, 
since riith the de8t~1 of the victim, mGny tensions are releosed cnd 
society is set free from sus~)icion ,J::d terror. 
Chapter 5. The criminal 
The figure of the criminal will be considered after first 
defining what exactly is meant by this. A general discussion, which 
will include the idea of the "romantic" criminal and the outsider, 
will be followed by more specific examples in two groups, the 
professional and non-professional criminal. 
of insanity will conclude this chapter. 
A mention of the problem 
The word "criminal" is often taken to imply that a person has 
been convicted'of a criminal offence, usually meaning a person whose 
livelihood depends upon his criminal activities, in other words, a 
professional criminal. The dictionary definition is simply " guilty 
of crime", with no hint of any previous criminal activities. In this 
chapter, criminal will be taken to mean the person or persons, 
responsible for committing the crime or crimes which occur during 
the course of the novel, whether or not this person is arrested or 
convicted. 
When the figure of the victim was discussed in the previous 
chapter, it was noted that the author had to face the problem of 
giving him a character, when he appeared only briefly, or through the 
eyes of other characters. The figure of the criminal also poses 
problems. The essence of the detective novel is "who", and therefore 
the criminal must remain hidden until the moment of revelation, 
usually in the last chapter. He must not therefore be seen as the 
only person with motive and means, or the point of the novel may be 
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lost. Similarly, he must not be obscured SO much that he iB on~ a 
minor character. Maugham states the problem quite clearly:-
"The murderer LCriminaY must be a person 
who takes a prominent part in the stor,y, 
and it will not do to make him a shadowy 
figure or one who has figured so slightly 
that your attention has never been drawn 
to him. But if he loomed large in your 
narrative there is the danger that he will 
have excited your interest and perhaps 
your sympathy, so that you will be 
displeased if he is arrested and put to 
death." (28) 
Yet even this is a generalisation, and novels have been written which 
contradict these ideas. Although never stated categorically, the 
criminal in My name is Michael Sibley(l39) is supposed to be Herbert 
Day, who appears only briefly during the course of the story. This 
is because the author was less concerned to shcw!h£ the criminal was, 
than h2! Michael lied himself into the dock on a capital charge. A 
classic example of the second caution noted by Maugham is in The murder 
of Roger ACkrOYd(42), when Poirot's Watson, a hitherto sympathetic and 
"good" character, is revealed as the "unsympathetic killer. 
The criminal is not always treated unsympathetically, and in certain 
types' of story the figure of the "romantic" criminal has emerged. One 
sees this figure in literature from Robin Hood to the Saint. There 
is often a feeling that if he is clever or daring enough, he almost 
deserves to ~scape. He does not figure largely in the detective novel, 
but more often in the adventure/thriller. Another type of criminal 
who may receive sympathetic treatment, is the one who apyears to do 
Society a favour, even though by so doing, he takes the Law into his 
own hands. This often occurs when the victim is particularly 
obnoxious, and his death a positive blessing to those directly involved. 
For example, the death of Chloe Eye in Dancers in mourning(l32) was a 
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great relief, and the criminals of Murder on the Orient express(8l) 
surely rid the world of a vicious criminal when they "executed" Cassetti/ 
Ratchett. This however can never wholly excuse crime. 
It has already been noted that the victim is often an outsider, 
but even more so is the criminal. An outsider may simply be one who 
is not native to the society in which he lives, for instance, 
Jefferson Hope, a non-Mormon in a Mormon community which ultimately 
rejected him. (51) He may be a rebel against his place in society, 
like Frank Crutchley, who was unsatisfied with his lot as gardener and 
odd-job man, and tried to assert his independence by owning a garage(89). 
He may also be an outsider by virtue of his non-conformity against the 
rules of Society, like Jonathan Jones, a sex maniac(122). The most 
obvious outsider, the foreigner, "is not present as often m might be 
thought. There is the bank robber Charles Grimaud(43), the Montenegrin 
Andrew Tvar(84), the Indians of The moonstone(49), and those foreign 
" " " (~) 
members of the Armstrong household ; not ver.y many, considering the 
instinctive dislike of the English for the foreigner. All criminals 
are also outsiders by being law breakers in a law-abiding society. 
Whoever breaks the rules of society becomes an outsider. 
Criminals in detective stories can be divided into two broad 
categories, the professional and ex-criminal, and the private or non~ 
professional criminal. The professional criminal is often associated 
with gangs and hired killers, but is also found in the thriller. He 
isusually more common in American than British novels, though it is a 
mistake to regard him as solely American: see for instance, ~ 
crime atBlack Dudley(155), Operation pax(156) and Tiger in "the smoke(157), 
also the gangs -encountered by Gideon and his colleagues (119) • In 
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general, British professional criminals are neither as prevalent nor as 
gun-happy as their American counterparts. 
American gangsters often figure both as victim and criminal, e.g. 
Brody, the blackmailer in The big sleep(29), Shad O'Ror,y in mhe glass 
key(127) and Bobo Hopper in I. the jury(120). All these examples 
have been taken from American hard-boiled novels, as these are where 
gangsters are most often found. Most of these characters fulfil 
their function by being mere ciphers or cardboard dummies, capable 
only of uttering obscenities and handing out violence. This latter 
is a prominent feature of most hard-boiled novels. One can have 
little sympathy with such figures. 
The group of convicted or ex-criminals unconnected with gangs is 
found mainly in British works. In The case of Oscar Brodski, the 
cfiminal is Silas Hickler 
"No-one looking into his cheerful, round face, 
beaming with benevolence and wreathe~ in 
-perpetual smiles, would have imagined him to 
be a criminal. Yet it is a fact that Silas 
earned his modest though comfortable income 
by the gentle art of burglary. 
"Crimes against the person he had always 
looked upon as sheer insanity. There was, 
it is true, that little affair of the 
Weybridge policeman, but that was 
unforeseen and unavoidable, and it was the 
c'onstable 's doing after all. And, there was 
the old hQusekeeper at Epsom, too, b~t, of 
course, if the old idiot would shriek in 
that insane fashion - well, it was an 
accident, very regrettable, to be sure, and 
no one could be more sorry for the mis~p 
than himself". (91) 
This extract illustrates three points to be noted about the ex-criminal: 
firstly, appearance does not necessarily have any connection with 
character; secondly, that the criminal will often rationalise.his 
crimes and persuade himself that he was not really responsible; and 
thirdly, once a criminal, always a criminal. Silas did not kill 
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because he was afraid of his criminal past being discovered, as did 
Ned AttwoOd(130). Although divorced from his wife, he wanted her to 
return to him and killed to prevent his past being discovered. The 
ex-criminal committing a further crime is used at least three times by 
Agatha Christie: in Ten little niggers(136), Cards on the table(13l ), 
and in Endless night(60), where Michael Rogers' two earlier murders have 
remained undetected. He was charming and a seemingly devoted husband, 
yet he killed his wife solely for her money, and was the whole time in 
love with someone else. 
It will have been noticed that nearly every criminal in the above 
categories has been male. This is not to say that there are no 
professional female criminals in the detective novel - there are, e.g. 
those in Ten little niggers(136), and also Ann Meredith(13l ). 
Of the 381 persons found guilty of homicide in 1974, 321 were 
male, of which 246 were over 21 years old, and 60 were female, of 
which 47 were over 21 years, ,i.e. a percentage of 15.7 female killers(70). 
This seems to bear out the proportions encountered indetective fiction. 
In nearly every example, with the exceptions of Michael Rogers and 
Silas Hickler, very little detailed characterisation is given. This 
is especially noticeable in the hard-boiled novels. When this happens, 
it is usually because the emphasis is focus sed elsewhere, often upon 
the detective and his investigations. 
The non-professional or private criminal is often to be found 
amoung the ranks of professional people, although occupations vary from 
the, idle aristocrat to the housewife. Among the former are criminals 
such as Franklin Clarke, an attractive wanderer in need of money, and 
for that-reason prepared not only to kill his brother, but three other 
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quite innocent people and also to frame an innocent person for all the 
murders(150). In Before the fact(55), Johnnie Aysgarth had been 
brought up to expect a life of moneied idleness, but when the family 
money vanished, he was obliged first to marr.y a rich wife, and t?en to 
gamble, embezzle and finally to kill to ensure a regular supply of 
money. Although an outwardly attractive person, he is really weak. 
It is only the rich, and those brought up to become accustomed to 
wealth who can afford to live idle lives and it is often when the 
source of money or security is threatened, that these persons resort 
to violence. Thus when Denis Cathcart (although not a murderer) was 
abandoned by his mistress; largely because he could no longer support 
her, he was driven to suicide(65). 
The professions provide by far and away the largest number of 
criminals in the detective stor.y. Not unnaturally, a large proportion 
of these are in the medical p~ofession, with easy access to drugs and 
considerable anatomical knowledge. Two of the most notorious were 
Drs. Bick1eigh and Shepherd(102) (42), the former used poison, the 
latter a dagger. Dr. Bick1eigh is seen as a sympathetic though sli&ht1y 
pathetic figure, while the picture of Dr. Shepherd changes from the 
conventional slightly stupid stooge , to the unsympathetic criminal, 
already an outsider by virtue of his blackmail. 
Doctors are not the only members of the medical profession to 
be forced into crime. Mary Whittaker was a nurse, but hardly the 
kind and caring person that this vocation usually attracts(l14). She 
was a ruthless killer who let no-one stand in the way of her obtaining 
her Aunt's money. She was probably a lesbian also, another outsider. 
Ju1ian Freke was a nerve specialist when he killed Reubuen Lev,y as an 
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act of revengej(30) very much an outsider, a loner more interested 
in work then anything else. 
Another quite large group of criminals can be found in the legal 
profession, among those who should be assisting the forces of justice, 
not breaking Society's conventions. Their reasons for killing are not 
always connected with their profession, for example, Gerald Fletcher, 
who killed his lesbian/nymphomaniac wife in order to marry his 
mistress(l48). He is a particularly interesting character, as he 
deliberately seeks the company of the investigating officer, Steve 
Carella, on purely social occasions. It was the fact that Norman 
Vaughan, as a solicitor, had control of his Aunt's estate that enabled 
him to use her money to make good his Stock Exch~nge losses(105). 
However, as his Aunt named another cousin as heir, and as she was about 
to die, he had to kill this cousin to prevent the embezzlement coming 
to light. He was a particularly clever criminal, taking arsenic to 
build up an immunity to the drug, though this ultimately led to his 
arrest. 
The educational profession has also provided criminals. They 
have ranged from the village teacher Andrew Tvar, a master of disguise(84), 
to the Fellow of an Oxford College, Haviland(56). The alleged criminal 
in Last seen wearing(93), Seward, is remarkable for the fact that he 
never appears at all in the novelj he is a College lecturer. This 
is a classic example of a police procedural novel, where almost the 
entire interest is focus sed on the police investigation, and the way 
this is carried out, so that even though "who" is important, the actual 
criminal is not so important that he cannot be a shadowy figure. 
The armed forces, a profession much concerned with violence, 
provide few criminals. In The sign of four(l58), both Morstan and 
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Sholto were Army officers, but neither was guilty of murder, only the 
theft of the Agra treasure. In Death in captivity(94), the soldier 
killer was in reality a German intelligence officer. He was an 
attractive figure on the surface, though quite prepared to betray his 
so-called friends to their enemies. 
A batch of criminals from various professions concludes this 
section. The criminal Stapleton, alias Baskerville, was a naturalist, 
and, appropriately enough, died in a bog(116) • Eric Greenwood, the 
murderer who allowed another man to be convicted for his crime, was an 
importer of Eastern goods(121). Felix Liedner, who gave the impression 
of a devoted husband, had been, firstly, a spy, and in his second 
identity, an archaeologist of some repute. He was a ruthless killer, 
who destroyed two women devoted to him(88). Finally, a profession in 
which one would not expect to find a criminal, the professional do-
gooder, Godfrey Abelwhite, the person who really did steal the 
Moonstone(45); given to good works, but beneath the surface, a villain. 
Of all the professions, those of medicine and the law seem, in 
the pages of the detective novel at least, to produce most criminals. 
Even so, most professions have produced at least one. 
There is commonly supposed to exist the "artistic" personality. 
This'usually consists of very quick flare-ups of violent anger, which 
are often short lived. Artists (using the term in its broadest sense), 
do figure among the criminals of the detective novel, even if few of 
them have an obviously artistic temperament. Take Laurence Redding, 
a young painter, who fell in love with the tyrannical Colonel's wife, 
and with her plotted and carried out in cold blood, the death of that 
husband(99). There is no quick flare-up of temper here, but a deliberate 
and premeditated plan. Similarly, the detective story writer, Felix 
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Lane, who took over the role of the police as he pursued the hit and 
run killer of his only child(109). Finally, there is the unsuccessful 
writer Dane McKell, who allowed both his mother and father to be 
arrested, tried and acquited for his crime, without revealing that 
he was the killer(140). The artistic temper is seen in the person of 
the artist Campbell, in Five red herrings (92) , who during an argument 
with a fellow painter, punched him, caused him to hit his head as he 
fell, thus (accidentally), bringing about his death. One could 
conclude from this that "detective" artists are in fact just like 
anyone else, and that their so-called t emperam:nt is nothing but a myth 
intended to create an aura of separateness. 
The last group of criminals can best be described as working class, 
and they are by far the smallest group. There is Annie Wilson, the 
Oxford scout, who tried to avenge herself on the clever woman who 
deprived her husband of his livelihood(4). She became a twisted and 
vicious person, ready to kill to achieve her ends. Ralph, the 
criminal in In the heat of the night.(124) was a waiter, and appears 
very little;· Ivenson, the ax-killing janitor too does not become a 
major figure(15 l ), and lastly, the gardener and odd-job man, Frank 
Crutchley, taciturn, sullen and'unrepentent for his crime, rationalising, 
by blaming his victim for the crime he himself cOl:lmi tted (89) • 
Very few criminals are portrayed as so insane that they do not know 
what they are doing. Many of them are abnormal. There is Justice 
Waldegrave, revenging himself on the Law he served(136); Jonathan Jones, 
the sex maniac (122) , and the child kiiler Josephine, whose will cannot 
be thwarted with impunity(108). There is . the fanatic whose fanaticism 
leads to crime, such as Matthew Smith, whose hatred of France resulted 
in the death of his wife and two·innocent by-standers(lOl). There was 
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the religious fanatic, Hector Marriott, who tried to burn and destroy 
(121) 
churches • Lastly, the more obviously insane, such as Michael 
Rogers, whose mind finally cracked after killing his mistress(60). 
To be included in this group are Carmen Sternwood, the epileptic 
nymphomaniac (29) , and Julian Freke, who concluded that in oome cases 
murder could be justified(30). All of these criminals are abnormal 
at least, and those in the last group are certainly insane. They do 
not however form a high percentage of fictional killers. Nor do they 
in real life. Of 481 indicted for homicide in 1974, 3 were found unfit 
to plead, and 2 not guilty by reason of insanity, an extremely low 
proportion. The figures for 1973 are similar, 4 and 1 respectively 
out of a total-of 427(179). 
What then of the criminal figure? ~e is more usually male than 
female, more likely to belong to the middle and upper classes than the 
working class, and to be a professional person. He may be a child or 
an adult, he may be treated sympathetically, or be shown as a complete 
villain. He may never appear, or he can be the investigator's stoo~e. 
--
Sometimes: he is insane, but the one link connecting all of them is their 
commission of a crime, otherwise, they are like you or me. 
Chapter 6. The investigator 
This chapter is concerned with the character who gives his name 
to the genre as a whole, the detective, or the investigator to use a 
more general term. The professional and the amateur investigator are 
discussed separately, and mention is also made of those novels in 
which there is no investigator. The concluding paragraph will 
tabulate the points arising from this discussion. 
The investigator is the person, or persons, for there may be more 
than one per novel, responsible for attempting to solve the alleged 
crime or criminal activity. This term has been chosen in preference 
to "detective", which belongs more properly to the profession of 
investigation~ 
Investigators can be divided into two main groups. The first 
group consists of the professional investigator: he may either belong 
to the police force, e.g. Gideon, or be a professional inquiry agent, 
such as Sam Spade, that is, a detective or private eye. The second 
group consists of amateur investigators. Again, this group can be 
subdivided, into the informed amateur, such as a crime reporter, and 
the outsid~, the person who has no reason for investigating any crime. 
The first group to be considered is the Police. The first United 
Kingdom police force was formed by Sir Robert Peel between 1822 and 1829. 
This was the Metropolitan police force " and its members became known, 
not always affectionately, as Peelers and Bobbies. This force had 
been preceeded by the Bow Street Runners, formed by Henry Fielding i~ 
1748. Before that time law enforcement had been in the ha:nds of 
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parish constables and justices of the peace. The Metropolitan force 
took over the duties of both the Runners and the parish constables. 
The City of London force was founded in 1839, and with the passing of 
various Acts between 1835 and 1856, provincial forces came into being. 
The French force was modelled by Louis Napoleon on British lines, and 
the United States force developed from the system of parish constables 
taken over by British settlers. Until a national police force 
existed, it had been impossible for a detective novel to be created. 
This is the view of most critics of the genre, particularly Howard 
Haycraft(38). Yet the very first policemen, those encountered by DuPin(41), 
were not the main investigators of the crime. T~ey are seen to be 
competent, up to a point, and for routine matters; they are shown as 
lacking only in imagination. This view was continued in some of the 
early detective novels. Sergeant Cuff was unable to find the stealer 
of the moonstone, and Holmes' attitude towards the police was similar 
-
to that of Dupin. In both cases, the police ask for the assistance 
of the non-official investigators. 
Wi th the advent of the tlGolden age tl , and the appearance of more 
police investigators, this view began to alter. Efficient and 
competent policemen began to arrive on the scene: Inspectors French, 
Alleyn and Appleby for example, and more recently, Gideon. It should 
not be thought however that all British policemen are perfectly correct 
in their behaviour and attitudes~ Even when they act correctly, they 
may be treated unsympathetically. The unnamed Inspector and Sergeant 
in John Bingham's novel My name is Michael Sibley (139), use no 
. -- . - . 
physical violence towards their suspect, yet because of their adroit 
questioning, they tie him up in knots, and appear as sinister figures. 
The most incompetent fictional policeman must surely be Inspector Dover(159). 
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He is fat, lazy and uncouth, disliked by all, especially his Sergeant, 
who is made to do any investigation which takes place, even though this 
may be minimal. 
The situation in the United States was entirely different. It 
would be more than a generalisation to say that American policemen are 
more prone to corruption than their British counterparts. One example 
of this, Sergeant Corey, has already been noted(151 ). He is not an 
isolated example. Marlowe's relationships with the police leave him 
with nothing but contempt. He meets one Police Chief who kept his 
crime figures low by ignoring most of the crimes which occurred in 
(118) his area • Even some of the so-called "goodll cops are not wholly 
upright men. This isetemplified in the characters of Coffin Ed and 
Grave Digger Jones, and summed up by Raymond Nelson in his article on 
the detective 'stories of Chester Himes, Domestic Harlem(160) 
"These awesome detectives do not always limit 
their violence to the guilty - they are, in 
fact, distress,ingly" quick to beat on almost 
any black head they encounter - and like all 
'bad niggers' they may seem at first glance 
~mprobable (or undesirable) models for 
humanity" • 
These two policemen are contrasted with those seen in the novels of Ed 
McBain: Steve Carella and ne colleagues. There is also Virgil Tibbs, 
one of the few coloured policemen in the detective novel(124), and 
finally, Hillary Waugh's policemen, who are the exact opposite of Himes'. 
These attitudes are seen fairly ,consistently throughout the 
entire range of detective novels. The British police are generally 
efficient, and at worst, incompetent rather than corrupt. However, 
American police are usually good or corrupt, and only infrequently 
incompetent only. 
It is easier to gain an impression of the attitude of the non-
official investigator towards the police than vice versa, and even more 
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difficult to ascertain if this is based upon reality. When Dupin 
was asked by the Prefect to solve the mystery of the stolen letter, the 
latter had admitted defeat and indirectly indicated that an "amateur" 
could succeed where the professional had failed(63). Inspector Gregson 
willingly accepted Holmes' assistance when a case had baffled him(5l). 
This is one aspect of the detective novel, which, while it can be 
accepted for the duration of a reading, upon close analysis seems most 
unlikely to ever happen in reality. The co-operation of police and 
other investigators is a common feature of the detective novel: some 
of the reasons for this will be discussed later on in this chapter. 
It is however, very unlikely that this happens in real life, except 
in a ver,y few cases, and usually such investigations would be parallel 
rather than contiguous. 
In American novels, there is little if any official/amateur co-
operation; rather a state of mutual intolerance. This "is seen 
especially clearly in the contacts between Marlowe and the police: 
"The homicide skipper that year was a Captain 
Gregorius, a type of copper that is getting 
rarer but by no means extinct, the kind that 
solves crimes with the bright light, the 
soft sap, the kick to the kidneys, the knee 
to the groin, the fist to the solar plexus, 
the night stick to the base of the spine • • • 
Right now I was his raw meat • • • He looked 
at me as if I was a cigarette stub, or an 
empty chair. Just something in his line of 
vision, without interest for him." (129) 
In sharp contrast to the Marlowe stories are the Queen stories. The 
cousins who wrote under the name "Ellery Queen" hit upon the ingenious 
device of having an amateur detective who is the son of a tolerant 
(one might say long-suffering) inspector of the New York police force. 
The police procedural novel is now a recognised sub-division of 
the detective novel. It deis.with the investigation by a police force 
of a suspected crime. Thus it can become a step-by-step documentary 
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of a crime investigation. This brings with it a danger that it may 
become a tale of boring routine. There is more than on e way in whic:tl 
writers have attempted to avoid this, and all ways are fraught with 
danger. 
Firstly, the investi~ating police officer can become emotionally 
involved with his case, and bring a personal element into it. He must 
tackle ~ case with a wholehearted devotion, but at the same time 
remain sufficiently detached to prevent emotion clouding his judgment. 
This could result in a resolve to make an arrest quickly, which in turn 
could lead to a person with only the slightest involvment in the case 
becoming a suspect, or at worst, arrested. 
A second way is to make the policeman in charge an "outstanding" 
or eccentric figure, so that he acts as a focus for the plot. This 
again is difficult, for by the nature of their profession, the police 
must work within set rules, which do not allow much scope for an 
unconventional person. One unconventional policeman is Dover, and he 
is not always an example of how a policeman should behave(159). Few 
fictional policemen are eccentric. 
A third way is not to concentrate on one case only, but to blend 
a number of cases together. This must be skillfully manipulated, 
otherwise the plot will consist of a number of episodes with no 
connecting thread. There are many good examples of this, the most 
notable being J.J. Marric's Gideon series, where Gideon himself forms 
. . (119)-the connecting link • His job is largely administrative, and he 
oversees all the important cases in his area. 
The above mentioned ways have all been tried to alleviate boredom, 
yet the telling of a straight-forward routine investigation need not be 
tedious or boring. Take for example, perhaps the best instance of this" 
-~-
Hillary Waugh's Last seen wearing(93). A girl vanishes from college, 
her friends are questioned and the college grounds searched, her diary 
is read, (this gives clues to the killer). The investigating officer, 
intent on solving the mystery, tries an experiment which results in 
her bo~ being found. Clues in the diary are followed up, a suspect 
is isolated, and a watch put on him. Finally, his house and grounds 
are searched, and a vital clue found which points conclusively to his 
guilt. This is the story of a routine investigation and the determination 
of the police to bring it to a successful and satisfactory conclusion. 
It is written in such a way that it is not boring, but rather an 
enthralling account of the hunting of a murderer. 
This systematic following of leads and working from one clue to 
another, with an occasional flash of inspiration, is the method used 
by most fictional policemen, British and American. A comparable 
British story is The cask(27), by Freeman Wills Crofts. This details 
the investigation by Inspector Burnley, (predecessor of French) and his 
French Colleague into the killing of Annette Boirac. A slight 
variation is introduced, in that the private investigator Le Touche, 
is engaged by the police to assist them. 
The official police can make mistakes, and frequently do so, 
especially when an unofficial investigator is invol~d. This is often 
seen to be the sole function of provinCial police, who may not be 
confident of their ability to cope with a big case, and have to call in 
Scotland Yard. This may lead to a lack of co-operation between local 
police and the Yard men. At the start of Death at the President's lOdging(56)l 
Appleby is seen to be wondering what kind of greeting he will receive from 
the Oxford police whom he has come to assist. It is essential for the 
Yard men to gain the confidence of the local police who know local people 
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and conditions so well. Thus, the Yard men, Appleby, Alleyn, etc., 
tend to be ple§sant and easy to get on with, SO that they can readily 
gain the co-operation of their provincial colleagues. 
While the police are rarely eccentric, they are not always just 
the unfeeling servant of the Law. An officer may be seen torn between 
duty and friendship. In a small country community, the local policeman 
will usually know both killer and victim, and an emotional conflict may 
result. The Yard man has no such ties, and while relying upon the 
local police for local knowledge, can be a more impartial investigator. 
The police are human, and examples of this can often be found during 
the questioning of those closely related to the victim, when they show 
sympathy and understanding, as in Steve Carella's questioning of a five-
year old 
11 'I have a little girl about your age', Carella 
said. 'She" s a twin. How old ~.you, Ann a? , 
11 'Five. ' 
II~That' s just how old my daughter is.' 
11 'Mmm,' Anna said. She paused a moment, and then 
asked, 'Is Mommy killed?' 
"' Yes,' Carella said. 'Yes, honey, she is.' 
f" I was afraid to go in and look.' 
,j, It's better you didn It. ' 
" i She got killed last night, didn't she?' Anna Asked. 
,j 'Yes. '" (161) 
This is also seen whenever a member of the police is involved directly 
in the commission of a crime. In Busman's honeymoon(89), P.C. Sellon's 
superior is unaware of his marital and financial difficulties, and is 
indirectly responsible for his retaining lost property to help him 
through his troubles. In fact, it actually led to his blackmail by 
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Noakes, and his being suspected of invol~ent in the former's death. 
In Hercule Poirot's Christmas(162), Superintendent Sugden, illigitimate, 
killed his father in revenge for his abandonment of his mother and 
himself. Both these cases show that the police are only like you and 
me, ordinary human beings. 
In nearly every detective novel in which the police are the main 
investigating force, working without the assistance of anyone outside 
the force, they are seen to pursue their investigations methodically, 
moving from one point to another systematically and logically. Once 
again, the difference between British and American detective novels can 
be seen, for although the ~ajority of police in botp are good and 
honest, there are other examples. These do occur mainly in American 
novels, where it is quite common for a policeman to accept bribes or 
to be in the service of the local gang leader. The police are not 
always presented sympathetically: this may be because to the general 
public, close invol~mentwith the police, even if completely innocent, 
can be a frightening experience, and the police may seem to be trying 
to trap them hto saying something which is not wholly true. This may 
be only a routine police tactic, but may well to the public present 
official authority as cold and unsympathetic. It would seem therefore 
that the figure of the police investigator, usually, but not always, a 
good character, is reasonably true to his real life counterpart. He 
is not infallible, but thorough, competent and determined. 
In contrast with reality, the main focus of the detective novel 
was not centred first upon the official police force. The interest in 
the police as the main investigating force came much later in the history 
of the detective novel. It seems reasonable therefore to $k wny this 
happened: wny did the private investigator flourish? Was it a reflection 
of the lack of stability seen in the faihrre of the police force? If 
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the police had always been efficient, a private detective force might 
not have been established. During the Prohibition era in America, the 
police were not responsible for enforcin~ this. Crimes associated with 
this grew, and the police were unable to cope, thus necessitating a 
private force. 
A similar situation did not exist in Britain. As a result, the 
public today sees the professional inquiry agent as a shabby little man, 
more concerned with divorce Cases than in hunting down murderers. 
This may be due in some measure to Graham Greene, whose private enq~iry 
agents are very unprepossessing. More recently, he has become 
identified with the problem of industrial espionage and security. 
That is, he is most concerned with cases in which the police have no 
official jurisdiction. 
This is a sociological reason for the importance of the non-police 
investigator. It was noted earlier that because of their official 
standing, it is hard to present a "glamorous" policeman. This does 
not apply to any other investigator, as may be seen in the characters 
of detectives from Dupin to Hammer. 
However, this part of the chapter is concerned with those 
investigators who are professional inquiry agents. Yet again, the 
first point to be noted is the bl10ad difference between American and 
British professional detectives. By and large, most American detectives 
belong to the hard-boiled school, while their British counterparts are 
much less concerned with physical violence. The American professional 
detective has declined in his ethical standards since Dashiell Hammett 
firstcreated the Continental Ope Both he and Chandler created' their 
heroes in short stories published in the Black Mask pulp magazine. 
This was noted for its tough and violent stories. 
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From the beginning, violence was part of the lives of these 
detectives. Prohibition had created the tough American gangster, and 
it was the descendents of these against whom the Op battled. It was 
therefore absolutely essential for him to be able to fight against and 
overcome this violence. Marlowe and Archer also fight against such 
violence. This description from Chapter 13 of Red harvest(8) is 
typical:-
"I socked Jerry twice, kicked him, butted him at 
least once, and was hunting for a place to bite 
-when he went limp under me." 
It is clear that these men had to be incredibly tough, almost superhuman 
in physique. The way in which they recover from beatings is unbelievable. 
The theme of violence is seen at its extreme in the figure of Spillanets 
hero, Mike Hammer: 
"A dangerous paranoic is crUJ_slIlg the streets 
of New York in a high-powered car, with a ~un 
in the side pocket of the door and another 
under his. jacket in a shoulder holster. He 
is licensed to carry arms, being a private 
detective, and he also regards himself as 
divinely licensed to rob, kidnap, torture 
and kill, so long as he is furthering what 
he thinks are the ends of justice. He 
suffers from systemized delusions of persecution 
and grandeur. Sexually perverse, he takes a 
peculiar delight in shooting bad women in the 
abdomen. His name is Mike Hammer. 11 
Linked to their physical resistence to violence, is their ability to 
consume vast amounts of alcohol with no visible e£fect. 
No matter what happens during the course of an investigation, the 
detective will pursue it through to the end despite the red herrings, 
bribes and any personal involvement which may get in his way. His quest 
is for truth rather than justic~~78)During the length of The Dain curse(138) , 
in which the initial investigation of stolen industrial diamonds leads 
into a complicated murder plot involving ~ criminal past and insanity, 
the opts Clients change, as having solved dne case, another opens up. 
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His mission becomes that of saving Gabrielle Leggett, and in this he 
succeeds. 
Linked to this singlemindedness of purpose, is the fact that the 
detective is usually a loner. He has neither friends nor family, or, 
like Archer, has been forced through the nature of his job, and his own 
nature to abandon such luxuries. His job demands total involvment 
"in the American detective story the detective 
is very often as much an outsider as the 
criminal - not an outsider like Holmes or 
Dupin, men whose genius lifts them above the 
common lot, but outsiders like Bo~s Dr. Iu 
Tsun, a Chinese in England. The community 
visibly excludes them. Ross MacDonald's 
Lew Archer is a good example: a man without 
f~mily, without connections or friends 
(except for a few policemen), a man without 
a place, only a shabby office, which he rarely 
visits, and a car. He roams compulsively 
through other people's lives because he lacks 
one of his own". 
Love is especially taboo: Spade abandons Brigid O'Shaughnessy to 
the police(154), and Hammer shoots his fianc~e(120), who had been 
responsible for the murder of his best friend. This is not pure 
callousness but is linked to the determination of these men to find 
out the truth, no matter what the cost to their clients or themselves. 
The professional private detective, in common with all non-police 
investigators, has the advantage that he can work outside the Law: he 
is not bounded by rules and regulations. As Mike Hammer states:-
"You're a cop" Pat. You're tied down by 
rules and regulations. There's someone 
'over you. I'm alone. I can slap someone 
in the puss and they can't do a damn thi~. 
No one can kick me out of my job. Maybe 
there's nobody to put up a huge fuSS. if I 
get gunned down, but then I still have a 
private cop's licence with the privilege 
to pack a rod, and they're afraid of me". (120) 
He is sometimes oblivious to the fact that in order to seek out 
the truth, he frequently breaks the Law. While believing that the 
Law has some hold over them, as the ~ajority do, in the case of Mike 
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Hammer, this is not true, and he does in fact act outside and above the 
Law, as judge, jury and executioner. 
Consequently, such investigators are mistrusted and disliked by 
the police. They are the servants of the Law, but as was seen earlier, 
they can be corrupt and inefficient. This is seen especially in 
any novel in which the chief investigator is not the police. There 
has to be a contrast, for if the police were competent and efficient, 
there would be no need for any outsider to become involved and solve 
the mystery. 
Unlike real life ~steries, the hard-boiled detective is always 
able to solve his case, despite the fact that anyone who can hinder his 
progress will do so. Infalibility is in general a trade-mark of all 
non-police investigators. 
Compared with their American colleagues, British professional 
inquiry agents are much gentler persons, for they come into contact 
with less violence. The first, and most famous, British private 
detective was Sherlock'Holmes, who, when questioned by Dr. Watson, said 
"Well, I have a trade of my own. 
I am the only one in the world. 
consulting detective, if you can 
what that is." 
I suppose 
I'm a 
understand 
(51) 
Thus Holmes follows in the footsteps of Dupin and his un-named friend 
and narrator, in as much as he has a colleague, who, because he is 
super-intelligent, is made to seem stupid by his side, and also that 
he is eccentric. Holmes is extremely well versed in certain branches 
of knowledge, but woefully ignorant of others. He smokes, plays the 
violin, sometimes takes cocaine and is a master of disguise, to the 
extent of fooling even Watson. He is also a loner, with no close 
~riends except Watson, and having no interest in women except Irene Adler, 
"the woman". (165) If he is engaged by a client, truth is all' that he 
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will promise. He is the master of deduction, often confounding his 
clients by the amount that he can reveal about them from their outward 
appearance. Holmes will consider ever,y solution to a problem, and 
having discarded each one that does not fit, the remaining solution, 
no matter how impossible, must be correct. No detail can be insignificant. 
"Is there any other point to which you would 
wish to draw my attention?" 
"To the curious incident of the dog in the 
night-time." 
"The dog did-nothing in the night-time." 
iiThat was the curious incident," remarked 
Sherlock Holmes. (166) 
The fact that everything has significance is one reason why he succeeds 
where others fail. He is not infallible: he alw~s rues the fact 
that Irene Adler escaped him. 
Like Dupin, he regards the police as efficient up to a point, but 
lacking in imagination. They it is who beg him for assistance, and are 
prepared to help him. Holmes has other helpers, notably the Baker 
Street Irregulars, a gang of street urchins. Running through the entire 
series of stori~~ is the opposition of the super.-criminals, Moriaty and Moran, 
the vendetta between them and Holmes. Though the conventional pictUre 
of Holmes is usually that of a stern and unfeeling person, this is not 
so. He is genuinely fond of Watson, and distressed when" he is injured; 
he will also suppress information when he feels this is justified. In 
Charles Augustus Mi1verton(167), he allows the blackmailer's victim to 
kill him, and then eS;cape scot free, because of his belief that her 
action was justified. These are not the sentiments of an unfeeling 
man. 
American investigators tend to be similar in character and actions; 
this is not always so with the British. Poirot, the Belgian ex-
detective, is emcentric in his love for order and symmetry. He is 
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more interested in human nature, and delights in uniting lovers at the 
conclusion of his cases. He conducts his investigations by using 
"the little grey cells", and is very rarely wrong. He has his 
stoo~e> in Captain Hastings, who is even stupider than Watson, and 
ver,y susceptible to young ladies. However, he is soon married and 
sent to Argentina. Other characters appear as stoo!es: Ariadne 
01iver, a writer of detective stories, believed by some to be a 
caricature of her creator; Colonel Race, the strong silent Secret 
Service man and the policemen, Japp, Battle and Spence. It is the 
police who seek out Poirot for his help, or when he intrudes upon a 
crime, welcome his co-operation - a ver,y unreal situation. Poirot 
thinks highly of the police with whom he works. In Chapter 3, it 
was noted that the non-police detective did not always hand over the 
culprit to the police. This is especially true of Poirot, as in 
Murder on the Orient express(8l), and The murder of Roger AckrOYd(42). 
Moreover, he is not averse to trapping a criminal by a trick: this has 
already been noted. He is a very conceited person, full of self-
confidence and a belief in his own infallibility which cannot be 
punctured. 
While Ho1mes and Poirot are probably the most famous British 
professional detectives, there are others, such as Albert Campion, a 
member of the aristocracy under another name(168). He works closely 
with the policeman Luke. Nige1 Strangeways also has police co-
operation, since his uncle is Assistant Commissioner(169). Both 
these illustrate the unlikely situation of the police actively co-
operating with outside investigators. 
The contrast between British and American professional detectives 
is obvious. Violence, a single-minded devotion to the truth and to 
ensuring the punishment of the offender are characteristics of the 
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American. The British are more eccentric, and while concerned to find 
out the truth, do not always ensure the punishment of the guilty. He 
works closely with the police, but his American friends fight a 
perpetual battle against them. Unlike the police~ these investigators 
invariably bring their cases to a successful conclusion. 
The second group of investigators consists of all those whose 
main profession is not crime investigation. Despite this, many of 
these investigators are thought of as "private detectives", these 
include Lord Peter Wimsey and Ellery Queen. 
The first point to note, is the impossibility in real life of any 
of these persons becoming involved in crime investigation. One can 
concede that in certain cases, a crime reporter might engage in a little 
detective work, but rarely to the extent that fictional investigators 
do. 
A second point to note is the relative absence of American 
detectives in this group. Philo Vance was an early example of the 
eccentric detective, based, to a large extent on Lord Peter. His 
popularity soon faded, but the early Eller,y Queen was to some extent 
"::based on this model. The ea.r.ly and more recent novels show how the 
character developed. Ellery is a writer of detective novels, and his 
father an Inspector of police, and this is obviously of some advantage 
to him when he is investigating privately, as he can usually rely upon 
the assistance of the police. He is also able to assist his father in 
particularly tricky cases. In the early novels, every clue and 
situation was analysed by Ellery, so that by the point that the 
"Challenge to the reader" was posed, all clues had been presented, 
and only one solution was possible. As his character was developed 
so that his eccentricities decreased, so the emphasis was less on formal 
investigation, and more on human relationships. Often, his Cases are 
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concerned with the town of Wrightsville, where his arrival usually heralds 
. (170) 
an outbreak of v~olence • This:is another example of unreality: 
the "professional" investigator arrives on the scene because he is 
summoned, but the "amateur" investigator is often present when a 
murder takes place~ so that he can become involved. It is extremely 
unlikely that an amateur would be present on ever,y occasion when murder 
occurred. 
With Philo Vance, Eller,y Queen is undoubtedly the best-known of 
any American non-professional investi~ator. The only other one to be 
considered here is Peter Styles, Judson Phi~l.iIB' one-legged journalist 
investigator. The victim of violence himself, this resulted in the 
death of his father and the loss of his own leg. His own accident 
had a profound influence upon him, and his entr,y into The twisted 
(171) people was brought about by a reference in a rape case to two 
"laughing men". Styles cannot forget that the men who forced his 
car off the road were laughing as this took place. To them it was a 
great joke: to Styles, a major tr~edy. 
English amateur detectives are a very mixed bunch of people. In 
common with other investigators, few of them are female. One exception 
of course is Miss Marple, the spinster of St. Mary Mead. (172) Believed 
by many to lack a knowledge of worldly affairs, yet because she had been 
brought up in an English village, her knowledge of humanity was immense. 
Her detective work was often done by finding analogies to the case in 
persons and events from St. Mary Mead. Her appearance, as an 
elderly pussy, put suspects off their guard, and theyrould talk freely 
to her without fear. Her relationships with the police are usually 
very good. On her first appearance, they cannot believe in her 
powers as a detective, and she is frequently ignored. Through her 
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friends Colonel and Mrs. Bantry, she knows Sir Henry Clitheroe, the 
ex-Commissioner of Scotland Yard, and later becomes acquainted with 
his godson, Inspector Craddock. This leads to her receiving privileged 
treatment; another example of unreality. 
The figure of Miss Marple clearly illustrates another problem 
which must be faced by the author of a series character. This is how 
to develop a character so that he 0 r she remains credible. Miss 
Marple, while she has always seemed elderly, has, in her later 
appearances, a~ed, and suffers the infirmities of old age. Her world 
too has altered, as witness the "New development", and the departure 
of Mrs. Bantry from the Hall(173). Many series characters appear to 
alter very little from their first appearances, but the character of 
Miss Marple does show some signs of development consistent with that 
of real life. 
It can hardly be said of Philip Trent, that, like Miss Marple, he 
rarely loses a case. When summoned by his paper, for he is a 
journalist, to investigate the murder of international financier 
Manderson, he firstly falls in love with Mrs. Manderson, and then suspects 
her of the murder. His solutions to the problem are shown to be 
incorrect, and he finally resolves that this will be Trent's last case(52). 
It is conceivable that a journalist would be able to involve himself 
in criminal investigation more easily than a complete outsider. This 
novel was written specifically by E.C. Bentley to disprove the myth of 
the infallible investigator: in this he succeeded well. 
The medical profession is well represented among the ranks of 
amateUr investigators. When R. Austin Freeman, himself medically 
qualified, created Dr. Thcirndyke, -he also created the first scientific 
investigator(174). Most of the cases investigated by Thorndyke are 
inverted, and it is from the material clues left at the scene of a 
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crime that he draws his conclusions. Hairs, dust, mud, ashes and 
fibres are all minutely examined, chemically and microscopically, and 
conclusions drawn from the results. Reggie Fortune on the other hand, 
pursues a more orthodox investigation(175). As a doctor, however, 
his examinations of bodies enables him to pinpoint the cause of death 
and to find other medical clues. His relationship with Lomas, the 
Chief of the C.I.D., is not always peaceful, but in the main, it is of 
benefit to both men. Reggie is always seen as a mannered, silly-ass 
type of character, one with whom the contemporary reader has little 
sympathy. He is a ver,y sympathetic person, particularly concerned for 
the welfare of children. 
With all the investigators so far mentioned in this group,there 
has been some semi-official contact between them and the police. This 
relationship, whilst it is unreal, is ver,y necessary for the 
detective novel, since without some kind of co-operation, the amateur 
would find it ver,y hard to function efficiently. 
John Dickson Carr, alias Carter Dickson, created three detectives 
in Bencolin, Sir Henry Merrivale and Gideon Fell. The latter 
investigator is the one to be discussed here. A very large man in 
bulk and big-hearted by nature, with his shovel hat, and habit of 
interrupting his speech with "harrumphs", "Archons of Athens", etc., 
he makes a formidably eccentric figure. Physically, Dr. Fell was 
based upon G.K. Chesterton; both were at one time fellow-members of 
the Detection Club. He also has a friend in Superintendent Hadley, 
which, as was noted earlier, makes life so much easier, if less credible(176). 
The character who most exemplifies the accepted figure of the amateur 
investigator must surely be Lord Peter Wimsey. "Born" during the heyday 
of the classic detective novel, he grew (like Holmes) to be larger ~han 
life, and eventually, Dorothy L. Sayers created a biography for him. 
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The younger son of a Duke, which had more public appeal in the 1930s 
than today perhpps, he was wealthy, and thus able to indulge his hobby 
of collecting old manuscripts. Although working for the Foreign Office, 
he had no regular occupation, and could be classed with the idle rich. 
He was easily able to adapt himself to his surroundings - a Bohemian 
CIUb(65), an(cadvertising agenc/ 87 ) or an artists colOny(92). His 
friends are also varied; Miss Climpson, a retired gentlewoman(105), the 
reformed burglar HallelUjah(105), Ginger, the office boy(87), and last 
but not least, Inspector Parker. It becomes most convenient for Lord 
Peter to have the assistance of Parker, for it enables him to leave 
all the routine to Parker, and leave himself free to pursue more 
interesting lines of inquiry. Once Parker has married Lady Mary, 
this link is cemented more firmly. Despite this, Lord Peter does 
encounter trouble from Inspector Suggin Whose bOiy?(30) In many 
respects, Parker is the opposite of Peter, both in background and 
character, being less flamboyant in action and thought. In any 
inquiry, there are other assistants at hand besides Parker. Firstly 
there is Lord Peter's valet, Bunter, who has been in his service since 
Lord Peter left the Ar~ with shell shock. Bunter is in charge of 
such things as photography and, when necessary he befriends maidservants 
to glean information from them. Secondly, Miss Climpson and her 
"Catt~ry" of single ladies, such as Miss Murchison, who was placed in 
Norman ¥aughan's office to discover his secrets, and, if required, 
burgle his strong boxes(105). Miss Climpson is the ideal person to 
mingle with other ladies of similar tastes, whose love of gossip 
generally wins her the information she seeks. Her employment by Lord 
Peter, leads to an attempt on her life in Unnatural death(114). 
The one feature which distinguishes Lord Peter from , many other 
amateur investigators, is his development as a character. He begins 
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life as an eccentric, seemingly all-knowing. With his fair hair, 
monocle and speech mannerisms, he appears as a silly-ass aristocrat. 
In Strong pOison(105), he encounters Harriet Vane, on trial for the 
murder of her lover, and through the remaining sequence of novels, as 
much attention is focus sed on their growing relationship as upon 
detection. It was a novel experience for Lord Peter to be rejected, 
and under it, his character mellowed and became less extreme, until in 
the last story written about him, Talboys(177), he is seen as a family 
man with wife and three sons. His appearance is one point in his 
favour, as people are unable to take such a person seriously, and thus 
I 
he can receive information which might not otherwise be given him. 
One facet of his character which distinguishes him from others, 
is his knowledge that because of his investigations he may cause the 
death, by hanging, of another person. Even if other investigators 
know this, it does not affect them as it does Lord Peter. For the 
last few hours before Frank Crutcbley is hanged in Busmans Honeymoon(89), 
his actions are quite irrational. He drives about aimlessly, finally 
returning to Harriet only to enact the prison scene in his O\VU mind. 
This sensitivity is also seen in his recurrent bouts of "shell shock" 
behaviour when under pressure. 
In summarising the figure of the non-professional investigator, one 
must say that he is an unreal figure, but one which must be accepted 
for the conventions of the detective novel. He is unreal because he 
could not function in reality as he does in fiction: police and other 
investigators do not co-operate. He is often an eccentric or unusual 
person, with the quality of getting on well with people, and with 
merging into a background. No general conclusions can be drawn as to 
age or class, but once more we must note that men outnumber women! 
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Finally, there are some detective novels in which there is no 
investigator as such. This is found in novels such as Malice aforethOugh{102), 
and Endless night(60), which are written from the killeis viewpoint, and 
in which detection is virtually non-existent. In the former, it is 
obvious that Bickleigh is the killer, but not until the end of the latter 
does realisation dawn that Mike is the killer. In Before the fact(55); 
the victim is also the investigator, as she gradually finds out the 
truth about her husband. In every novel, the reader is also the 
investigator, for one part of the enjoyment of a detective novel is in 
following clues, and identifying the culprit before the investigator. 
After the corpse, the investigator is probably the next most 
characteristic figure in the detective novel. His character is too 
varied for a typical figure to emerge, but se7eral points can be made 
in summarising: 
1. The contrast between the British and American investigators 
both professional and non-professional. This is:broadly the good if 
sometimes unsympathetic policeman and the corrupt; the violent 
investigator and the more placid and eccentric 
2. The difference in aims between the professional and non-
professional investigator. The former seek the truth, the latter also 
seek the truth, but may conceal it if he believes Justice will be better 
served by so doing 
3. The unreality of the relationship between the amateur investigator 
and the police, which can have no basis in fact 
4. The fact that because he is an amateur he must be given special 
assistance SO that he can pursue his investigations. This assistance 
may be the help of the police, or it may be other helpers, for example 
Watson or Paul Drake 
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5. The fact that the personality of the American private 
investigator often veers from normality towards homicidal mania. This 
is seen most clearly in the person of Mike Hammer. 
6. The degree of infallibility which most non-police investigators 
show; again, an unreal characteristic 
7. The fact that although many investigators are series characters, 
they often do not develop, but remain as on their first appearance 
8. The figure of the professional investigator bears a fairly 
close resemblance to reality, but that of the amateur is usually far 
removed from it. 
in this chapter. 
This is perhaps the most important point to be made 
It follows the pattern that has become clear in 
earlier chapters, that the detective novel is true to life only in part. 
Chapter 7. Conclusion 
Within a field so large as that of the detective novel, which, as 
was noted earlier, often includes many kindred genre all grouped together, 
it is not easy to reach conclusions which apply to ever,y novel. The 
first problem encountered, that of defining a detective novel, helped 
to limit the area to be studied. However, when discussing whether or 
not the detective stor,y could truly be called a "novel", the definitions 
of "novel" raised one point which has been followed thToughout the 
thesis. This is, to what extent does the detective novel reflect a 
picture of life. 
Several points spring immediately to mind, the first being that 
whether or not the detective novel does present an accurate picture 
of life, it certainly does not present a complete picture. It details 
only that portion of life concerning the events immediately before and 
after the commission of a crime. We rarely see any of the characters 
leading an ordinary life, for even when they are seen before the crime, 
they are usually in a state of tension and under pressure. It was 
seen earlier that choosing this small section of life enhanced the 
drama of the situation. 
A second point is that a reading of detective novels gives no 
indication of the number of murders committed in real life •. Most 
detective novels contain at least one murder, while official statistics 
show that on~ one person in every million becomes a murder victim. 
One reason for choosing murder as a subject is the presentation of 
an unfamiliar part of life, thus providing an escape from reality. 
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The fact that the criminal is always identified in the detective 
novel is a third point. The inevitability of this is certainly not 
found in real life. Some of the most famous murder cases are those 
in which no-one has ever been brought to trial, or in which the accused 
has been found not guilty:- the Croydon poisonings, Jack the Ripper, 
Lizzie Borden, William Wallace. It is probable that in many cases 
a guilty person is or has been known to the police, who have been unable 
to proceed further, possibly throu~h lack of conclusive evidence. 
This does not hinder detective story writers, because their chief aim 
is to identify the guilty person. Whatever happens after this is 
to some extent immaterial. The reader should feel that despite a lack 
of concrete evidence, the culprit identified is the true one. Chapter 
3 concluded that despite the rarity of arrests and trial scenes, the 
fictional criminal does receive retribution for his crime. The writer, 
unlike the police, does not have to prove his case in court. 
A fourth point is that despite the lar~er number of fictional 
murders as compared with real life, the motives which impel the 
criminal and the means he uses are comparable. When discussing these 
points in Chapter 2, it was seen that however bizarre a fictional murd~ 
might be, it had usually been paralleled in real life. The main dif-
ference in murder methods, is the greater use of poison tn the novel. 
The increasin~ difficulty of obtainin~ poison, and the likelihood of 
this being certified as natural death have been proposed as partial 
reasons for this. A further point to note, is the link between criminal 
and victim, either of relationship or connection with a past event. 
The fifth and final point concerns the main character of the 
detective novel, the investigator, and this point emphasises most 
clearly the difference between fact and fiction. The official 
investigators are seen as human beings with emotions, and not just 
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hard impersonal creatures. This investigator, together with his non-
official but professional colleague are accurately pictured, but once 
the amateur intrudes upon the scene, reality flies away. Firstly, he 
immediately starts to co-operate with the police, in some cases, being 
called in by them. Secondly, he is given all the assistance that he 
needs, and always finds the criminal before the police. It is hard to 
conceive of this ever happening in real life. Thirdly, the amateur is 
infallible, or almost always so, yet how many factual murder cases remain 
unsolved despite every effort made to solve them? It is in the 
relationship between official and amateur investigator that the lack of 
reality in the detective novel is most clearly seen. 
To summarise then, the detective novel writer chooses only a portion 
of real life to illustrate his story. Even within that portion, he 
selects parts which closely resemble reality - methods, motives, adds 
others which are unreal - police/amateur co-operation, and rejects others -
arrest and trial. Detective novels cannot be said to convey a true 
and complete picture of life, or indeed that the portion of life which 
they do describe is wholly accurate. 
Why have only certain parts been selected? Dramatic effects are 
heightened and lessened by the inclusion and omission of certain 
incidents. The danger of a police proceedural novel becoming very 
dull has already been mentioned, also the tedious nature of criminal 
trials. The figure of the eccentric amateur investigator, the life 
and death struggle for the criminal's life (either his actual life, or 
a life sentence), both of these add-to the dramatic tension of.a story. 
Art implies a selection of reality to achieve a desired effect; this 
means choosing only those parts which are essential for the artist's 
purpose. It may also mean including themes which are manifestly not 
part of life at all, such as the amateur/police co-operation. A 
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detective novelist must provide an enthralling story, including, reject-
ing, adding and altering wherever this suite his purpose. 
The most important facets of the detective noyel have been examined 
in the course of this study. As was noted earlier, the problem of 
definition was the first point to be examined; this was followed by a 
discussion as to how applicable the term "novel" was to such stories. 
Dictionary definitions of "novel" certainiy exclude the detective story, 
but the definitions of Chandler and Maugham place it within this genre. 
The entire field of detective stories cannot all be termed "novel", but 
certainly the writings of several authors, Chandler, Collins and Sayers 
for example, should be included within this category. 
Once the area had been defined, it was easier to place chosen authors 
in an historical perspective and to note that the earliest detective 
writers we=e eminent literary figures: Poe, Collins, and Dickens. 
The subject matter of the detective novel was discussed at length, 
and reasons for its choice propounded. Motives which impel killers 
both in fact and fiction are seen to spring from basic emotions of love 
and hate, and all the means employed are seen to contain potentialities 
which could implicate and incriminate the user. 
The simplicity of the plot of the detective novel, good conquering 
evil, appears at first glance untrue. Often good only ~ to triumph, 
since the criminal is rarely brought to trial or convicted. However, 
a closer examination shows that in most cases, the culprit receives 
retribution, even while remaining unconvicted. 
The three figures of victim, criminal and investigator were the 
final facets considered. It is hard to say which is more important. 
Without a victim there would be no stor,y; each victim must have his 
killer, but without an investigator, there would be no detective novel. 
In discussing the three figures, one point to emerge is that each 
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figure is often an outsider. The victim, because of his "flaw", the 
criminal, because he does not conf6rm to the rules of society, and 
the investi~ator, because his job, of necessity, sets him apart from 
the rest of humanity. 
The last major point arising from this thesis is the difference 
between British and American detective stories. The genre originated 
in America with Poe, but soon crossed the Atlantic. Since then, the 
American strain has become more extreme. This appears to be a 
reflection of the different societies. Development of the detective 
novel was similar in the two countries until Prohibition in America. 
This encouraged the formation of gangs and an increasing amount of 
violence. This is seen in the detective novel starting with Hammett 
and the Black Mask writers, and continuing to the present in Mickey 
Spillane, the epitome of violence for the sake of violence. No British 
stories, even those including gangs, can compare with the violence of 
the American hard-boiled school. 
The greater amount of violence can also be attributed to the fact 
that gun licensing laws are freer in America than in Britain, and 
therefore more people possess a potential murder weapon. Moreover, 
American police are armed, encouraging criminals to do the same. Nor 
is this the only difference between the two police forces. In general, 
American police are more corrupt, more violent, and less friendly 
toward other investigators. British police are rarely seen to be, any-
thing worse than inefficient. 
The American criminal is more likely to be known to the police than 
his British counterpart. Most British murders stem from private rather 
than public motives, and the perpetrators tend to be' "ordinary" citizens 
rather than ex-cons. For this reason, British detective stories appear 
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to have a more middle/upper class background than American. 
This then is the anatomy of the detective novel. Its component 
parts have been dissected and discussed, and the results have shown 
that the detective novel only in parts bears some resemblance to 
reality, and that in most respects the American version is more extreme 
and violent than the Bfitish. 
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Gaston Leroux 
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Edgar Allan Poe 
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Julian Symons 
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Roy Vickers 
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Albert 
Lugg, Supt. Oates 
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Narrator 
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Les1ie Charteris 
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